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THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

THURSDAY AFTERNOON. APRIL

.r

Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low
in the lower 40s. Light wind.
Friday: Mostly cloudy with a
•40 percent chance of showers.
High in the mid to upper 60s.

MA AWARD WINNER

WORLD — NATIONAL
WASHINGTON — Dealing a serious and possibly fatal blow to
Jim Wright's speakership, the House ethics committee has concluded
that he improperly accepted gifts from a business partner and tried to
evade outside income limits through book sales.
WASHINGTON — President Bush's proposal to ban campaign
contributions by political action committees is one of those offers that
sounds great: politicians forgoing money in the name of good
government.
BEIRUT, Lebanon — The country's civil war began its 15th year
today shaken by the conflict's most relentless artillery battles, raising
fears that the "final battle" between Christians and Moslems may be
loomin2.
BOSTON — An estimated 2.5 million people in North and South
America already are infected with the AIDS virus, and some parts of
the hemisphere may be facing "a massive epidemic," doctors warned
today.
VALDEZ, Alaska — Crews went on the offensive against the worst
U.S. oil spill, but communities down the coast were on the defensive
as meandering sticks neared one of the world's most populous bird
breeding grounds.
WASHINGTON — Morton Downey Jr. found the shouting distasteful, Phil Donahue settled upon an epitaph — "occasionally he went
too far" — and Geraldo Rivera proclaimed that the real Geraldo is
three different men, Winchell, Murrow and Merv.
NEW HOPE, Pa. — Abbie Hoffman, the satirical Chicago Seven
radical who captured the hearts and minds of one generation and
angered another by tossing dollar bills on a stock exchange floor and
founding the Yippie party, has died.

STATE
LOUISVILLE — Some policyholders of Blue Cross & Blue Shield
of Kentucky who were hit by a disputed rate hike last year are about to
get it again.
FRANKFORT — Legislators have put together a $350 million education package to give to Gov. Wallace Wilkinson when he returns to
Kentucky.
FRANKFORT — Two legislative subcommittees say they want to
investigate a complaint by the Corrections Cabinet that some county
jailers refuse to hold state prisoners, but gladly accept federal prisoners
because their upkeep is more lucrative.
MADISON VILLE — Embattled Madisonville Police Chief J.E.
Bowles, fighting allegations of morale problems and possible wrongdoing within the Police Department, has announced his retirement.

Peter Ueberroth
Buyout fails

NEW YORK (AP) — Peter V.
Ueberroth's proposed $464 million
purchase of strike-bound Eastern
Airlines collapsed Wednesday and
a federal bankruptcy judge immediately moved to attract new buyers
for the carrier.
The former baseball commissioner told a news conference his
deal fell through following an
impasse Tuesday night with Eastern's unions and its parent Texas
Air Corp.
"We are extremely disappointed
ibis transaction collapsed last night
and is done" Ueberroth told a
news conference. "Our agreement
with Texas Air is terminated, it's
finished, it's over."
His announcement ended a stunning but short-lived effort to buy
one of the nation's most unprofit-
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able and strife-ridden airlines,
which has been mired in an emotional strike and bankruptcy proceedings for more than a month.
Eastern President Phil Bakes
said the Miami-based airline's
strategy now is to reorganize as a
smaller carrier serving 50 percent
to 60 percent of its pre-strike schedule of 1,040 flights a day and
employing 15,000 to 18,000 people, compared with 31,000 before
the strike.
Bakes refused to answer whether
the airline would consider new
buyout offers. He denied that a
competing offer had been made by
Trans World Airlines Chairman
Carl Icahn, who nevertheless has
indicated he remained interested.
But shortly after the announcement, U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Bur-

ton R. Lifland ordered the parties
involved in the sale to show why
he should not throw the airline
open to all bidders — and include
with it certain assets Texas Air has
bought or transferred from Eastern
since acquiring it in 1986.
The order is based on a petition
by an Eastern creditor, Atlanta
attorney Moreton Rolleston Jr., that
seeks to block the sale of Eastem's
Northeast shuttle for $365 million
to developer Donald Trump.
The petition demands that any
purchase of Eastern be for $615
million, the amount Texas Air paid
for it in 1986. It also asks that it
include its computerized reservation system, which it sold to Texas
Air, and include aircraft it has
(Cont'd on page 3)

Wilkinson
in hospital;
releases day
is unknown

Murray State Univ ersity's All Campus Sing was held Wednesday in Lovett Auditorium. Alpha Phi
Alpha, pictured above, took first place in the fraternity division with Pi Kappa Alpha second and
Lambda Chi Alpha finishing third. Alpha Phi Alpha also won the Audience Applause award and
Alpha Tau Omega won the poster contest. Alpha Gamma Delta dominated the sorority division,
taking first place and also winning Best Director, Best Theme, and Best Choreography. Alpha Omicron Pi was second and Sigma Sigma Sigma, pictured below, finished third. Alpha Sigma Alpha won
the Best Costume award. In the independent division, Voices of Praise took first place with Baptist
Student Union finishing second.
Stall photos by Dan I ”udy

SPORTS
TORONTO — Coach Charlie Francis said last fall that his testimony at a Canadian inquiry into drug use in sports would be aimed at
destroying track and field, one of Francis' former pupils says.
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C. — Nick Faldo could be excused if
his mind wanders a bit this week in the $800,000 Heritage Classic.
LOS ANGELES — For obvious reasons, Nancy Lopez likes to play
at Rancho Park, site of the $450,000 Ai Star-Centinela tournament.
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. — The Tradition, the newest stop of the
Senior PGA Tour, is looking to build its future on some of the game's
great names of the past.
BOSTON — Cathy O'Brien, only 21 years old, already is being
compared to Joan Benoit Samuelson, the 1984 Olympic women's marathon champion.
LINCOLN, Neb. — Houston Baptist Coach Hutch Dvorak said a
"total fluke" led to the "Spanish connection" that has vaulted his
men's gymnastics team to the top of the national ratings entering
tonight's NCAA championships.
NORMAN, Okla. — A party at the University of Oklahoma athletic
dormitory turned ugly the night of Jan. 21 when three football players
sexually assaulted a woman, another football player says.

35 CENTS

Ueberroth's buy-out plan collapses

Partly cloudy
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson is continuing to improve but his release
from the hospital is still a day-today question, press secretary Doug
Alexander said Wednesday.
Alexander said he talked to
Wilkinson's attending physician on
Wednesday and the doctor said
Wilkinson is still responding to
treatment for a bacterial infection
of the urinary tract.
Wilkinson entered the Imperial
Point Medical Center in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., on Saturday.

Habitat for
Humanity
day coming

A number of churches in Murray
and Calloway County will observe
Sunday, April 16 as "Habitat
Sunday."
Participating churches will
publicize the work of the local
chapter of Habitat for Humanity
and take up a special offering for
the organization.
Habitat for Humanity is part of a
national effort by Christians and
other concerned individuals to
assist deserving families to build
and own their own homes.
Funds are raised and donations
of labor and building materials are
made by groups and individuals.
Families selected to participate
donate a specified amount of labor
toward the building of their home
and other homes as well. Through
monthly payments, they ultimately
come to own the home themselves.
Habitat in Murray and Calloway
County is a community effort
designed to deal .with local problems in a very real way, and a
Sheriff's Lt. George Gavito said. number of churches and concerned
Kilroy apparently was chosen at individuals have already made
random after the cult members donations toward the building of
"were told to pick one Anglo male the first house.
that particular night," Gavito said.
The local chapter is now in the
Authorities would not identify process of purchasing a building
the other victims, but said all were site and is accepting applications
males.
from families who would like to
Some victims were shot in the participate.
head, and others appeared to have
When the first family has been
been slain with machetes or sledge- selected and sufficient funds and
hammers, said OranillNeck, U.S. other donations have been received,
Customs chief agent in the building will begin. It is hoped
Brownsville.
that construction can start in late
spring or,early summer.
Suspects in Mexican custody
Individuals and groups winch do
have told police of 14 human sacri- not have the opportunity of making
fices, and evidence indicates there donations this Sunday may mail
may be more, Neck said.
their donations to Habitat for
Contrary to officials' assertions Humanity, P.O. Box 1139. Murray.
on Tuesday, Neck said today there For further information call
was no evidence of cannibalism. 753-3824.

Officials: Humans sacrificed
MATAMOROS, Mexico (AP) —
Voodoo-practicing drug smugglers
killed at least 12 people, including
an American college student, in the
belief the slayings would bring
demonic protection to their illegal
activities, officials said
Wednesday.
Twelve bodies were discovered
in a mass grave Tuesday on a ranch
just below the U.S. border, 20
miles from Matamoros. The bodies
were mutilated, and authorities said
they found candles and kettles full
of body parts and animal bones.
"Very clearly they believed the
human sacrifices and the animal
sacrifices put a magical shield
around them that protected them
from evil or harm, even up to bullets," Texas Attorney General Jim
Mattox said at a news conference.

Sheriff Alex Perez of Cameron
County, Texas, said the scene was
"like a human slaughterhouse."
Police said they would continue
digging today for two more bodies
believed buried at the ranch.
Mexican officials said five men
have been arrested in the case, but
U.S. officials listed only four.
Authorities on both sides of the
border are seeking the alleged ringleader, Adolfo de Jesus Constanzo, a Cuban in his late .40s.
At least one victim was
kidnapped in Brownsville within
the last month, and as many as
three of the dead may be American,
officials said.
The dead included 21-year-old
University of Texas student Mark
Kilroy, who vanished last month in
Matamoros while on spring break,
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Report: AIDS sweeping Caribbean
BOSTON (AP) — Some Latin
American and Caribbean countries
may be heading toward an epidemic of AIDS similar to the wave of
lethal disease that is sweeping parts
of Africa, a federal health expert
warns.

AIDS in some countries appears
to be spreading quickly from
homosexuals to heterosexuals, putting many more people at risk of
the disease, said Dr. Thomas C.
Quinn of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases.
He and two colleagues estimate
that 2.5 million people in the Western Hemisphere are already
infected with HIV-1, the AIDS virus, and 500,000 are likely to be
diagnosed with acquired immune
deficiency syndrome by 1992.
"We have great concern that we
are starting to see a more heterosexual pattern of spread emerging
in these countries," Quinn said in
an interview. "Once it becomes an
established heterosexual epidemic
in those countries, it has a potential
for rapidly increasing in sheer
numbers, like in Africa."
Dr. David D. Ho, who has studied the AIDS infection rate in Brazil, agreed with Quinn's concern.
"We are very fearful of the same
situation," he said.
Ho, an AIDS expert at CedarsSinai Medical Center in Los
Angeles, was senior author of a
study directed by Dr. Eduardo Cortes of the Federal University of Rio
de Janeiro. The study was published in Thursday's New England
Journal of Medicine, along with an
editorial by Quinn and two physicians from the Pan American
Health Organization.
"If HIV -1 infection continues to
penetrate the poor and less advantaged populations of Latin America
and the Caribbean, there is the
potential for a massive epidemic in
the Americas that may parallel the
situation in Africa, where many
cases remain unrecognized and
unreported," the editorial said.
In Africa, where the AIDS
epidemic is most advanced, the disease is spread primarily by heterosexual intercourse and affects men
and women in almost equal num-

MPD reports
city break-ins

ike
Id
and

bers. However, in the United
States, victims are largely male
homosexuals and drug abusers, and
men outnumber women about 10 to
Quinn noted that the epidemic in
most Latin and Caribbean nations
is far behind Africa's, but there are
troubling signs it will follow a
similar course.
Among these are the relatively
high proportion of female victims
in some countries. The male-tofemale ratio in French Guiana is
1.5 to 1; Honduras, 1.7 to 1; Bahamas, 1.8 to 1, and Trinidad, 4 to I.
Quinn said poverty levels and a
high frequency of prostitution in
some Latin and Caribbean countries may contribute to the transmission of AIDS as a heterosexual

disease.
He noted that the disease is
already well established in some
countries. In Haiti, 10 percent of
pregnant women are infected, the
same as in some parts of Africa.
There are 379 AIDS cases per million people in the Bahamas and
350 per million in Bermuda, compared with 71 per million in the
United States.
However, the epidemic will vary
from country to country. He predicted that in Chile, Bolivia and
Argentina, among other countries,
the spread to heterosexuals will
probably be slow, as it as been in
the United States.
Quinn said the relatively large
numbers of bisexual men in some
Latin countries appears to be

hastening the spread of the disease
from homosexuals to heterosexuals.
One of these is Brazil, where Ho's
study found that 28 percent of
bisexual men and 23 percent of
homosexual men were infected
with the AIDS virus.
The study found that 9 percent
of lower-class female street walkers in Rio de Janeiro were infected,
but no middle-class or upper-class
prostitutes tested were infected.
The researchers also found five
people who were infected with
HIV-2, an apparently less virulent
relative of the primary AIDS virus
that until now has been confined
largely to West Africa.
"The second AIDS virus is
spreading to this part of the world,
slowly but surely," Ho said.
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The Murray Police Department
is investingting a pair of break-ins,
according to information from
Detective Charles Peeler.
Peeler said sometime Tuesday
night someone took a Sears Craftsman 3 1/2 horsepower lawn mower
from the residence of Hugh
Roberts, 1210 Olive.
Sometime between 6:45 p.m.
Wednesday and 12:30 this morning, someone entered the apartment
of Deana Wigger at 818 Coldwater
and took a microwave, television,
cassette recorder, perfume and
some hamburger meat.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
transferred to sister carrier Continental Airlines.
Lifland scheduled a hearing
Monday on the matter for all par-,
ties involved in Eastern's bankruptcy case and Ueberroth's attorneys.
The key issue blocking the sale
to Ueberroth was who would run
the airline in an interim period
between the completion of a deal
and the airline's emergence from
bankruptcy.
"We were not able to bridge this
hurdle although both of us I think
tried to do that," Uebberroth said.
Eastem's unions have accused
Lorenzo of gross mismanagement
and of stripping Eastern of vital
assets since Texas Air bought the
airline in 1986, and have expressed
concern he would continue doing
so if left in charge.
Henry Duffy, president of the
Air Line Pilots Association, issued
a statement from Washington
expressing the union's disappointment. He said the problems that
caused the strike remained
unresolved.
"This is but one act in a multiact play, and the bankruptcy judge
still is running the proceedings,"
Duffy stated.
The company said it would ask
the federal appeals court to overturn Davis, but pilots union attorneys said appellate courts traditionally accept such findings of fact by
lower court judges.
Eastern sought bankruptcy protection March 9 because of a cash
crisis stemming from the walkout
and pressure from creditors. Lorenzo has been trying to sell the airline since and has indicated there
have been other overtures.
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Letters To The Editor

Habitat needs support
•

business donates the concrete
Dear Editor:
These days, with mounting prob- blocks for the foundation and
kms of drugs, homelessness, child another roofing materials; a carabuse and other ills which some- penter donibtes three days labor and
times seem ready to engulf our soc- men's group from a local church or
iety, one is often tempted to throw a civic group undertakes to do the
up one's hands. "What can be framing; a plumber installs bathdone?" "What could I possibly room fixtures free of charge; a
retired farmer with a truck picks up
do?"
It is obvious that government, building materials at a lumber yard
with its mounting deficit, cannot and transports them to the site. The
solve all social problems whether selected family, for its part, must
National or local in scope. The sol- donate a specified amount of
ution sometimes must be left in the "sweat" labor, working either on
hands of concerned individuals and their own house or on others being
private groups which show this built by Habitat. The community
concern by undertaking common and the family. working together.
build the house.
sense programs with achcivable
Once it is completed. the family
aims. Any problem, no matter how
must make payments to Habitat,
extensive, is solved through a
which is applied to paying off the
series of steps, small, manageable
mortgage. A 3 bedroom house,
steps which eventually lead to tanbuilt for perhaps S25,000, may
gible improvements in society and
have payments of S150 a month,
solutions to its problems.
with the mortgage being paid off in
One of these problems is the inability of many families to accumu- 20 )ears.
late the necessary capital to make a
As the rent is paid, it goes into a
down payment on a home of their
revolving fund. When enough rent
own. The enduring American
and other donations are accumuDream. no matter how hard they
lated, another house is begun for
try, is simply beyond the reach of
another deserving family. The
many honest, hardworking
number of houses built and the
families.
number of responsible families
It is this problem which a new
started down the road to home
group in this community, Murray
ownership and the self-respect and
Calloway County Habitat for
Humanity, is attempting to address. security that go with it is limited
only by the support these projects
The group, an ecumenical Christian
receive from the community.
group composed of a broad specWorking together with deserving
trum of our community, works with
families. Habitat offers a sensible.
selected families in assisting them
bite sized solution to a local probto build and eventually buy their
lem and works to make our comown homes.
munity a better place to live in.
It is not charity. Rather, it is a
partnership. For its part. Habitat --The organization is now conductraises funds through donations of ing a fund drive, hoping to be able
money. labor, and materials with to begin construction of the first
which to build the house - a sub- house by summer. It deserves the
stantial house which blends in with suppport of all of us.
Thank You,
the surrounding neighborhood.
Terry Isaacs
When approximately S25,000 is
201 South 3rd
-raised. construction can begin.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Perhaps someone donates a lot: a

WKMS thanks its friends
Dear Editor.
WKN1S 91.3 FM. the public
radio service at Murray State University. has been involved in drect
fundraising 'activities since 1978.
Our serr.:-annual Friendship Festivals now generate over 17 percent
of our total budget each year. \lore
importantly. their success icils
Murrar State Unviersity and the
Corporation for public BroaJcasting as well as area businesses and
professional underwriters that this
service is appreciated
a vital segment of 17..._•
population.
Since we began
draising actisities. son:e 1:5
victuals and famCIL:s
region have been
to WK's1S. The han-.e,
represent our V.:K..0s I FA [AR
FRIENDS from M..-7,.;‘,
:0
County. We are
ledge these pcop.... ,ccau\c thc:r
support is the vil.11 ,,,77,erst07,.,: on
s.
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Louise Anderson; Walt Apperson:
Wayne and Kay Bates; Dr. and
Mrs. Durwood Beatty; Belcher Oil
Company; Kathy Cohen; Gigi
Dawson; Samuel Duvall: Mr. and
Mrs. R.W. Farrell; Kent and Marie
Forrester; Mrs. J. L. Gregory; Elizabeth Hahs; Robert Head; Keith
Heim; Ann Herron; A.L. Hough;
Willis and Geri Johnson; Frank and
Carol Julian: Irma LaFolletk
Adam Lanning; Hughic and Anita
Lawson; Mary Lough; Mrs. C.J.
McDevitt; Dr. Robert McGaughey:
Don and Sue Overbey; Ed Overhey: W.J. and Martha Pitman:
Roger Reichmuth: Robert and
Helen Roulston; James I. Schempp:
Gary Schroeder and Philis Alvic;
Paul Shahan; Jane Sisk; Rubie
Smith: Charles Stamps; Donald
Story; James Stuart; Marie Taylor;
Angela Thomas; Tom Vanarsdel;
Chris Wilder; Wayne Williams.
Alfred and Emily Wolfson; Delbert
Vs'ylder; Bob Wynn: Burton Young.
Sincerly Yours,
Ann M. -Palormo. Director
WK MS
Promotion/
Development

West Kentucky's blue highway
On my Official Department of
Highways road map, the Western
Kentucky Parkway is a dream)
blue line, the color of a springtime
sky in the peculiar stretch between
sunset and moonrise.
Driving the road evokes less
romantic images. A stubborn furrow between Elizabethtown and
Eddyvillc, the parkway offers only
an occasional curve or hillock to
disturb its multi-lane monotony. nered from an old Vermont farmer
Recently, while driving alone who swore that when the cows sit
between Louisville and Murray, I down it means there will be rain. I
was determined to view the sceners. conclude that the forecast must be
with a writer's eye, sensitive to for cloudy skies, since the cows are
every subtle scenic pleasure I
split in their decision on whether to
encountered.
stand or sit.
For the first thirty miles or so, I
Occasionally I pass a barn. Some
admire the blur of roadside color
are painted a spunky red, others are
that swirls past. The redbud trees, a dark
with age and decay. Nothing
real Kentucky treasure, are just much
inspiring in that. To stave off
beginning to blush their soft fussleep, I begin to count the road
chia. They seem to hang back a bit, kills.
I tell myself stories about the
shy as young girls waiting to be tire
treads that stud the side of the
asked to dance.
road. I imagine they are the casThe other hues of the season are
toffs of the Goodyear snake, a
bolder. Silver, gray, rust, charmythical serpent that rules the
treuse, and crimson burst forth
-Western Kentucky Parkway in the
from branches that have been stark
dead of night, protecting travelers
and angular all winter. In this sea- who
are not covered by the Autoson of renewal, sharp boughs are mobile
Association of America.
transformed, and the emerging haze
blurs the landscape, as if all edges
I assess my progress by consultare slightly erased.
ing the map. I notice that there are
By the time I hit the Rough Riv- several towns with women's names
er Lake area, my attention shifts - Cecilia, Meredith, Rosinc and
away from foliage to focus on Bulah. There are places tinged with
other sights. But I find little else to color: White Mills, Greenville,
look at. There are cows grazing Grayson Springs. I am getting
here and there, some standing, drowsy now; nothing seems whimothers lounging on the grass. All I sical enough to jar me into full
know- about bovine behavior is gar- wakefulness.

Proclamation
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,
-ivitan International was found.td 69 years ago in
Airenimgham, Alabama, on April 15, 1920; and,
•
6J,n J
- 0 mem, women and teenagers in 1800 Civitan clubs
• -. lalew.irK together to make their communities better
in wmi,h to live and work; and,

WHRFA‹,

, •...ritan %AS contributed millions of dollars to aid the
retarded and physically handicapped
the
.';mmonwelith of Kentucky and throughout the world; and,

in

m▪elningful

at proiects prepare adults and young people for
invm.vement in civic and public affairs; and,

'Ivitan stress... 'he
- hallenues a:i ,f us • .
privile4e an' A

of good citizenship and
of citizenship as both a
and,

-here in tne I.:cimmomwealth, tne Kentucky District of
Internatiomll does the good work of Civitan in
uwn

the

WALLA', r;. M:..R;N, N, ;overnmr of
Commonwealth of
Kentucky, dm mereoy pr..aan train week of April 9-15, 1989
as
C12:TAN ;NTYRNAIInNAL AWARENESS WEER
in Kentu.,Ky and em-ourage ill our citizens to actively
support and take pride In "he worthwhile efforts of this
international servo-- cluh ,rlamuzation and in the work
uf those Can atr
is 1-. mir tommunities.
•
,NT THr CAPITOL, in the City of
stakKfort, ..hIS the 21st day of
N.rcm, in the year of Our Lord One
Nine Kindred Eighty-nine
year of the Commonwealth
indred Ninety-seventh.
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LOOKING BACK

Why can't they wear shorts
Dear Ed:tor
am writing on the topic
whether Cal;oway County Middle
School students should wear shorts.
I don't think it's fair that middle
school students can't wear shorts. 1

J
4114E

TO

HE

1=11101•1=111=111IIIMMIIIIII

myself am a sixth grader and I just
started middle school. I mean.
when it gets 75 degrees are we supposed to wear pants all day? So
there we are trying to do our
assignments and we are burning up.
What's the difference? We arc
getting treated like we're in prison.
Just because we're younger than
the high school students and we're
older than the elementary school
students, does that mean we should
get treated differently than everyone else?
I wish someone would notice
that we are people too! What's
good about shorts if you can only
wear them during the summer?
Tnachers say they were once
kids, but they aren't kids in the
80's and almost 90's. Styles, music, cloths, they have all changed.
And anyway if shorts arc too low
send students home, and if you
don't want to wear shorts, don't. I
would like you to think about that
and being a kid with those rules.
Yours. trucly,
Jason Herbert
Rt. 5 Box 791
Murray, Ky. 42071

By JO BURICEEN
Ten years ago
County will receive an
S94,751 for repair of
roads because of damage
dine to the roads during the severe
nti.ir weather. The total allocation
S261,300 will be available July
. :he start of the next fiscal year.
David King for Murray.
County Jaycees is pictured presenting a check for
S1.812.90 from recipts of Harlem
Globetrotters basketball game to
Dr. Marshall Gordon, Murray State
University vice president for university services to be used for the
spring sports program.
Harry Brook Fannin, senior at
Murray High School, has been
named as recipient of S500 Walter
Blackburn Memorial Scholarship at
Murray State University.
Twenty years ago
A map of the city of Murray
showing the new four magisterial
districts is published.
Dr. H.C. Chiles, Murray, will
deliver the sermon at graduation
exercises at Mid-Continent Baptist
Bible College, Mayfield, on April
16. according to Dr. O.C. Markham, president.
a meeting of Murray High School

When it appears that no surprise
visit is forthcoming, I decide to
read my map for awhile, at least
until I get charged up to drive
again. I discover that the map is a
treasure trove of information about
the state. I learn the words to the
state song, "My Old Kentucky
Home, Good-Night." I try to
memorize them, devising a new
keep-awake strategy for the rest of
the trip, but I get side-tracked. I
wonder what "Hard Times" Stephen Foster had in mind when he
wrote the song in 1853. Perhaps he
too had experienced the rigors of
the Western Kentucky Parkway.
The map supplies some essential
state data that will come in handy
if I am ever on a quiz show. I discover that the state wild animal is
the grey squirrel. The state fish is
the Kentucky Bass, and the state
tree is the Kentucky Coffee Tree.

The Kentucky Cardinal is the State
Bird, and Goldenrod — kerchoo —
the state flower. It's time to get
back on the road.
I listen to the radio to stave off
boredom, but I can't seem to keep
any one station locked in. The
radio fare is surreal, with dramatic
shifts between music, interviews,
and exhortation. When an interview
with students at the Professional
Children's School at Lincoln Center in New York fades out, a
preacher quoting hellfire and damnation takes its place. In a few
miles, he drifts toward oblivion,
and I scan stations fruitlessly until
I come to rest on the top hits of
1962. I am astonished that I still
remember all the words to "Runaround Sue."
I revert to childhood games and
decide I'll guess what state each
car is from, but there are so few of
them and they move past so quickly', it is nearly impossible to tell.
The closer I get to Eddyville the
more I toy with the idea of stopping there and doing some shopping at the discount stores. I abandon that thought because I am anxious to get home. Around Kuttawa,
I start seeing water. On the map the
road switches from blue highway
to green. I turn my watch back an
hour. Not much more to go. When
I total it up, the cost of my journey
is four hours and change on the
endless blue highway of Western
Kentucky.

Today In History

Wallace (I). Uidkinson
0-nmernor

. 7;;

I know I'm in bad shape when I
am absolutely ecstatic to see the
signs to Central City. That's my
mental half-way point, though I
have no idea if — mile to mile —
that is actually true. My usual ritual is to stop at Wendy's for a
snack. This time I opt for coffee to
wake me up. As I dawdle over a
second cup, I wonder what would
happen if the Everly Brothers just
kind of appeared here, looking for
a bacon double cheeseburger or a
baked potato with broccoli and
cheese. It could happen. I'm told
that Central City is their home
town.

Chapter of Future Homemakers of
America, according to Mary Lou
Joiner, reporter.
Forty years ago
Seniors at New Concord High
School will present a play, "Raggedy .Nan," on April 15 at the
school.• Cast members are Sue
Stubblefield, Joe Coleman, Dortha
Ann Hendon, Alice Fielder, Darrell
Mathis, Donald Stom, Julia Rowlett. Jackie Winchester and Richard
Arnold, Edward Curd is sponsor.
Mrs. Fannie McElrath is today.
April 13, celebrating her 98th
birthday.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ulis Woods and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. William B.
Miller, April 7; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Rudolph Howard and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Dorris Clark, April 9.
Army Sgt. James A. McMillen,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William W.
McMillen, has been assigned to the
25th Infantry Division, Vietnam.
David Sain is minister of New
Concord Church of Christ.
Thirty years ago
Murray Fire Chief Flavil Robertson urged residents to clean up
homes to prevent fires as a part of
annual Clean Up, Paint Up and Fix
Up Campaign.

Today is Thursday, April 13, the 103th day of 1989. There are 262 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 13, 1970, the crew aboard Apollo 13, four-fifths of the way to
the moon, told Mission Control: "We've got a problem here." A tank
containing liquid oxygen had burst, crippling the spacecraft. The story
ended happily four days later when the crew splashed down safely in the
Pacific.
On this date:
In 1598, King Henry IV of France signed the Edict of Nantes, which
granted rights to the Protestant Huguenots.
In 1743, the third president of the United States, Thomas Jefferson, was
born in what is now Albemarle County, Va.
In 1870, the Metropolitan Museum of Art was founded in New York
City.
In 1943, President Franklin D. Roosevelt dedicated the Jefferson
Memorial in Washington.
In 1958, Van Cliburn became the first American to win the Tchaikovs.:
ky International Piano Contest in Moscow.
In 1961, the United Nations General Assembly voted to condemn apartheid, South Africa's policy of racial segregation.
In 1964, Ian Smith became prime minister of Southern Rhodesia. The
country became knoxn as Rhodesia that October, after Northern Rhodesia
became Zambia.
In 1964, Sidney Poitier became the first black performer in a leading
role to win an Academy Award for his work in the movie "Lilies of the
19
Field.
In 1981, Washington Post reporter Janet Cooke received a Pulitzer.
Prize for her article about an 8-year-old heroin addict named ''Jimmy.'
Cooke relinquished the prize two days later, admitting she'd fabricated.
the story.
In 1983, Illinois Congressman Harold Washington was declared the.
winnerin Chicago's mayoral election, becoming the city's first black:
chief executive.
In 1986, Pope John Paul 11 visited a Rome synagogue in the first
recorded papal visit of its kind. The pope condemned anti-Semitism, call-ing Jews "our dearly beloved brothers."
Ten years ago: Scientists and engineers began the final cooling process:
to bring the crippled Unit 2 reactor of the Three Mile Island atomic power:
plant
". ,,nsylvania to a cold shutdown.
Five years ago: The space shuttle Challenger landed safely at Edwards:
Air Force Base in California following its successful mission to retrieve,:
repair and redeploy a crippled satellite.
One year ago: A commandeered Kuwaiti jetliner took off from Cyprus for Algeria, after the pro-Iranian Shiite Moslem hijackers on board freed 12 hostages.
Today's birthdays: Playwright Samuel Beckett is 83. Former Minnesota:
Gov. Harold Stassen is 82. Atheist Madalyn Murray O'Hair is 70. Actor:
Howard Keel is 70. Movie director Stanley Donen is 65. Actor Bradford
Dillman is 59. Actor Lyle Waggoner is 54. Playwright Lanford Wilson is .
52. Movie and TV composer Bill Conti is 47. Rock musician Jack Casady :
is 45. Actor Ricky Schroder is 19.
Thought for today: "Very few men are wise by their own counsel; or
learned by their own teaching. For he that was only taught by himself, •
had a fool to his master." — Ben Jonson, English dramatist and poet
(1572-1637).
By The Associated Press
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Types of gases
•Tear gas: Some versions moo
enough for use in riots, battlefield
form can leave its victims helpless
•Vomit gas: A more potent form ot
tear gas useful for clearing people
Out of houses, fortifications and caves
•Mustard gas: A new version of the
World War I weapon, it burns lungs
and blisters skin, even through
clothing and kills relatively slowly
•Choking gas: Also known as phosgene along with mustard gas.
it was the chief element of chemical warfare in World War I
•otood ;a*: Fact.actrag. deai for-surprise attacks: 414:41s by
blocking the absorption of oxygen by blood in the lungs
•Nerve gas: Possibly the most widely stockpiled chemical agent
extremely deadly it interferes with the nervous system

LEXINGTON, K). (AP) — A
carry out the actual robbery.
parole board on Wednesday recomGerena is believed to be living in
mended that parole be denied for
Cuba. Only about $80,000 of the
Luz Bernos Berrios, who is serving
stolen money has been recovered
a five-year sentence in federal prisand authorities believe part of the
on for her part in the VI million
loot may be in Cuba.
Wells Fargo robbery, her attorney
Berrios' and Segarra's son and
said.
daughter are being cared for by
The two-member parole board
Gerena's mother, Gloria Gerena.
did not make its recommendation
The day her trial was to begin on
public because it must be reviewed
Sept. 6, 1988, Berrios pleaded guilby a regional parole commissioner
ty to plotting to finance a holiday
in Atlanta, sait Michael Richer, - to; giver.vay with part of the
executive assistant at the Federal
Wells Fargo loot.
Correctional Institution in
Authorities say Los Machetaros
Lexington.
staged the Three Kings Day giveaBut Berrios' attorney, Rafael
way in Hartford, Conn., on Jan. 6,
Biological weapons
Anglada-Lopez, said the parole
1985, as a publicity stunt.
These are bacteria and viruses or their living byproducts that are
board decided after an hourlong,
Three Kings Day is a holiday in
manufactured by man: they cause sickness, incapacitation or death,
closed-door hearing that she should
many Latin American countries
Also defined as biological weapons are nonliving derivatives of these
be denied because of the size of the
during whioit people exchange
organisms, which include a variety of toxins, poisons or venoms,
robbery and because of her alleged
gifts.
some of the diseases they cause are:
involvement in Los Macheteros, a
Berrios, 40, apparently anticipat•Anthrax: A usually fatal disease marked by lesions transmitted
militant Puerto Rican independence
ing a guilty verdict for her husthrough animals and animal products
group.
band, said she decided to plead
•Dengue fever: A debilitating tropical viral disease marked by
"It was viciously denied,"
guilty so she could spend more
severe pains in the head, eyes. muscles and Joints, transmitted by
Anglada said. "Every other inmate
time with her and Scgarra's childmosquito bite
serving for drug transactions was
ren, a 13-year-old daughter and
•Yellow fever: Primarily a tropical viral disease marked by fever
paroled, but she was not."
9-year-old son.
and Jaundice. transmitted by mosquito bite
If the decision to deny parole
The woman had hoped to be
•0-fever: Typhus-like viral disease transmitted by ticks
stands, Berrios won't be released
imprisoned at the federal prison in
II Tularemia: Disease similar to the plague and transmitted by the
until at least December 1990,
Anglada said.
bite of flies, fleas, ticks and lice
•Who has chemical weapons: United States, USSR. Iran, Iraq.
Richer said final action on the
parole application could take 30
France
days.
•Who probably has them: Bulgaria. Burma. China,
He said once the decision was
Czechoslovakia. Egypt. Ethiopia, Hungary. Indonesia, Israel, Laos.
finalized, it could be made public.
Libya, North Korea, Romania, South Africa. South Korea, Syria,
Prison officials also said they were
Taiwan, Vietnam. Yugoslavia
concerned that an inmate's rights
•Who's likely to have them in the future: Argentina. Brazil, Chile.
could be violated by disclosing a
India. Pakistan, Peru, Saudi Arabia, Thailand
tentative decision.
Chicago Tribune Graphic Source U S government officials
Berrios' hearing camcs two days
after her husband, Juan E. Segarra
Palmer PI, was found guilty of
helping plan the 1983 robbery in
West Hartford, Conn. Three other
defendants also were convicted
Monday in U.S. District Court in
Hartford, Conn., for their roles in
the robbery.
Berrios, an occupational therapPEORIA, Ill. (AP) — A homePickens was charged with crimi- ist who already has two children
less man was charged Wednesday nal trespass, a misdemeanor, just and is to give birth to
a third in
with nine counts of murder after hours after fire.
mid-June, has been held at the fedtelling police he set a fire that
But Lyons said murder charges eral prison in Lexington since turnswept through an apartment house, were lodged after Pickens con- ing herself in Dec. 31. She also
killing seven children and two fessed to setting fire to a sleeper- suffered a miscarriage shortly after
young mothers, a prosecutor said. sofa on the first floor, igniting a
being released from 16 months of
fast-moving fire that swept up a
pretrial detention in early 1987.
Joe Pickens, 34, who has no per- stairwell to the second floor where
The government contended that
manent address, was charged in the three families slept.
the Sept. 12, 1983, robbery was
Tuesday fire, the deadliest in te
"Initially he claimed the fire
masterminded by Los Macheteros
history of this central Illinois city was set accidentally," said Police
to finance its revolutionary activiof about 130,000 people, said Chief Allen Andrews. "He subse- ties. The government
says Los
A $7 Retail Value
Peoria County State's Attorney quently admitted he had deliberateMacheteros recruited Wells Fargo
Kevin Lyons.
ly set the fire."
security guard Victor Gerena to
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Parole denied for Wells Fargo robber

Chemical weapons
1MeS
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Danbury, Conn., so she could be
closer to her children. But in sending her to Kentucky, U.S. District
Judge T. Emmet Clarie said he
didn't think the Danbury prison
could properly care for her.
Berrios has served a total of
21/
1 2 months in prignn, including
almost 16 months of pre-trial
incarceration. She is eligible to

apply tor parole now because (it
the time she spent in custod)
awaiting trial.
Segarra, 39, was found guih
Monday on robbery, con.spirac)
and transportation of stolen mon.)
charges, but was found innocent on
weapons-related charges. He face.,
up to 165 years in prison.

1988 Dodge Diplomat SE
18,XXX Miles, One Owner. Loaded'

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER DODGE
So. 12th St.

753-7114

A Hallmark Mother's Day Special

Homeless man faces
nine murder counts
from apartment fire

with any
$10 Hallmark
purchase
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SACHET
CAT
Here's a fresh scented little charmer for Mom on
Mother's Day (May 14). This Hallmark Sachet Cat,
when placed in a drawer or closet, will bring a fresh
floral fragrance to linens, lingerie, and clothing.
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Find your participating Hallmark retailer listed in this
ad and come in soon — because supplies of the
Sachet Cat are limited.
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Jo Burkeen, editor

Calloway names honor students

r.z

Calloway County High School
has released the honor roll for the
third nine weeks grading period as
follows:
SENIORS
All As
' Scott L. Bazzell, Tammy L.
Downs,-Amy M. Ferguson, Gina R.
Harris, Angela E. Herndon, Victoria F. Herndon, Rhoda S. Jones,
Kimberley A. Lough, Kathy C.
Musser, Renee D. Thweatt, Denisha C. Walker, Teresa R. Washer,
Irma M. Wilkinson and April L.
Woods.
All As .and Bs
Jocie L. Brooks, Michael C. Seavers, Janeen L. Outland, Heidi G.
Heiss, Rodger N. Doughty, Matthew W. Higgerson. Judy B. Jones,
Heather D. Walston, Adam S.
Chambers, Deanna K. Farris, Jennifer C. Garland,
Gina M. Gooch. Ginger R. Griffin, Jason Groppel, Kevin L. Kelly.
Han/ F. Newton, Shane H. Black,
Mitchell D. Geurin, Felisha A.
Lamb, Jason D. Phillips, Heather
M. Williams, Sherrie L. Bogard,
Peggy J. Chadwick, Valerie J.
Jones. Lee A. Key, Alison L.
Leslie, Patrick W. Orr, Sherri R.
Rule, Dada K. Waldrop, Stefani
B. Barnett. Angie K. Brown, Amy
M. Browne,
Karen E. Dale, Chris G. Douglas, Nlisti L. Holcomb, Stephen T.
Lovett, Samuel D. Warren, Aimee
M. Bailey, Jane A. Cook. Verl C.
Daniels, Laura M. Jones and
Richard D. Lovins.
JUNIORS
All As
Angela R. Bell, Scott A. Buchanan, Elizabeth Henninger, Darrell
NI. Hopkins, Regina A. Kimbro,
Robin L. Meador, Robert L. Orr.
Jonathan D. Rose. Michael J. Ross.
Jason D. Spiceland and Loren C.

Wisehart.
All As and Bs
Melissa R. Grceen, Michael R.
Thorn. Joseph A. Baust, Rhonda L.
Dunn, Misty D. Groff, Kristi S.
Starks, Brad W. Young, Brian M.
Eells, Kristi L. Graham, Bethany P.
Haley,
Michell Stubblefield, Lisa M.
Burkeen, Eric B. Hogancamp,
Tonya L. Davis, Amy R. Fulton,
Roger N. Hutson, Paul V. Lamb,
Johnny M. Phillips. Ray C.
Roberts, Julie A. Tucker.
Katherine A. Wilson, Kristopher
C. Woods, Carla J. Henderson.
Angela L. Haywood, Angelia G.
Melarie J. Osbron, Dana L.
Riddle, Lori G. Roberts and Tracy.
L. Walters.
SOPHOMOR ES
All As
Nancy E. Armstrong, Rachelle
Bandarra. April Boswell. Jeff
Enoch, Susan Herndon. Gerogana
K. Rhodes, Sara E. Thompson and
Grover W. Tibbetts.
All As and Bs
Rob L. Dennis, David Hart,
Chris D. Florez, Bryan NI. Anderson, Monica Evans, Ray Fennel,
John Hudson, Tammy C. Huff,
Brad Ray, Leanne Vick, Celena
Wiseh art,
Benjamin J. Wright, Jason R.
Yuill, Jason C. Adams, Pam Bucy.
Stephanie C. Carraway, Ladawn
Cook, Lori A. England, Brian
McClard, Lisa S. Rickman, Eric R.
Ruccell, Wendy R. Smotherman,
Christy D. Trenholm, James R.
Wood. Charity Anderson, Jill Cosscy, Jerome F. Horn, Bryan Hosford, Peter J. Luciano, Amy NI.
Nesbitt, Benjie E. Parker and Crystal S. Stallons.

FRESHMEN
All As
Seth D. Arant and Darra A.
Mitchell.
All As and Bs
Laura L. Green, Anthony N. Orr.
Keith A. Ferguson, Dawn M. Darnall, Justin Kelso, Nicole W. Max low, Lori Raspberry, Krista A.
Stalls, Mclisca L. Vance, Amy
Waldrop, Allyson J. Wyatt,
Krystal M. Foley, Candace Jarrett. Christy Lambert, Jonathan
Smotherman, Brittncy Stuart, Sarah
N. Willie, Ami Barnett, Mickey A.
Hill, Heather Newsome, Natalie
Ross, Deanna N. Scavers,
Linda C. Thweatt, James T.
Walker. Leslie NI. Waugh, Ginger
L. Adams, Michael Bell, Jason L.
Carson, DeShawn Joseph. Jennifer
Lough. Tina L. Matheny, Jackie
Stubblefield, Holly D. Walston and
Barry Ward.

Good show
Art Guild starts up exchange
program with Princeton guild
Five members of the Murray
Art Guild traveled to Princeton
April 1 for a visit with the Princeton Art Guild. They returned
with paintings done by Princeton
members which will be on display Sundays, April 16 and 23,
from 1 to 4 p.m. and Wednesdays, April 19 and 26, from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m., at the Murray Art
Guild, 103 North Sixth St.,
Murray.
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As part of the exchange program, works by Murray Art Guild
members are on display at the
Princeton Guild this month and
may be viewed Tuesday through
Saturday from 1 to 5 p.m. Like
the Murray Guild, the Princeton
Guild is housed in a historic
National Register building, the
oldest in Princeton, built in 1871.

— MURRAY
huge Skate Floor Plus 10000 Sc
Dlay. Area 75 Bikes. Scovers
Skateboards. Pogo Bails, Sf"3
T'a7D0 Irle. and Stainless Stee '
d and Launcn Rarros
$4.00; Church $3.50;
Family $3.25
(Parents 25c Sat. Afternoon Free Birthday Room)

Princeton artists represented
in the show at Murray Guild
include Ann James Van Hooser,

Youths get interviews but not jobs in summer hunts

Thurs 730-10. Fn & Saf Night
7 30-10 30 Sat Afternoon 2-4

Circus Skate

WASHINGTON (AP) — Many
().,:ng people are called for summer job interviews but few are cho'en for the jobs they most want.
A crucial step in getting a job is
interview, a few minutes in
the applicant has to convince

'LARGEST IA' U.S.A."
U.S. 641 N. 753-9622
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paramount — and that includes
many things that may seem obvious
or basic, yet which are often overlooked by young people seeking
first jobs.
The Labor Department offers
this advice:
—Good, sources for job leads
include want ads, school counselors, state employment offices,
friends and neighbors.
—Find out about the specific

an employer why he or she is best
for the job, Labor Department officials say. Some seemingly minor
comment or detail may sway the
employer one way or another.
So, say Labor Department offi,Ials. making a good impression is

r ,i•1 Plus .

1,.•• JOY, n/.

executive director who work sin
Prismacolor and watercolor;
Pauline Stegal, acrylic and pencil; Faioth Gable, acrylic portraits; Randy Hartigan, vice
president, pencil; Judy Oliver, oil
and pencil; and Bettie Smith,
acrylic.
"The Murray Guild hopes to
continue visits and exchanges
with other area Art Guilds. This
gives Art Guild members and the
local public a glimpse of art done
in other areas," said Patricia
Clark, Murray president.
In top side picture are, from _
left, Dick Jackson, Faith Gable,
Patricia Clark, Ann James Van
Hooser, unidentified Princeton
member, and Margaret Crawford
in front of Princeton Art Guild.
In bottom side picture are, from
left, Margaret Crawford, Patricia
Clark, Lyn Crysler, BarbariGardner and Ann James Van
Hooser in court yard at
Princeton.

Prose, Poetry, and Art
by the children of
Murray Elementary School

of Gil-Ts

Southside Manor
NI-S

753-6798

DEADLINE: April 17, 1989
9-5

company and how to arrange an
interview. Some companies want
letters and resumes, others will
send application blanks and schedule interviews by phone.
—Be on time, the Labor Department stresses. In fact, be early.
Most interviewers have no interest
in waiting for someone who wants
to ask them for a job; other applicants will be there already.
—Avoid extremes in dress. Wear
clothing appropriate to the corm
pany and the job.
In the business world this usually means the men should wear a,
dark suit while dresses or skirts
and blouses are proper for women.
Remember, first impressions are
important.
—Bring along a resume, pad of
paper, pen and list of questions you
want to ask. Have the name of the
interviewer and time and place
written down, don't rely on
memory.

Telephone 753-5022
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Utterback school reunion on May 27
Utterback School, located about two miles north of Murray on
Highway 641, will have a school reunion on Saturday, May 27, at
Calloway County High School. The doors will open for visiting at
10:30 a.m. with lunch to be served at 12 noon, followed by a social
hour until 2 p.m. Many residents of this area once attended old
Utterback, and this is the first time an attempt has been made for
a reunion. It is hoped that former students who live in this area
will help to get word to those who have moved to other communities. Individual invitations are not being sent, only notices given in
the local media. All former students, teachers and their spouses are
invited. Reservations at $6.50 per person must be made by Wednesday, May 10, with the check for the amount accompanying the
reservations and also include whether the persons attending were
former students, teachers or both. These should be mailed to Mrs.
Adeline Wilson, Rt. 3, Box 181, Murray, Ky. 42071. It is hoped
that several will, bering memorabilia from the old school to share.
Utterback was one of' ;about 80 schools in Calloway County. After
World War 11 most of the schools were consolidated. Utterback
students were sent to Almo or to Murray Training. For more information call Mrs. Adeline Bourland Wilson, 436-2145, Garvin Bout.
land, 753-4536, N.P. Paschall, 753-5166, or Mrs. Ruth Rowland
Holland, 753-6171. Members of Utterback student body in 1927 are
pictured, from left, first row, Fred Williams, Cecil Cook, Frank A.
Overbey, James Collie, Plomer James (Buddy) Williams, Kayes
Holland, Garvin Bourland; second row, Guthrie Thurmond, Loretta Bourland, Verdena Bogard, Louise Thurmond, Mary Sue Poyner, Rhoda Sue Mahan, Bonnie Mae Bourland, Mildred Lampkins,
Max Tutt, Nadine Tutt, Howard Holland; third row, Modena
Bogard, Leon Collie, Coy Cook, Frances Oglesby, James Coleman,
Roy Leslie, Pearl Evans, teacher, Gobel Holland, Oralee Coleman,
Odell Tutt, Emma Nelle Mahan, Adeline Bourland, Tulon Turnbow; fourth row, T.C. Collie, Berdine Mahan, Carl Poyner, Ocie
Coleman, Ben Holland, Grace Mahan, Talmadge Tutt, Pauline
Poyner, Dewey Turnbow and Bennie Spann.
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Petty Officer and Mrs. Scott Alexander of 31 Barberry Court, Largo,
Md., arc the parents of a daughter, Aria Lee, weighing nine pounds 31/4
ounces, measuring 211/4 inches, born on Thursday, March 30, at 4:20
p.m. at Malcolm Grow Medical Center, Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland. The mother is the former Natalie Wyatt. The father is a member of
the United States Navy Concert Band, Washington, D.C. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Carl Wyatt of Benton and Mr. and Mrs. Ken Alexander
of Savage, Md., formerly of McKenzie, Tenn. Great-grandparents are
Mrs. Anna Howell of Brewers and Mr. and Mrs. E.K. Alexander of Bells,
Tenn.

Employment Office begins program
The Murray Einployment Office, 1210 Johnson Blvd., Murray, has
announced plans for its annual Summer Youth Jobs Program. During the
summer months, qualified individuals, 16 through 21, will, be working up
to 40 hours per week for eight to 10 weeks at the minimum wage of S3.35
per hour. The program is designed for youth who meet certain targeted
and income guidelines. The workers in this program will be placed only
with nonprofit groups or organizations. The purpose of the Job Training
Partnership Act's Summer Youth Program is to provide qualified individuals wioth a meaningful work experience, according to Catherine M.
Lawrence, Manpower Interviewer. Applications for these jobs may be
obtained at local schools or at the local department for Employment Service office on or after April 12.

Adsmore trip planned for seniors
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A one-day trip for Seniors and friends has been planned for Wednesday, May 24, to "Adsmore" at Princeton by Toopie Thomas Moore, tour
director for Murray-Cilloway County Senior Citizens, Inc. The house
with its spacious hallways and rooms, built in 1857, reveals decor of the
last century of the lifestyle of a Western Kentucky family. May will be
the month the house will be decorated for the wedding of one of the
Smith daughters to a Western statesman. Lunch will be at Village Inn and
then a top will be made at the mall at Eddyville. The cost will be S14 for
tickets to Adsmore, lunch and transportation. For reservations call Ms.
Moore at 753-8274 or 753-0929.

Woodmen yard sale planned
Woodmen of the World Lodges of Murray will sponsor a gigantic yard
sale on Saturday, April 22, starting at 8 a.m. at WOW Youth Camp, Highway 641 North. Public donations of items for the sale are needed. Anyone
having items to donate which need to be picked up are asked to call
753-2319 or 753-3932 before Wednesday, April 19. All funds from this
sale will go to help in the renovation of the lodge building at South Third
and Maple Streets in downtown Murray.

Alford Lodge to hold breakfast
Alford Lodge No. 925 Free and Accepted Masons will have a ham
breakfast on Saturday, April 15, from 6 to 10 a.m. at the lodge hall in
Aurora. The public is invited to attend, according to Eddie Brown, treasurer of the lodge.

Deadline for Scribbles nears

Ccming community events announced
Thursday, April 13
Thursday, April 13
Anonymous will meet
Narcotics
The Single Connection will meet
at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
of Educational Building of First Church. For information call
United Methodist Church. For 753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.
information call Ruth,.753-7645,
Carol, 753-2596, or Jim, 492-8733.
Friday, April 14
Events in Land Between the
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp No.
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
1460 Sons of Confederate Veterans
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in courtroom
Woodworking from 1:30 to 4 p.m.
of Graves County Courthouse,
at Homeplacc-1;850; Stargazing at
Mayfield.
8 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitors
Center.
Murray-Calloway County La
Le,;he League will meet at 7 p.m.
Staff Excellence Awards Cerein Community Room of North
mony will be at 10 a.m. in Curris
Branch of Peoples Bank. For inforCenter ballroom, Murray State
mation call 416-2227.
University.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at Senior Citizens'
center, Benton, at 8 p.m. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Comedian Alex Coleman will
perform at 7:30 p.m. in Curris Center Stables, Murray State University. Admission is free.
Murray State University Symphonic Band will present a concert
at 8 p.m. in Curris Center ballroom, MSU. Admission is free.
"Romeo and Juliet" will be presented at 8 p.m. in Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Temple.
Final registration for Girls' Summer Softball League will be from 4
to 6 p.m. at Dennison-Hunt. An
associational meeting will be at 7
p.m. at University Branch of Bank
of Murray.

Murray State University men's
tennis team will play Tennessee
Tech at 2:30 peA. and MSU
women's tennis teprwill play the
University of Evansville at 3 p.m.
on the varsity courts.

Friday, April 14
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Basement Bunch Sunday School
Class will have a 50's GetTogether of First Christian Church
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Take Me
Back Cafe.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Senior Adult
Fellowship at 11:45 a.m. and SinIcs
at 7 p.m.; also Confir-

Friday, April 14
illation Class Cookout will be at
Doyle home at 5:30 p.m.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight.
Saturday, April 15
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Rose will be
honored on 50th wedding anniversary with a reception from 3 to 5
(Cont'd on page 8A)

Many Choices

Rhetoric and Composition Colloquium will be from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. in Barkley Room of Curris
Center, Murray State University.
For information call 762-2401.
Murray State UniverWorks
completed during
sity art slur
the current academic year will be
on display on main level of Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU. A reception will be
at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
for members only.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. „Kevil. Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Hazel Lodge No; 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
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Civitans plan Yellow Tag Day

Singles Society announces plans
The Singles Organizational Society has events planned for Saturday
and Sunday, April 15 and 16. The One With Another Singles Group in
Nashville, Tenn., has invited the local SOS group for a 50s dance and
social in the Hermitage area of Nashville on Saturday. The local group
will meet at 5 p.m. Saturday at Chamber of Commerce building to carpool
to Nashville. On Sunday the group will meet at 1 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce to carpool for dinner and a game or two of miniature golf with
Ken Brandon as host. For more information call Pamela at 753-7638 or
Jeanne at 753-0224.

k

STOWS

The editors of Scribbles, the Literary Magazine for Murray Elementary
School, remind parents that the deadline for submitting manuscripts and
artwork to the magazine is this Monday. April 17. Children -should give
their submissions to their teachers. For more information call 753-5022.

On Saturday, April 15, the Murray Civitan Club will sponsor a Yellow
Tag Day in behalf of Special Olympics programs for handicapped persons. Civitans will be at various business locations to distribute informational yellow tags and accept contributions for the Special Olympics programs that are scheduled for local, area and state competition.

,

We are pleased to announce that
Lori Anne Schanbacher, bride-elect
of William Glavin N, has selected
her domestic and houseware selec•
lions from our bridal registry.
Lori Anne and William will be
married May 27, 1989.

We are pleased to announce that Joy Kelso,
bride-elect of Carl Doron, has selected her
domestic and houseware
selections from our bridal registry.
Joy and Carl will be
married May 13, 1989

WAL:MART

WAI:MART

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 12.6

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 12-6

Don't hit the beach, backyard, or poolside without a new
swimsuit from Bright's. We have one and two-piece varieties from
Backflips, Catalina, Dotti, Dunk-Is, Robby Len. Sassafras,
On The Beach and Jantzen. Junior & Missy
sizes 5 to 20. Sizes Vary with brands.

priced from $25
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Murray announces honor roll students

Vicky Griffin presented a special program on "Planting and Plants"
at the March meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. She showed different plants and gave expert ads ice
and information on the planting and care of the platns. She was introduced by June Crider. Anna !Stu Thurman, chairman, presided and
appointed Opal Howard, Mary Bell Jones and Martha Enix on a
nominating committee. Hostesses were Mary Lawson, Juanita Sparks
and Mrs. Thurman. The department will meet Monday, April 17, at
6:30 p.m. at the club house with Jo Cathey to present a program on
-The Cayman Islands." Hostesses will be Cable McGregor, Wilma
Beatty and Jo Burkeen. Members are to note the change in time for
this meeting.

Garbo says she's bitter
NEW YORK (AP) — Greta GartIo. describing herself as a "sour
little creature," says: "If somebody gave me a million dollars I
wouldn't write anything about
myself. I wouldn't do it for any,
thing under the sun.
"I don't think it's worthwhile. I
don't think it's very interesting."
Comments made over the last 26

years by the reclusive film star.
ho hasn't made a movie since
1941. were recorded by a friend
and published in a spring issue of
Life magazine.
"I don't want any kind of attention from anybody. except that I
Kttow that someone likes me. and
that's nice. Otherwise. it's sickening." she said.

••••

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS

40%-50%-60% Off
the green door
DIXIELAND CENTER

Bill Wells, principal, Mark
Brady, assistant principal, and
Wanda Laird, guidance counselor,
have released the honor roll for the
third nine weeks' grading perior
which ended March 10 for Murray
High School as follows:
SENIORS
All As
Melissa Adams. Lance Balmer,
DeJane Gaietto. Beth Hall, Meredith Howe, Yances Huie, Casandra
Linn.
Mark Miller, Greg Moffitt, Lauri
Perrin, Robin Shay, Bruce Thurmond, Marcie Willett and Amy
Young.
All As and Bs
Chip Adams, Greg Bennett, Joey
Bomba. Jody Borge, Holly Brown,
Justin Crouse, Andrea Deboer,
Scott Foster, Michelle Gantt, Greg
Gilbert. David Gish,
Dawn Greer, Darren Jones,
Joann Kelly, John Kind, Lee Landtni, Shawn Latimer, Laura Lawson,
Jorge Mantanares, Kelli Massey,
Kelly McDonald, William Mills,
Michelle Moore, Melissa Parker,
James Payne. Kelly Prescott, Jennifer Ragsdale, Harriet Rorik,
Jason Sammons, Downes Thornton,
Sonny Warner and James
Westphal.
JUNIORS
All As
Connie Chan, Gene Cook, Scott
Gordon, Ryan Malone and Scott
Rose.
All As and Bs
Danielle Alexander, Kelli Banks,
Terry Bogard, Nlaylen Chu,
Michelle Clayton, Don Easley,
Chris Edwards, Sheri Gupton, Randy Hansen,
Clint Hutson, Melanie Julian,
Tina Lane, John Mark McDougal,
Shelle, Owens,. Jennifer Parker,
Brock Peyer, Dustin R'Sder. Andy
R;ckman.
Renea Rogers, Stephanie Sammons, Allison Sickel, Laramie
Simpson, Traci Wa!ker, David
Vaughan and Amy Westerfeld.
SOPHOMORES
All As
Leigh Ann Carter, James Chu,
Eric Friend, Rachel Greer, Shannon
Hailer, Lesia Nesbitt, Andrea
Rose, ERik Underwood and Andy

Vaughan.
All As and Bs
Scott Andrus, Chad Bazzell,
Joey Baize'', Susanne Beckwith,
Heather Boyd, Chanon Chancy,
Willis Cheaney, Daniel Cohen,
April Crawford,
Bart Crum, John Dailey, Emily
DeBoer, Christopher Dill, Jennifer
Fairbanks, Michele Hasty, Lori

p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.

The Christian Women's Club of
Murray will have a special birthday
celebration on Tuesday, April 18,
from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant. The luncheon cost
will be S4.75 per person.
"This will be a special time of
celebration as we review the past
10 years of our club here in Murray. We want to recognize ladies
who have been active in the club in
the past and those presently active
on our board," said Martha Yezerski, chairman of the club.
Special music will be presented
by Michelle Lockhart, a senior
majonng in social work at Murray
State University. She is a member
of Alpha Lambda Delta and Gamma Beta Phi honor socizties as well
as the "Outstanding College Students of America."
Guest speaker will, be Marolyn

Marolyn Ford

50% 0,
$10_
$15 - $25 Racks

the Place

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, April
11, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Beauvais baby boy, parents, Vicki and James, Rt. 3, Box 192 A,
Paris, Tenn.;
Stalls baby girl, parents, Tracy
and Randy, 206 South Ninth St.,
Nlurray;
Wilson baby girl, parents, Rema
and Jace, 1600 Sunset Blvd.,

A nursery is available for preschoolers at Memorial Baptist
Church. Reservations can be made
by calling Cathy Mathis, 753-8106.
Christian Women's Club meets
monthly throughout the world. It is
not affiliated w,ith any particular
church or denomination. There arc
no memberships or dues. All interested ladies are welcome to attend.

Murray;
Jones baby girl, parents, Deborah and Roger, Rt. I, Box 100,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Shirley Bohannon, Rt. 1,
Box 106, Kirksey; Ms. Saundra
Clinton, Rt. 1, Box 287, Almo;
Miss Katie Duplantis, Elizabeth
Hall, Murray State University; Mrs.
Janet Wild, 461 Cherokee Bend,
Howell, Mich.;
Mrs. Janetta Travis and baby

girl, Rt. 3, Box 344H, Murray;
Richard Eckert, HC Box 248M,
New Concord;
Mrs. Nancy Dublin and baby
girl, Rt. 7, Box 557, Murray; Palmer Culpepper, Rt. 8, Box 590,
Murray; Edward Shepard, Rt. 3,
Box 1028, Murray;
Hubert Pittman, CR Box 37,
New Concord; Everett Mamahon,
Rt. 1, Box 381, Hardin; James Williamson, Rt. 1, Box 506B, Springville, Tenn.

(Cont'd from page 74)

Saturday, April 15

Saturday, April 15

Murray Civitan Club will sponsor Yellow Tag Day in behalf of
Special Olympics programs for
handicapped persons today.

Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
will meet following noon luncheon
in lakeside home of Mrs. Morgan
Sisk.

Alford Lodge No. 925 of Free
and Accepted Masons will have a
ham breakfast from 6 to 10 a.m. at
lodge at Aurora. The public is
invited.

Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church Women will meet at 3
p.m. at church.

We are pleased to announce Dee Ann Thornton bride-elect, of Brad
Barnett has selected her
pottery and decorative
accessories from our registry.
Dee Ann and Brad will
be married May 27,
1989.

The Treasure
House of Gifts
Southaide Shopping Center
753-6790

SPRING STOREWIDE
SALE
20 to 50% OFF
*Wicker & Rattan Furniture
(Including Our New Whitewash Rattan)
20 to 50% OFF
*Baskets & Hampers
20 to 50% OFF
*Rag & Natural Fiber Rugs
20 to 50% OFF
*Bamboo Window Blinds
STOREWIDE
20% OFF*
*PLUS EVERYTHING ELSE,
*3 DAYS ONLY, FRIDAY, SAT. & SUN., APRIL 14-16*
BEL AIR CENTER -- MURRAY

Ford, author of "These Blind Eyes
Now See." Traveling frequently,
Mrs. Ford speaks at conventions, to
civic clubs, church groups, on radio
and national television sharing her
testimony with thousands. She and
her husband, Acie Ford, have one
daughter, Sharon, and they reside
in Memphis, Tenn.
Reservations for the luncheon
can be made by calling Linda Salley, 753-8016, or Freda Lovett,
753-3999, by noon on Monday,
April 17.

Hospital admissions, dismissals

Kirksey _pall Park will have
sign-up daf and tryouts from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. For information call
489-2495.

The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 5 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building to carpool
to Nashville, Tenn., for a 50s
dance. For information call Pamela
at 753-7638.

Large Selection of Sportsw

Haneline, Kaylin Haverstock and
Dana Hohman.
All As and Bs
Kelsey Christopher, Mitch Fike,
Tamara Hansen, Kristen Hornback,
Jennifer Howe, Catherine Hurt,
Nicole Jedan,
Amanda Kelsey, Kelly Krouse,
Matthew Lawson, Brad Nunnally,
Amy Perrin and Barbara Warner.

Ford scheduled to be guest speaker
at Christian Women's Club celebration

Communities continued
Saturday, April 15

Helmich, Tina Johnson, Heather
Key,
Karen Mikulcik, Holly Miller,
Katherine Oakley, Doug Payne,
Chris Fortner, Shannon Richardson, Kim Sexton, Donald Tefft and
Allison Ward.
FRESHMEN
All As
Suelene Chu, Laura Davis, April

FiacelbDiscover.-

Sibling Class (free) will be at 10
a.m. in education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple. Streets.
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.

Saturday, April IS
Murray State University 'Breds
baseball team will play Morehead
State at new Reagan Field. Dedication of the field will be at 1 p.m.
prior to the start of the game.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Bird Walk at 9
a.m. and Morel Mushroom Hunt at
1:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; West Kentucky Dogwood
Classic (Bike Race) at 10 a.m.,
Wagon Rides at 1:30 and 2:30
p.m., and Egg Incubation at 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Soap
Making at 2 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
Sunday, April 16
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
For information call 759-4j059 or
753-7663.
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 1 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce to carpool to dinner
and miniature golf. For information
call Pamela at 753-7638.

Couples' Bridge with Cannon
and Crystal Parks as hosts will be
at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.

Reception for Artist Nancy Follis will be from 2 to 4:30 p.m. in
meeting room of Calloway Public
Library.

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Gospel singing featuring The
Faithmen will be at 1:30 p.m. at
Chestnut General Baptist Church.

Murray State University
Women's Tennis Team will play
University of Louisville at 9 a.m.
and UT-Martin at 2 p.m. on varsity
courts.

Today is "Habitat for Humanity
Sunday" in several churches in
Murray and Calloway County. For
information call 753-3824.

A Demolition Derby, sponsored
by Sigma Chi fraternity, will be at
7 p.m. in West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center. For
information call 759-4836.

Murray Art Guild will have an
exhibit of -Princeton- An Guild
members' works on exhibit from 1
to 4 p.m.

Rhetoric and Composition Colloquium will be from 8 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. in Barkley Room of Curris
Center, Murray State University.
For information call 762-2401 or
762-4536.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include The Second
Great Awakening at 10 a.m. and 2
p.m. and Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Wagon Rides at
1:30 and 2:30 p.m. and Egg Incubation at 3 p.m. at Empire Farm;
Turtles of LBL at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center.

"Romeo and Juliet" will be presented at 8 p.m. in Johnson Theatre
of Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
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Ethic committee believes
Wright actions were wrong

crstock and

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House ethics committee has found
"reason to believe" Speaker Jim
Wright improperly accepted gifts
from a business partner and sought
to evade outside income limits
through bulk sales of his book, a
source familiar with the probe said
late Wednesday.
The decisions, essentially completing the panel's 10-month investigation of the speaker's finances,
dealt a severe political blow to
Wright and appeared likely to jeopardize his standing as the Democratic Party's top elected official.
Wright continued to maintain he
has done nothing wrong and was
expected to mount a vigorous
defense. "All options are open,"
said Wright spokesman Mark
Johnson.
The source, speaking on condition of anonymity, said a strong
bipartisan majority of the 12-member committee voted behind closed
doors Wedneseday to find that
Wright had apparently violated
House rules in the two most serious
areas before the panel: the acceptance of gifts from a person with an
interest in legislation and the evasion of outside income limits.
That further underscored the
political trouble the decision presents for Wright, D-Texas.
The committee voted that benefits received from Fort Worth developer George Mallick from 1980
through 1984, valued at more than
5100,000, amounted to unreported
"gifts" that were improper
because Mallick, an investor in real
estate and oil and gas ventures, had
a greater interest in congressional
legislation than an ordinary citizen,
the source said.
And it concluded that Wright, in
roughly half a dozen instances, had
made bulk sales ot his book,
"Reflections of a Public Man," to
groups which had hosted him as a
speaker, in lieu of speaking fees,
the source said. Under House rules,
speaking fees are subject to limits,
while book royalties are not.
The committee plans to meet
again Thursday, said chairman
Julian Dixon, D-Calif. But a source
familiar with the process said all
major decisions have been made,
and the meeting will be only to
work on drafting the committee's
final report.
Most difficult for the committee,
sources , said, was the issue of
whether Mallick, a longtime friend
of Wright, had motives other than
friendship when he paid the speaker's wife, Betty, $18,000 a year in
salary and gave the Wrights rentfree use of a condominium and a
1979 Cadillac.
House rules prohibit the acceptance of more than $100 a year in
gifts from anyone with a direct
interest in legislation.
Ultimately, a majority of the
panel's six Democrats and six
Republicans agreed with committee
special counsel Richard Phelan that
the standard for whether an indivdidual has "a direct interest in
legislation before the Congress"
should be a broad one. Phelan
argued that because of Mallick's
extensive real estate and oil and
gas holdings, Mallick was inherently interested in what goes on in
Congress.
The next step for the ethics
panel, formally known a54ite Committee on Standards (Jr Official
Conduct, is to issue a statement of
the allegations against Wright. The
speaker then will have 21 days to
present rebuttals and counterarguments before the committee
determines whether to call for a
disciplinary hearing to decide
whether sanctions are warranted.
Sanctions can range from a
simple reprimand to expulsion
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from the House.
"The speaker has continued to
believe that he did not violate
House rules," said Johnson,
Wright's spokesman. "And he is
certain that he did not intentionally
or knowingly violate House rules."
Even before the panel's conclusions were known Wednesday,
Democratic lawmakers grew nervous and began to look ahead to the
issue's political fallout.
One member of the Democratic
leadership, speaking only on condition of anonymity, said if the ethics
committee recommends any punishment for Wright, he will be
"automatically out" as speaker.
"There's no option," the lawmaker
said.
But Wright continued to defend
himself, telling reporters, "It's
going fine. All you've got to do is
look at the rules of the House."
He noted that the book royalties
he received from sale of "Reflections of a Public Man," some
$55,000 in all, are specifically
exempted from outside income limits. Phelan has argued that Wright
in some cases used bulk sales of
the book to groups to which he had
spoken as a subterfuge to collect
what really amounted to speaking
fees.
And he argued that Mrs. Wright
had earned her $18,000-a-year salary from George Mallick and that it
did not constitute a "gift" as the
committee concluded. A defense
paper circulated by Wright's
lawyer, William Oldaker, acknowledges that there exist no documents to verify what Mrs. Wright
did for the money, but that her coworkers testified she earned her
pay.
As to whether Mallick had a
legislative interest, Wright said,
"In a sense everyone is concerned
with legislation," and noted that
the rules leave it up to each lawmaker to decide whether the person
from whom he receives a gift has a
lobbying motive. Mallick never
lobbied him, he said.
But Phelan has argued before the
committee that Mallick had several
specific reasons to care about congressional legislation.
For one, Mallick guaranteed a
$2.2 million loan to his son
Michael to build a shopping center
in southwest Fort Worth in 1985.
By 1986, Mallick has testified, he
knew the project was in trouble,
and the loan, from a local savings
and loan institution, was foreclosed
in October 1987.
In the interim, Wright asked
Mallick to study for him the problems savings and loan institutions
were having with federal regulators, and Wright worked to include
in the law language calling for
"forbearance" by regulators.
Wright has denied knowledge of
the development project or the
loan. But in a Sept. 8, 1985 article
in the Fort Worth Star-Telegram,
Mallick is quoted as saying Wright
himself planned to join Michael in
developing the shopping center.
Mallick said Wednesday he did not
recall making the comment and
said Wright had no involvement in
the projeci
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Five Years of His Deception

0

By Abigail Van Buren
1989 Universal Press Syndicate

DEAR ABBY: The letter from ignore."
Abby, there is an organization of
"Shocked in Colorado" prompts my
first letter to you. I can top her bi- people who are sensitive to perfumes
zarre tale of a double-dealing lover. and scented products — the Human
I met a handsome man in October Ecology Action League (HEAL).
1983."John" said he was married,so Though we are a non-profit organiwe had to be "careful." He was so za 'on and cannot "lobby," we procharming,I couldn't resist him.John vid information to legislators and to
would come to my house for lunch thek members of HEAL chapters
and "whatever" twice a week. In acr ss the country.
lease inform your chemically senDecember of '88, I happened to see
his car pull into an alley behind a sitive readers that HEAL can help
strange house. (By this time I had them. For information,they can write
caught him in several small lies and to: HEAL, P.O. Box 66637, Chicago,
had begun to mistrust him.) I ob- III. 60666. Please enclose a long,
tained the address and phone num- stamped ( 45 cents I, self-addressed
ber of this house. I called and a envelope.
LYNN IN EVANSTON
woman answered. When I asked Tor
John,she acted so strange I knew he
was there.To make a long story short,
DEAR LYNN: HEAL was
I called her again, and the two of us founded in 1977 by Dr. Theron
got together.
Randolph, a Chicago physician.
This is what we learned: John It provides a broad spectrum of
had been seeing her for five years, information for people with altoo — just three days longer than I. lergies,including:lists ofspecialShe gave him breakfast and I gave ists in the field of environmental
him lunch. He never called us by our medicine,lists of non-toxic prodnames — he called us both "Luv.v He ucts and where to find them,and
took us to the same places out of affiliated support groups nationtown and had given us identical gifts wide. Moreover, HEAL lets aland cards for the holidays. He'd phone lergy sufferers know they are not
us in the evening: He couldn't talk, alone with a problem that's nothbut we could, so he'd tap on the ing to sneeze at. Gesundheit!
receiver — two taps for "yes" and one
* * *
tap for "no."
Abby, I gave this man five years
of my life — so did she. I still hurt a
DEAR ABBY: My 14-year-old
little, but it's a relief not having to daughter, "Sara," was assigned to
cheat and slip around anymore. read your booklet, "How to Have a
Would you believe that this woman Lovely Wedding," for her phys-ed
and I lived within a mile of each course on hygiene and homemaking.
other?
I thought you'd get a kick out of what
RECOVERING IN happened when Sara overheard her
ARKANSAS older sister telling her father and me
that she was going to announce her
DEAR RECOVERING: After engagement soon. •
Sara rushed to her room and
writing this column for 33 years,
I can believe anything. But, grabbed your booklet to advise us of
there's a lesson to be learned our "responsibilities." Then she prohere. There is no free lunch. Or ceeded to read aloud: "The groom's
parents provide the bachelor party,
breakfast, either.
pay the minister, etc. The bride's
* * *
parents provide the torso."
SAN FRANCISCANS
DEAR ABBY: In your answer to
* * *
"Choking," who coughed, wheezed
and got migraine headaches from
Dear Abby's Cookbooklet is a collecthe perfumed mail and samples of
soap and fabric softener delivered to tion of favorite recipes — all tested, tried
terrific! To order, send your name
her home unsolicited, you said, "If and
and address, plus check or money order
the army of allergics were to join for $3.50 ($4 in Canada) to: Abby's Cookforces and do a little lobbying, they booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill.
would create a stink no one could 61054. (Postage is included.)
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ceremonies in Washington,
Moscow and London obliging
them not to develop, produce,
stockpile or otherwise acquire or
retain" biological weapons
•January, 1989, Paris
Conference: 149 countries meet
in Paris arid agree to a U.S.
proposal to reaffirm the 1925
Geneva Protocol The declaration
issued at the end of the
conference states that the
participants solemnly affirm their
commitments not to use chemical
weapons and condemn such
use "

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY

•••

0
•

•1922, Washington Treaty:
Mainly an agreement on the
limitation of naval armaments,
this treaty also outlawed the use
of poisonous gases in war, the
United States, Great Britain,
France, Italy and Japan sign it
•1925, Geneva Protocol: 29
countries sign this agreement,
which prohibits the use in war of
asphyxiating, poisonous or other
gases and of bacteriological
methods of warfare"
•1972, Biological Weapons
Convention: More than 70
countries sign a treaty in

4'x8' Treated Lattice Panels

•
For Humanity
churches in
County. For
.3824.

• .
'

Chemical weapons treaties

Phelan also has argued that Mallick had a role in trying to obtain
financing for the redevelopment of
Fort Worth's historic stockyards
district.
Mallick said he was approached
to help with the project on Aug.
26, 1986, and later began looking
for sources for the $148 million
needed to complete it. In October,
Wright helped win approval of a
$7.5 million appropriation to pay
for public improvements to the
stockyards area.
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Arizona gives loot to Lute; Newton is back on the phone
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — University of Arizona
basketball boosters are sighing in relief, and Kentucky's C.M. Newton is back on the phone.
All because Lute Olson has decided to stay at
Arizona.
The 54-year-old coach, who has compiled a 137-55
record in six seasons at Arizona and is 328-148 in a
16-year career including one sear at Long Beach State
and nine at Iowa, ended several days of suspense
Wednesday.
He told Newton, the athletic director at Kentucky.
he would remain at Arizona, where a new five-year
contract was authorized with new salary and bonus
incentives that could add more than S75,000 to his
annual earnings.
Olson was Newton's first choice to fill the vacancy

created last month by the resignation of Eddie Sutton.
The Arizona Board of Regents approved by conference call a $36,693 salary increase and performance
incentives potentially worth another S39,000. University president Henry KoMer thanked them, saying
Arizona's basketball success depended heavily on
Olson.
Arizona finished the regular season ranked No. I.
but lost in the NCAA West Regional semifinals. The
Wildcats made the Final Four in 1988.
Gov. Rose Mofford, one of the regents, said: "On
behalf of the state of Arizona, let me say thank you to
Lute. I'm glad that he decided to stay with us because
he certainly is a definite asset to our state.'
Olson was attending a dedication naming Cholla
High School's gy.ninas.tum for Wildcats' star Sean

Louisville, Murray State seen
as state's signing-day winners
By The Associated Press
Louisville inked one player and
received a verbal commitment from
another. and Murray State landed a
Tennessee standout on the first day
of the spring basketball signing
period.
Fearing NCAA penalties against
Kentucky, Fort Knox High School
standout Troy Smith backed down
from an oral commitment to play'
for the Wildcats on Wednesday and
instead signed with Louisville.
Smith averaged 24 points and 15
rebounds last season.
"Troy has good size, runs the
floor well and is a good shooter."
said Louisville coach Denny Crum.
"He's a left-handed player with
good potential and his best playing

days are still in front of him.''
Also, 6-foot-8 Jason McLendon
said Wednesday he intended to
sign with Louisville today at his
home in Naples, Fla. McLendon
said his parents want him to visit
Florida State but he is ready' to sign
with Louisville.
"I don't want to waste Florida
State's time," said McLendon.
who has played for Edison Community' College in Fort Myers the
past two years. "I've seen all I
need to see: I've got my mind
made up.''
Murray State, looking to replace
senior point guard Don Mann,
signed high-scoring Frank Allen of
Southside High in talent-rich Memphis, Tenn.

Elliott, an alumnus of the high school. But in a written
statement, he said Tucson "is truly home" to him and
his wife, Bobbi.
"I would like very much to finish my coaching
career at the U of A," he said. "I will be the head
basketball coach at the U of A next year and, hopefully, for many years to come."
Newton said Olson had told him Wednesday "that
he had decided to remain at the program that he has
built up. He also said ... that his family wants to stay
there.'
Olson was one of four coacto "we've been
involved with," Newton said. "We're 'going to proceed right on."
Olson, generally regarded as the front-runner for the
Kentucky opening, had said Tuesday he would make a

decision by the end of the week.
The regents approved a base salary of $130,000. In
addition,- they authorized a salary performance
increase and incentive bonuses which, if all achieved
in a given year, would be worth $39,000. Before Wed,
nesday's special meeting, Olson's base pay was
$93,307.
His total earnings package, including income from
radio and television appearances, a shoe contrac
camps, clinics and other activities, is estimated at
S400.000 to $500,000.
Kentucky, looking to replace Sutton, reportedly is
considering a package worth at least $600,000. But
Olson said previously that he was not a formal candidate and that no offer had been made.

Sugar Ray
Robinson
dies at 67

Knee-deep

The 6-2 Allen, a second-team
All-Stater and fifth in Tennessee in
scoring, averaged 29.9 points and
five assists last season.
"Frank fills a void in our guard
poitions with a complete multipurpose player who can play the point
or scoring guard," said Murray
coach Steve Newton.
At Western Kentucky University
in Bowling Green, -officials
announced the signing of Joe
Lightfoot, a standout guard on
Kankakee (Ill.) Community College's 28-7 team last season.
A 6-3, 185-pound guard, Lightfoot averaged 10.5 points and five
rebounds. hitting 55 percent from
the floor and 78 percent at the free(Coed on page 11A)

CULVER CITY, Calif. (AP) —
Sugar Ray Robinson is considered
by many the best fighter, poundfor-pound, in boxing history. Those
close to the former champion will
remember him for a different
rcason.,
Robinson died Wednesday, apparently of natural causes, shortly
after being rushed to Brotman
Memorial Medical Center. He was
67.
He had a 175-19-6 record including 110 knockouts in his 25-year
career which ended in 1965.
"He was one of the finest human
beings who ever lived, even a better person than a prize fighter,"
said Sid Lockitch, Robinson's business manager for 19 years. "He
was charitable, he cared very deeply for children.
nesday when Indiana wanted his
Indiana did sign guard Todd
'That's why he started the youth
signature on the dotted line.
Leary of Lawrence North, which
foundation 20 years ago. It was a
"Indiana called a while back to
won thestate championship. Leary.
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the letter of intent," Wehrle coach
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Sugar Ray Youth Foundation in
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Los Angeles.
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"Aside from the great fighter
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Robinson fought his first fight
on Oct. 4, 1940, at age 19, on the
undercard of Henry Armstrong's
welterweight championship loss to
Fritzie Zivic, and he fought his last
fight at age 44 on Nov. 10, 1965,
losing a 10-round decision to Joey
Archer.
In the intervening 25 years, the
flashy fighter was involved in some
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of boxing's most memorable bouts.
ready for all the great driving time ahead
Los Angeles mayor Tom BradSee Us For:
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son's, called the boxing legend a
"champion's champion."
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How does one lose a 6=8 Funderburke?
By. The Associated Press
Has anyone seen Lawrence
Funderburke'
Indiana University. hasn't and the
Hoosiers expected to sign the former All-Ohio basketball player to a
national letter of intent Wednesday.
the first day of the spring signing
period.
The 6-foot-8 Funderburke. The
Associated Press Division IV player of the year two years ago at Columbus Wehrle High School, had
verbally committed to Indiana. But
he was nowhere to be found Wed-

'Breds sweep doubleheader
behind 'complete' pitching

Major league baseball

Nolan Ryan barely misses sixth no-hitter
Compiled From AP Reports
Nolan Ryan's fastball is still part
of baseball lore and so is his lure.
Because every time he pitches. • a
no-hitter is possible.
Every time Dale Murphy steps to
the plate. a *home run is possible.
no matter what position in the
lineup he occupies.
Ryan flirted with his sixth nohitter Wednesday night, giving up
a single in the eighth inning. He
finished with a team-record 15
strikeouts as the Texas Rangers
heat the Milwaukee Brewers 8-1.
"1 would have loved to throw a
no-hitter tonight." he said. "Anytime you get that close. you're
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We offer a complete
line of fasteners and
anchoring devices
for every type and size
of do-it-yourself and
home fix-it project

We help you
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Murray Supply
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'Breds sweep...

Actions & Reactions
But will they gain yards or meters?
National Football League officials said Wednesday the league was confident of having up to a half-dozen "development" teams playing in Europe
next spnng.
The officials, speaking at a news conference to promote the fourth annual
American Bowl NFL preseason game at Wembley Stadium Aug. 6, said
they expected owners to vote next week to go ahead with the plan proposed
a month ago.
"The growth to the league lies abroad rather than in the States," said Art
Modell, Browns owner and, as head of the NFL's broadcasting committee, a
key figure in drawing up the new league.
The NFL would subsidize the European teams at first but wetted the
new league, with local ownership, eventually to pay its own way, Modell
said.
If 21 of 28 NFL clubowners vote in New York next week to go ahead
with the plan — and Modell said he had not found a single owner against
the proposal — then a league with up to six teams each in North Amenca
and Europe could be operating by the spring of 1990, they said.
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Second-grade award winners from the Calloway County,Lit6e,/
League basketball program included (front, left to right)- Austin
Wyatt, Adam Ragsdale, Wesley James and Payton Patterson;
(back) Michael Downey, Laramie Carson, Laker head coach
Craig Morris, Neil Key and Adam Herndon.
Is that a flat frog or a $20

bill?
Road crews were removing dead animals, patching potholes and repainting the starting line this week, preparing the 26-mile, 385-yard route for the
93rd annual running of the Boston Marathon.
On a hill next to Hopkinton Town Common, painters on Wednesday were
betting on a breeze and a warm sun to dry their handiwork as they added a
new coat to the white line where it all begins. Next Monday morning, that
spot will be the focus of intense attention from thousands of runners, the
in-person crowds and television viewers.
Like a finicky housekeeper, Richard Kumlin wants it to look sharp when
the whole world is watching.
"All this week we've been cleaning East Main Street, to make it look
good," said Kumlin, foreman of highways in Hopkinton, population 8,000.
But expired animals and trash aren't all they pick up.
"One of the guys found a $20 bill," Kumlin said. "I won't tell you
where they found it, or someone will try to claim it."

We're finally playing hardball with the Commies
With no diamonds, precious few baseballs and a program that is still in
its infant stages, the Soviet Union has turned toward America in an effort to
build a team worthy of competing on a world level.
If that means absorbing embarrassing losses — the Soviet contingent followed a 21-1 loss to Navy with a 20-1 setback aeainst Georee Washineton
on Wednesday — then so be it.
"The main reason we came here is to learn, to gain as much expenence
as possible," said assistant coach Victor Pyranych. "There is nothing bad
about losing, especially because we came here to learn the game. To lose is
to learn."
The Soviets will likely do more of both during the nine-game tour that
concludes April 27.
The squad made eight errors in the loss to Navy, then committed five
errors and five passed balls against George Washington. The Soviets managed only two hits off GW pitching — one of them a homerun by Nugzar
Pophadze — and struck out 12 times in the seven-inning contest.
Ah, but consider that the Soviets have been playing the game for only
two years and their "diamonds" are hardly polished.
They practice on soccer fields. There are only about 100 baseballs in the
Soviet Union, and many have already been re-stitched dozens of times.
There are no pitching mounds and all the equipment is imported. But thanks
to the current tour, things will soon change.
The Soviet manager, Alexander Ardatov, has been a student of the game
for just 2i4 years. Yet, in that time, he has broken bread with Los Angeles
Dodgers manager Tom Lasorda.
Ardatov said, "We had noodles — I know he likes Italian cooking." The
Soviet manager also has done his recruiting in strange places.
"We use other games with similar motions and techniques, such as handball and tennis," he said. "We take the best sportsmen from those sports."
Both Soviet pitchers were former Javelin throwers.

(Coned from page 10A)
on Monday, comnutung just one
error.
"I was really pleased with our
defense," Tiger coach Cary Miller
said.
The Tigers, now 1-1, will host
Graves County today at 4:15 p.m.
• • •
TENNIS
Murray State 5
Memphis State 4
The Murray State Racer tennis
team downed Memphis State Wednesday in Memphis 5-4.
Murray State winners included
John Schneider at No. 3, Tomas
HuIt at No. 5 and Doug Hawthorne
at No. 6. MSU doubles winners
included Tony Wredund and Rob
Olmstead at No. 2 and Jonas Bergrahm and Tomas Hutt at No. 3.
The Racers improved to 12-16
on the year, and are 5-0 in the
OVC. Murray State returns to the
courts tomorrow when they host
Tennessee Tech.
• • •
Lady Racers 8
Middle Tennessee 1
The Murray State Lady Racer
tennis team picked up an OVC win
Wednesday afternoon at Middle
Tennessee.
Bobbi Koehn, Celine Neefkes,
Alice Johnson, Corrine Deiderik
and Sherri Chong were all singles
winners, while Koehn-Neeflces,
Chong-Sally Henle and JohnsonDeiderik won doubles matches.
The Lady Racers, now 10-4 and
2-2 in the OVC, host Evansville
tomorrow at 3 p.m. in nonconference action.
• •

•

Lone Oak boys 7
Murray High 2

Call The
MURRAY INSURANCE
AGENCY
and compare before
you buy.
Maybe I can save
you some money on
top-quality protection,
whatever
your inOle
surance
needs.

•

•

Donruss

Upper
Deck

753-0473
901
Coldwater
Rd.

(Cont'd from page 10A)
said.
"I had a good change and they
hadn't seen me. I think that worked
to ty advantage. I was forutnatc to
get as far as I did without a
curve."
Julio Franco drove in four runs
and Ruben Sierra got four hits,
including his second home run.
Sierra doubled home a run in the
first and scored on Franco's single
off Bill Wegman, 0-2.
Sierra homered to make it 3-0 in
the fourth, doubled in the sixth and
scored on another single by Franco.
Elsewhereas Chicago 3, St.
Louis 2 as off-season pitching
acquisitions Paul Kilgus and Mitch
Williams picked up the win and the
save; Cincinnati 3, Houston 1
behind Paul O'Neill's three-run
double in the ninth; Philadelphia 6,
Montreal 3 as Mike Schmidt, Von
Hayes and Ron Jones homered in
the third inning; and, San Francisco
3, Los Angeles 1 behind Kevin
Mitchell's three-run homer off Fernando Valenzuela,
In American League games, Baltimore beat Kansas City 5-4 in 15
innings, stopping a I5-game winning streak against them by the

•

Score

Topps

SOFTBALL
Calloway County's Lady Lakers
couldn't keep Lone Oak down in
their season-opening twinbill at
Lone Oak Wednesday and were
swept by the Lady Flash, 7-5 and
8-5.
Calloway scored in the first
innings of each game, only to see
Lone Oak come right back and take
the lead in their halves of the opening frames.
The Lady Lakers would then tie
or re-claim the lead in the second
innings, only to see Lone Oak
come back again to take the lead
for good.
"Our inexperience showed," said
Lady Laker coach Rose Elder, who
noted that weather conditions had
kept the team from putting in much
practice time. "We hope to make
big strides in the next couple of
weeks and improve by tournament
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denotes first game was a win

Located next to Theresa's Country Kitchen

time."

Last year we said we're going to be #1.
NOW IT'S OFFICIAL.

Erica Muskgrow had three hits,
including a double, during the two
games white Angie Miller drove in
three runs with two hits. Pam
Bucy, Betsy Herndon and Krista
Stalls also had two hits each, P.J.
Chadwick doubled and Cynthia
Garland had a run-scoring single.

CHRYSLER FIVE STAR AWARD
Sourhern Illinois, Kentucky, West
Tennessee and Southeast Missouri's

ONLY 5 STAR WINNER.

Royals, New York stopped 1 oronto
5-3 to end a seven-game losing
streak, California defeated Oakland
5-0 as Kirk McCaskill and Greg
Minton combined on a three-hitter,
rookie Erik Hanson tossed eight
shutout innings and rookie Greg
Briley drove in four runs as Seattle
topped Chicago 9-1 and Cleveland
downed Boston 10-6 as Cory Snyder drove in six runs with two
homers and two singles.

A car that's "Near Perfect" when you take it home, with
factory trained technicians who fix it right the first time if
its not. The courtesy of the area's highest rated sales team,
to help you make the right choice and the right deal. After
all... isn't this what EXPECT THE BEST means to you?
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Louisville...
(Cont'd from page 10A)
throw line, while also dishing out
70 assists.
Dennie Rifle of South Charleston, W.Va., High School on Wednesday verbally committed to
Morehead State and is expected to
sign this week. Riffe averaged 21
points a game his senior year
before being slowed by a knee
injury.
Kentucky Wesleyan announced
two signings: Kenneth Martin, a
6-4 swingman from Paducah Community College, and Cory Parr, a
6-7 forward from New Albany,
Ind., High School.

Lone Oak girls 9
Murray High 0
Both the Murray High Tigers
and Lady Tiger netters dropped
their first matches of the year, losing at Lone Oak Wednesday.
The boys fell 7-2, while the girls
were whitewashed 9-0.
Both Tiger winners came in doubles action, with Aaron Whitaker
and Jorge Manazanarez winning at
No. 2 and Josh Johnson and Brian
Carroll winning at No. 3.
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Nuclear reactor arrives for burial rirst Lady under treatment
in Washington to complete cycle
By NICHOLAS K. GERANIOS
Associated Press Writer
RICHLAND, Wash.(AP) — The
pressure vessel from the world's
first commercial nuclear reactor
completed an 8,100-mile waterborne journey Wednesday and arrived
near its burial site on the Hanford
federal nuclear reservation.
All that remained to conclude
the first complete lifecycle of the
nuclear age was a 23-mile overland
trip to a giant ditch in the center of
the arid, sagebrush-littered reservation in central Washington.
"That looks like Darth Vader's
tomb," said Bill Whiting of Westinghouse Hanford Co., which
operates the burial site for the U.S.
Department of Energy, when the
barge "Paul Bunyan" carrying the
reactor vessel touched dock.
The reactor from the Shippingport Atomic Power Station, about
35 miles northwest of Pittsburgh.
was built by the Atomic Energy
Commission and commissioned in
1957. It was operated jointly with
Duquesne Light to provide power
for the Pittsburgh area.
Shut down in 1982, the reactor's
dismantling and burial has been a
pilot project for the decommissioning of other aging reactors.
Because the reactor is owned by
;he federal government. it was
slated for burial at Hanford. Civi:tan reactors will be buried
elsew here.
The reactor vessel. which is 45
feet high and 18 feet across and
made of 6-inch-thick stainless
steel, was emptied of its radioactive uranium fuel. filled with concrete and enclosed in a neutron shield tank. officials have said.
Without its fuel, the reactor yesis considered low-level radioactive waste and is not considered
very dangerous. federal officials
have said. Westinghouse Hanford
Co. has said standing next to the
reactor vessel would not expose a
person to any more radioacti% ity
than standing—in—sunlight.
The 1.0(10-ton cylindrical reactor
vessel was wrapped in a grey
shroud thak was speckled with lime
reen paint hurled by anti-nuclear
protesters when it made its way up
the Columbia River on Tuesday
No protesters greeted the reactor
at the Port of Benton on the outskirts of Richland. hut dozens ot
curious spectators watched from
bluffs above the river.

Hanford, best known as a site
where plutonium is produced for
nuclear weapons, is also the burial
ground for reactors from four Navy
submarines_ Also on the site is the
B Reactor, the world's first fullsize production reactor, which produced the plutonium for the atomic
bomb dropped on Nagasaki in
World War II.
Plans for disposing of the B
Reactor and seven other closed plutonium reactors on the Hanford site
have not been finalized.
The reactor vessel began its journey at Shippingport, Pa., and went
down the Mississippi River into the
Gulf of Mexico, through the Panama Canal and up the Pacific Coast
to the mouth of the Columbia.

The vessel's progress through
the Columbia Gorge was also
halted for seven hours Tuesday
because a fire aboard the tugboat
pushing the barge.
The reactor vessel was mounted
on a 320-wheel trailer that will be
pulled off the barge Thursday
evening, Whiting said.
Friday it will be take down into
the burial pit, although it will not
be covered with dirt until the giant
hole is filled with other radioactive
debris, Whiting said.
The cost of the dismantling and
44-day journey from Pennsylvania
will be slightly below the 598.3
million budgeted, said John
Schreider. head of the project for
the Department of Energy.

The project proves that entire
reactor vessels can be lifted and
transported to burial sites with
minimum radiation exposure to
workers, Schreidcr said. That is
considered safer than cutting the
vessels into pieces for burial, he
said.
Tom Bowman, a DOE spokesman in Richland, said there are no
plans to ship any additional reactors to Hanford.
Protesters gathered at bridges
above the Columbia to say they do
not want the river to become a
highway for radioactive waste.
When the barge passed through
the Columbia River Gorge on
Tuesday, protesters hurled canisters
of lime green paint from The Dates Bridge.

Minimum wage pay hike
easily approved by Senate
By JOHN KING
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON (APi
Senate voted 62-37 Wednesda in
favor of raising the hourly minimum wage to 54.55 by October
1991, bringing the Democratic controlled Congress closer to its
first domestic policy showdown
with President Bush.
That confrontation, however.
won't come immediately..
.A conference committee will he
needed to resolve differences
between the Senate measure and a
House-passed bill which also sets a
;991 target of S4.55 for the minimum wage — 30 cents an hour
higher than Bush has said he would
support.
"I say simple decency, simple
fairness ought to be out concern."
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell said in urging Bush to
reconsider his repeated veto
threats. "We're now arguing over
30 cents an hour for the poorest
Americans who have not had an
increase now in over eight years."
The conference committee is
unlikely to change major provisions of the bill before it is
returned to both chambers, where
the Democratic majorities have the
votes to secure final passage.
But Bush would only need the
support of one-third of the mem-

hers in either chamber to sustain a
veto. In the Senate, that would be
34 votes.
Ten Republicans joined 52
Democrats in supporting the Senate
while two Democrats and 35
Republicans voted against it. The
oni• .enator not voting was Sen.
Gore Jr.. D-Tenn.. whose
A.
son was seriously injured when
struck h\ a car a week ago.
The Senate vote came after a day.
of often cantankerous debate on
nearly a dozen amendments, most
of which had little or nothing to do
with the minimum wage. and a day.
after Bush's proposal for a more
modest increase was rejected.
Senate Republican Leader Bob
Dole made a last-ditch effort to
resurrect the Bash proposal.
"The president will sign this
proposal, he ‘clo the other one."
Dole said.
But that attempt failed on a
56-43 vote and Senate then
approved the legislation sponsored
h‘ Sen. Edw ard NI. Kennedy, DNiass.
The final v ote came several
hours after a midafternoon plea by
the Republican floor leader, Sen.
Orrin Hatch of t tab, who called on
his GOP colleagues to refrain from
further amendments.

PEOPLE
GET A LOT MORE
OUT OF THE PAPER
THAN JUST NEWS.

'For us to prolong this debate
any' longer, it seems to me, only
adds to the confusion," said Hatch.
"Everyone knows the whole ballgame rests on the presidential
veto."
But several senators pressed
ahead with additional amendments,
before Democrats and Republicans
finally reached agreement to take
the final vote.
"I am still hopeful ... that the
president will alter and change his
mind," Kennedy said just before
passage. If not, Kennedy said
Democrats would use the veto as a
political issue against Bush and his
fellow Republicans.
"I urge the president to sign it
when it reaches his desk," AFLCIO President Lane Kirkland said
in a statement issued after the
Senate vote. "A veto would only
compound the inequities faced by
America's lowest-paid workers
who have gone eight years without
a pay raise."
Hatch, however, called on Bush
to not only veto the minimum-wage
bill but to be ready to veto an onslaught of domestic-policy legislation likely to clear the Congress
over Republican objections.
Hatch said few presidents have
had to control Congress through
repeated vetoes but added, "I suspect this president is going to have
to do that."

dard treatment for 40 years for peoBy TERENCE HUNT
AP White House Correspondent ple suffering with Mrs. Bush's conWASHINGTON (AP) — First dition, known as Graves disease.
Once her thyroid gland has
lady Barbara Bush underwent
radioactive treatment today to stopped operating, probably in two
destroy her thyroid gland because it to three months, Mrs. Bush will
is producing excess levels of hor- have to take daily medication to
mones, a condition that has irri- maintain adequate hormone levels,
tated her eyes and caused her to Ms. Perez said.
President Busti was asked about
lose 18 pounds in recent months.
wife at a White House cerehis
"She's just fine, piece of cake,
never broke her stride," Mrs. mony for the college basketball
Bush's press secretary, Anna Perez, champions while Mrs. Bush was
said after the president's wife still at the hospital. He replied
returned to the White House fol- "Fine," when asked how she was
lowing a two-hour stay at Walter doing.
Mrs. Bush consulted doctors last
Reed Army Medical Center.
month because of swelling and irriThe radiation was administered tation in her eyes, causing them to
in an iodine solution sipped tear, and the sudden weight loss.
through a straw. Mrs. Bush said it
For several weeks, Mrs. Bush
was a colorless liquid that tasted has been treated with methimazole,
like water, Ms. Perez reported.
a drug that blocks production of
Doctors told Mrs. Bush, 63, that excess hormones in the thyroid, a
the only side effect she may suffer butterfly-shaped gland in the neck.
is a slight pain in the neck for sevMs. Perez said the use of drugs
eral days. "She cracked jokes was an interim therapy and that the
about that all day," Ms. Perez said. destruction of the thyroid through
Moreover, "just as a precaution, radiation was a more permanent
she shouldn't hug her puppies for a treatment.
couple of days and she shouldn't
Left untreated, Graves disease
kiss her grandchildren," the can be life-threatening, but it genspokeswoman said.
erally responds quickly to therapy.
It is caused when antibodies
She explained that puppies and attack the thyroid gland and cause
children have a heightened sensi- it to secrete too much hormone.
tivity to the radiation in Mrs.
The disease is more apt to occur
Bush's body. The first lady has 11 in older women.
grandchildren and her dog, Millie,
Mrs. Bush's treatment with
recently produced six puppies.
methimazole was discontinued
Mrs. Bush expressed surprise Sunday in preparation for today's
that her treatment attracted so procedure. It will be restarted three
much news media attention, and days after the treatment and then
was "wondering why her visit to continue until her level of thyroid
Walter Reed gets so much coverage hormones falls below normal.
when Child Help (a non-profit
Mrs. Bush is under the care of
organization for youngsters) White House physicians Burton J.
doesn't," her press secretary said. Lee III and Lawrence C. Mohr, in
A White House statement said
consultation with Dr. Kenneth Burthe procedure "has no significant man, a thyroid specialist at Walter
side effects" and has been a stan- Reed.

Baker wants quick vote
on contra aid package

By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Secretary of State James A. Baker III
asked Congress on Wednesday to
quickly approve a $49.7 million
bipartisan aid plan for the Contra
rebels to set up an acid test of the
willingness of Nicaragua's Sandinista government and its Soviet allUnder the Democrats' plan, the
ies to support the peace process.
minimum wage, frozen at 53.35
The House Appropriations Comsince 1981, would rise to S3.85 on
mittee voted 32-10 to recommend
Oct.!, to S4.25 on Oct. 1, 1990, the compromise plan be adopted.
and to S4.55 a year later.
Other congressional panels were
Bush has said he would veto any
poised to endorse it as well.
The proposal, which could reach
bill to raise the minimum wage to
more than 54.25 an hour and has the House floor by Thursday, is
insisted legislation must also allow
likely to be approved by both
employers to pay all new workers a chambers, putting at least a temsubminimum wage for up to six
porary end to years of controversy
months.
and divisiveness over former PresiRepublicans argue the "training dent Rcagan's policy of arming the
wage" is necessary to prevent mas- Contras.
sive job losses they contend would
Baker said the new arrangement
be caused by the higher minimum to maintain the Contras with clowage. Democrats have disputed the thing, food, medical supplies and
job-loss predictions, but added to other non-military aid will "put the
their measure a provision giving United States back in the ballgame
some new workers a sub-minimum in Central America."
"Up to now, we have been out
for up to two months.
of the ballgame because we had the
."The language for that "new legislature going in one direction
hire" wage is different inthe House and the executive going in another
and Senate bills, and drafting a direction and we couldn't funccompromise on that provision will tion," Baker told the Senate
be the principal task of the confer- Appropriations foreign operations
ence committee.
subcommittee.
Also, likely to be stripped from
"Today, for the first time, we
the Senate bill at that stage are a have an opportunity to speak with
number of the amendments passed one voice to the people of Central
Wednesday. They ranged from America."
non-binding resolutions requesting
Baker said the plan will focus
that the Senate review catastrophic international attention on the Senhealth care to a demand that it dinistas and make clear whether or
modify or repeal a provision of the not they will keep the promises
1986 tax code changes.
made when Nicaragua's Daniel
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Ortega and the other Central
American presidents signed the
Esquipulas accord in August 1987.
"Between now and February
1990, when elections are scheduled
in Nicaragua, the whole world will
know the answer to this question:
Do the Sandinistas keep their
word?" Baker said.
He said that question will be
answered by whether or not the
Sandinistas negotiate fair election
rules, permit the return of the Contras with safety under democratic
conditions and stop supporting
Marxist guerrillas in El Salvador.
"Their record j, abysmal; they
have not kept arts' of their promises," Baker said of the Sandinistas. "But we do have an opportunity now to focus world opinion on
their willingness to keep their
promises."
Baker noted the Soviets have
said they support the Esquipulas
agreement.
"Now we will have an opportunity to see if they really do," he
said. "We will sec if there is any
meat on the bones of 'New Thinking' as far as their goals in Central
America are concerned."
Baker said the Soviet Union uses
Nicaragua as a "dumping ground"
for $515 million in military aid a
year and noted that the last U.S.
arms aid to the Contras expired in
the spring of 1988.
There was some grumbling by
Republicans that the terms of the
agreement permit the Democraticcontrolled House and Senate to cut
off the flow of aid to the Contras
after seven months if Congress sees
fit.
Baker said the agreement represents the best opportunity' to forge
a unified U.S. policy. He said
nothing in it bars the Bush administration from seeking renewed
military aid for the Contras if that
seems justified by events.
But Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt.,
said that for all practical purposes,
the bipartisan agreement cancels
the policy of using the Contras as
surrogate fighters for the United
State in Central America.
"I think this is a historic
moment," Leahy said. "I think
both sides now realize that the
Contra war is at an end."

pAll Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway and
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1 Foot lever
6 Dips and
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11 Kind of mask
12 Movement
14 Debauche
15 Vehicles
17 Concerning
18 Fed agcy
19 Rants
20 Exist
21 Iron symbol
22 Surfeits
23 Urge on
24 Decorated
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27 Tears
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29 Whips
31 Make ready
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GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $29 99 Get at
Blacks Decorating Center.
701 S 4th St , Murray

1 More
indigent
2 Large birds
3 Expire
4 Article
5 Situates
6 Reveals
7 Performs
8 Possessive
pronoun
9 Chinese

6

5

0
distance
measure
10 Grief
11 Ride with
the tide
13 Wants
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OPENING April 1- Country
At Heart! Howls TuesdaySaturday quiltr
9i
rn
_.-5p
m.,
Sunday 1-5p. . Featuring
wood and
afts, hand
woven baskets.ntiqu
quilts Located in
next to The Brass Lantern

16 Matured
19 Inclined
roadways
20 Place for
combat
22 Strike
3 Supports
5 Angry
6 Borscht
ingredients
28 Objection
29 Reproach
30 Dining
31 Markle of TV
32 Walked
unsteadily
33 Sends forth
35 Is defeated
38 Suspend
39 Intertwine
41 Metal
fastener
42 Pose for
portrait
44 Proceed
46 Italian
river

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Iliru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care,
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement,
Nursing
Home Insurance is
more important than
ever. For free information

C 1989 United Feature Synd cate
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TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video tape
$3 50 per 50 ft. reel, tape
included Also, slides, negatives and photographs
Free pick-up and delivery
Call Donna Darnell, Video
Production Specialties
759-9246

HAPPY 50TH
DAN
McNUTT

BEL-AIR CENTER

Murray Ledger
& Times
Business Hours:
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Happy
Birthday!

Saturday
8 a.m.-12 noon

From Your Much
Younger Brother!

ATLANTIC AMERICAN I If k INSURANCE COMPANY

Conervanial Garay Company

CNA
114411.•

LIC
Almselbem

'am

If MAIM

insurance CoApany

American Republic

TRANSPORT LIFE
Union Bankers
Pioneer Life Insurance Company
What do all these companies have in
common? In Murray, they are all
represented by:

McConnell
Insurance Agency

:

A/cc-A.

ALVIL 9-15
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Ads must run 10 consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if cancelled before expiration.
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is opening a 10 bed adolescent A & D unit.
We are now taking applications for Head
Nurse, RN and LPN positions, full and
part-time.
Contact Personnel,
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

(502) 472-2522
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BEETLE BAILEY

Celebrate Classified Ad Week and Save!!
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DID Christmas get you behind? Sell Avon products'
Be your own boss Work
your own hours, full or parttime Earn up to 50%1 Call
today 753-0171

Parkway Regional Hospital
Fulton, Kentucky

Place your ad Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
or Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
Call 753-1916, mail, or bring your ad to:

NOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO
SNARE MY TUNA SANDWICH?

ACT in TV commercials No
experience All ages Children teens, young adults,
families etc High pay TV
advertising Call for casting
information Charm Studios (313) 542-8400 Ext
2614

Attention RN's & LPN's

.,,

.3

SECRETARY/ Reception
ist National company
opening local office Re
surnes to P0 Box 7808.
Paducah KY 42002-7808

EARN MONEY reading
QUALIFIED hairdresser books! $30,000/ yr income
needed, full-time, with a potential Details (1)
following No S/S Please 805-687 6000 Ext
comply directly with Jeff Y 10706
Elder or Jack McCuistion,
J J & Co , between EXPERIENCED Painter
10A M -6P M, Mon -Fri Foreman Must have 5
753-2511
years experience or more
SUBBY'S now taking appli- on residential and commercations for full-time man- cial work. Also need
agement positions Previ- painter. Apply at Black's
ous food management ex- Decorating Center, 701 S
perience helpful Send 4th Street, Murray, Kenresume to Lakee Enter- tucky or call 753-0839
prises, 300 West 10th St • HOMEMAKERS needed
Metropolis, IL 62960
as area managers for newest concept in party plans
WANTED . Personal Shop- Work from your own home
per Guides No investment, hiring and training demonOwn hours Free training strators Call 388-2695
$300 free merchandise
759-9679 after 5p.m for MANAGEMENT Trainee
more information
Our financial services company is seeking an individual for a management
Accepting applica- training position We have
tions for Nurse's an opening for a qualified
Aides for 3-11 and person who wants to join
11-7 shifts. Flexi- our nationwide team Our
comprehensive training
ble hours. Starting program allows a person
salary $3.50/hour. with or without experience
to progress according tt)
Apply At:
their own ability. For addiWest View
tional information and conNursing Home sideration, send your resume to. Credit Thrift of
1401 S. 16th St. America, Inc , P.O. Box
mE7.15.
377, Cadiz, KY 42211.
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All standard rates on classified reader ads
will remain in effect.

LOST Burgundy binder
Reward offered No questions asked 436-5697

753-4199

Ad ve

Get 10 Days For The Price of 7
on all reader ads placed during the week
meeting the following requirements:

FOUND Would the person
that lost something of value
at Sirloin Stockade please
contact the management

Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

Cla6ilicc
ASSOCIATION OF

FOUND Male Beagle mix
Approximately 1 year old,
no collar or ID Found on
Chestnut St 474-2300

NOW taking applications
for waitresses and cooks
Apply in person only Valley
Drive In, Hwy 94 East
9a m -2p m

111111 1i1(IIi.]1k.T)I1dI

And the week of April 9-15
when we celebrate
Classified Advertising Week
it will go even further...

$
$
$
$

Specializing in
Top Quality
Used Furniture
Giftware
Silk Flowers
Brinn & Dynasty
Collectible
Dolls
New Shipment
of Lamp Shades

SWEATSHIRTS, Punch
Embroidery & Leather: Visit
Lynda's Pretty Punch Shop
and Ward's Leather &
Skins for all supplies. Special on patterns See men's
and ladies' leather and
snakeskin belts and billfolds, ladies' purses and
men's leather boots now'
available. 2 miles west of
Hazel on State Line Rd
893. 492-8580

A Little Green Goes
A Long Way In Classified

Iviets have
Esquipulas

Did you really
think we would
use the picture
with the curls?

Carolyn's
Corner
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

37 Devoured
38 Vast throngs
39 Hawaiian
wreath
40 Note of scale
41 Adhesive
substance
42 Seasoning
43 Motor
45 Condiments
47 Saucerlike
bells
48 Carried
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ASSIFIEDS
1E1 Ankles

Weans
Oppalunity
NEED outgoing people to
answer in coming calls on
Pans Guaranteed salary
CaN (901)642 0086

NATIONALLY known
franchised weight loss bus
iness Small investment
large profit Ideal business
for Murray little compeO
bon For more information
call 753 8583 alter Sc m

instruction
140

Want
To Buy

Train to tta a Protossional
•SECRETARY
•EXECUTIVE SEC
•01/0R0 PROCESSOR
RAS

P•Oldk S T

RA/NING

•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL_
•JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728

BUYING aluminum cans
battery scrap
50e lb
metal copper and Junk
cars KGA Rycycling
492-8183 days 498-8785
nights
COPPER aluminum stain
less and radiators Post
Oak Rd Hwy 94 East
753-0467
WANTED 5 to 10 acres
west of 641 to build house
on Prefer some trees
paved road P0 Box 1355
Murray

Train fog Careers In
• AIRLINES
•CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES

a...)kiel,"JDratEs 'RA NiNG
.FINANCIAL 1110 AVAIL.
•/011 PLACEMENT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728

WANTED White Peking
ducks Murray Memorial
Gardens 753-2654
WE buy scrap aluminum
copper brass and aluminum cans Call Balcan Recycling @ 7530338
150
Articles
For Sale

INSTRUCTION

ct LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAILER
•NO ••PA.-4-.
••••0•Ei
,
•DOT CA.RREANA.
•FLA or pan lint.
!TWIN,
•0%.••••••• DAV
•F mum ro A.0
A••••bl•

dim

ALUANCE
TRACTOR TRAA.ER
TRAINING CIENTIRS
LARANOAL
CAI Ise FRO

MEI
1-800-334-1203
090
Situation
Wanted

want a lob dmeng a truck.
but will take any work avail
able 759 1661 leave
name and number Will call
back
. MOWING TILLING adult
reasonable dependable
•Call 436 2879 anytime
WILL sit with sick or elderly
live in or out 759-4171 or
• 753 0785
WILL stay with sick or ei
derly Some domestic
work Experienced and references Call 753-4590 for
further information

120 GALLON fuel tank with
hand pump $100 10 x6
greenhouse frame with
door $75 Straw tor sale
$1 25 bale Boom pole
$30 435-4263
1 TEA LENGTH, size 14
taupe lace and chiffon
mother of the bride groom
dress worn once, will sell
for '4 once 753 8958
2 SETS of 4 Tread
CONCRETE STEPS
437-4392
ARROW storage buildings
10x9 ft building with door
56 wide x 59 height
5229 99 10x12 ft building
with door 56' wide x 61
height $299 99 10x9 high
gable building with door 56
wide x 60' height. $28999
Coast to Coast Hardware
753 8604
CHEVY 6-cylinder truck engine. $200, Chevy 3-speed
transmission with.clucti and
pressure plate. $35. both
for $225 Heavy duty
chrome rear bumper for
Chevy truck. $100 Short
wheel base topper, $75
Upright freezer $35 Like

20 BUMPER hitch back
hoe trailer 4 dovetail with
ramps, new air* and tires,
good wood floor, lights and
brakes Cal 753-1725 between 8a m 115p m
$2,200

RIDING Mower Riley
t2HP high and low gear
36' out. 1988 model $850
Call after 4p m 753 7701
SILVER dollars Over 90
first issue stamps Reaso
hably priced 753 4029

Mower
new super single waterbed 3NAPPER Riding
year,
complete, set up for you to ,ew motor last
753 6533
see, $125 753 6962
COLLECTOR PRINTS TOSHIBA 1000 Lap top
FOR SALE Ray Harm computer demonstration
Eastern Bobwhite Quail, unit new warranty $895
California Quail Jim Oliver - CBM Cbmputer Center,
Centennial Bald Eagle 753-7733
James L Puckett Original WOODWORKING Tools
Churchill Downs Club- Saws drill press items too
house, Lincoln Heritage numerous to mention Must
House, L & N Footbridge sell' It no answer, leave
Sunrise Sentinels. Scroll & message 753-6233
Quill Harry E Antis Oc
tober Morning. Parents
Prayer Original works by
Kathy Dowdy- White Tail
Appliances
Deer. Elk and Mule Deer
freezer
FULL-SIZE
sold as a set only C W
Vittitow African Lion 759-4756 after 5p m
These works may be seen GE WASHER & dryer, ex
at Headquarters, 715 cellent condition
South 12th St All prints 753-3062,after 6p m
available until May 15
753-1938

Mobile
Homes For Sae

For Nord
Or Lases

ELECTROLUX Sales &
Service Bags hoses &
belts DOROTHY M
BROWN.508 So 7th May
held. KY, 247-6808

MOVING, Must Sell' 2 bed
room. 1 bath very nice.
$10.900 or best offer
759-4054

FOR Lease Approximately
8 acres for farming After
69 m call 435 4454

NICE 1265 Norris set-up,
low utilities partially turn
ished 753 9761

For Bale
Or Lam

CONCRETE Steps 2 with
2 steps $15 each 1 with 3
steps and landing $20
492-8427
DISPLAY CASES 2-4'
glass cases with lights,
$150 each like new
489 2633
ELECTRIC. plastic faced
sign, good condition Call
Bob Billington 753 4751
FOR Sale 3 storage sheds
like houses complete
electric in every way 3 lots
for sale with complete
hook-ups for mobile
homes 2 mobile homes
You have to see to believe,
Call for an appointment
492-8806

160
Horne
Furnishings
1 DOUBLE bed with match
,ng dresser, $175
753-9290
ANTIQUE roll-top desk.
Si 250 refrigerator, 4
years old. $500, oak bookcase $170, oak sec desk,
$299. elec type, $149, oak
end tables $25, kitchen
table with 2 leaves, $65
stereo 753 2640
BUNK beds and coffee
table Call after 3 30p m
753 9838

e HaveJobs
c+.1.4c-z4-re,e Nurses Can
Learn With!
•

_

AS&

M

urray-Calloway County Hospital in Murray,
Kentucky has a career —and an education —
waiting for you. Being a nurse at our hospital allows you the
opportunity to further your education at our expense.
We'll Pay For Your
Education.
Scholarships are available to
anyone interested in a career in
nursing. Within five minutes of
the hospital is Murray State
University which offers a fully
accredited nursing program.
Whether you decide on a twoor four-year degree program, as
a scholarship recipient. you will
receire tuition, books and one
uniform free each year

Educational

Assistance Program.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will also pay all of your
tuition costs for career-related
courses through our Educational
Assistance Program. We know
it's important for you to keep up
with new career information, and
to have the freedom to work
toward a degree.

280

NEW home sewing ma
Crane 492 8657

Mobile
Homes For Rent

SINGER Sewing Machine
Model 06212 never been
used. $175 753 8760

2 MOBILE Homes 12x65.
2 bedrooms. 2 baths
12x50 2 bedrooms 1 bath
For sale or rent 759-9921

Ian
Farm
Equipment
GOOSENECK Trailer 32'
heavyduty, 3 axel electric
brakes with loading ramps
Call 759 1204 before 8a m
or after 8p m

-ier,
To make those choices eas
and to relieve the financial
burden of education costs,
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will pay for your careerrelated courses up to 15 credit
hours per year.

Enjoy life At MurrayCalloway County
Hospital!
Having the opportunity to
complete your education — at
our expense — makes working
for Murray-Calloway County
Hospital an option you should
consider
Call our nurse recruiter at the
number listed below and learn
how you can benefit from our
scholarship and educatonal
assistance programs.

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture natural gas
electric air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209
3 BEDROOM, partly turn
'shed, $175/ month
492 8220 after 4 30p m

Sports
Equipment

ASSAULT
WEAPONS
Limited Nationwide Gerum while you can
Uzi
SKS
MI
AK-47
1927 Al POINT 45

CLEAN. 2 bedroom mobile
home, well maintained
court, $100 single. $110
double 753 8216

2c0
Miscellaneous

MANURE sold by the truck
load or bag Will deliver
753 8372

4.000 SQUARE Ft Build
InQi kiealfy located for man
ufacturing, wholesale
supply, fitness center, fac
tory outlet, child day care,
church or rental storage
purposes Well insulated
and equipped with 4 offices 2 restrooms adequate parking all city utilities
and room for expansion
Priced for quick sale Offers
Call
appreciated
(502)7599439 after 59 m

Livestock
& Supplies
MORGAN Mare 8 years
old 14 2, gentle but needs
expenenced rider, $1,500
or best offer 753 0573

Business
Rentals

AKC male Austrian Terrier
puppy Call 489-2246

RETAIL space available
July 1 Bet-Air Center Call
Bob Billington 753-4751

AKC Golden Retriever puppies 12 weeks old, shots
wormed 901-644-1850
AKC Registered French
Poodle Call Barn -4p m
436-2786

Appointment only.

759-9673

4.10

300

Roger's
Gun Shop
I BEDROOM furnished
apartment partial utilities
paid no pets 753 9741
1 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment Close to university and hospital, some utilities paid 753-4012 or
753-8756
1 BEDROOM apartment
near downtown Murray
753-4109
2 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment h mile from
campus, water paid, $1751
person, $185 2 people
Avertable now No pets No
children 753 5980

GROOMINGDALES, 2513
Road,
Coldwater
753-6756 Jack Covey,
Owner/ Groomer Graduate State Certified Central
Academy of Dog Grooming Registered Member
National Dog Groomers
Associat:on of America,
Inc Clean, new, modern
facility The ultimate for
your pets grooming needs.
Where every pet is a VIP
(Very Important Pet)

12x60 2 BEDROOM all
electric stove refrigerator,
couch chair, underpinning
included Call after 5p m
437 4375
1979 CRIMSON 1470. 2
bedroom 1 h baths large
kitchen all appliances. Irving room with fireplace, to
be moved Call 435-4221 or
753-0368 after 2p m
1985 SCOTTSDALE
14x 70 3 bedroom, 2 baths
527-0083

8a.m.-?
Saturday Only
1702-A
Oak Hill Dr.

2 BEDROOM apartment in
Northwood appliances
furnished, carpeted, $250
per month 759-4406

PEG'S Dog Grooming.
753-2915 Drop your pet off
as you go in to work and
pick up afterwards

2 BEDROOM Brick Duplex
Westwood Drive, washer/
dryer hook-up, available
May 1, $500/ month
759-4979 or 753-8859

PET Pen- full line pet shop
Tropical fish, small animals, young birds- some
tame Dog grooming, reasonable prices and quality
service for the caring pet
Mon -Sat,
owner
10A M -6P M , Sun
1-5P M 759-1322, 1101
Storey

2 BEDROOM, furnished,
utilities paid, no children or
pets, prefer mid aged people 436 5431
2 BEDROOM apartment for
rent no pets Call 753-0521
or
before 3 30p m
753-9475

SHELTIES (Toy Collies)
354-8211
SHIH TSUS for sale
474 8057

c10
-

2 LOTS by Kentucky Lake
$2,500 Owner will pay
closing
costs
(501)753-8580

Furniture, gun
cabln•l, all sizes of
clothes, shoes, crafts,
glassware, etc. .

54 ACRES airport area
located on blacktop road
489-2645
CORNER lot (acre)6 miles
east Murray Access
beach, boat dock $3,100
Call 1-618-524-8658

Remodeling

Sale
8a.m.-?
Friday &
Saturday

c60
Homes
Sale

For

3 BEDROOM house 309
South 10th St 753-7837 or
(901)664-5128

2 miles 641
1
1/
South.
Furniture, Levelor,
blinds, some clothing

3 BEDROOM home in
country 2 extra sleeping
rooms upstairs large living
room and dining room
Central gas heat and air 12
miles east of Murray
$50,000 Call 753-1203

3 PARTY

3 BEDROOM,2 bath cedar
home in-town, $30,000
753-0659

YARD
SALE

BY Contractor New homes
in Murray, 4 to choose from,
starting in upper 50s Call
753-3672 after 5p m

Saturday
April 15
8a.m.-2p.m.
804 N. 17th
St.

FOR Sale By Owner 34
bedroom ranch home intown, new carpeting, remodeled bath, large eat-in
kitchen with all appliances,
nice older treed lot, 24'
swimming pool with deck,
move in condition Priced at
$39,900 753-9706

6 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
House

on

north

side of Memorial
Gardens, 6 4 1
Camera, air

Ce0

cord

drier, bicycte, electric
3 wheeler, hale tyke play
nOuSe i TOM kids' clothes
and much more.
759-1759

•

MODEST 3 bedroon brick
home Well built, fenced in
backyard, all appliances,
hardwood floors, quiet, well
established neighborhood.
end of dead end street Like
Irving in the country inside
city limits 759-1396

CARPORT
SALE
Friday
8:30a.m.-?
In Stella across
the Stella
Trailer Park.

from

Bottles, glass,
clothes, etc.

4 Party
Garage Sale
1523 Oxford

Public
Sale

Fri. & Sat.
7a.m.-?

LIQUIDATION/
YARD SALE
Fri & Sat
April 14 & 15

Like new Baldwin
piano, furniture, house
hold items, glassware,
baby items, clothing (all
sizes), Collier's Encyclopedias

Something tor everyone,
Florist supplies

silk flowers

caskets, pits vases antiqL.es
and collectables and muc^
much morei

Juanita's Flowers
917 Coldwater
Murray, Ky.

4 PARTY

GARAGE
SALE
Fri & Sat
April 14 & 15
7:30a.m.-3p.m.
1519 Beckett Dr.
(Canterbury Sub.)

NICE 2 Bedroom Brick 8
miles SE of Murray refrigerator, stove, deposit &
references 492 8594

,tniture. appliances
Kitchen items, baby items
and dothes

YARD
SALE

McKinney/Rogers
Garage Sale
Fri, April 14

TAKING applications for 3
bedroom, 2 baths in town
Rent $400 Call Tina daysl
753-4000
nights
759-9244

1505 Tabard &
London Drs.
(Canterbury)
Clothes' Name brands, Summer
& Winter, Lades size 16-18
we new Lost weight Can no
ionger wear Lots ot children's

-,athes excellent condition,
get saes 04 by sees-2T
vens and ladies clothes HI
sees

AO

•

For more Information, call:
Lisa Rudolph. R.N.
Nurse Recruiter
1-502-753-5131. ext. 302
AO3 Papier Street

•

MURRAY
CAILOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Murray. Kentucky 42071

•

(502) 753-5131

SECLUDED 3 bedroom
ranch with carport, central
gas and heat, large utility
room with washer, dryer,
shower and sinks 10 minutes from LBL resort area,
2/10 mile from boat launch
Hwy 80 East on Fred Jones
Rd $31,500 Will rent with
deposit, references and
lease, $300/ month
502-354-9190
SELLING YOUR HOME"
Lotus help you increase it's
market value Call us for a
free consultation 753-9752
anytime day or night
SPORTSMANS Getaway'
1 room cabin in a secluded
area, less than 1 mile from
boat dock. Very reasonably
priced at $7,500 Call
Roberts Realty @
753-1651 or 435-4510, ask
for Cindy
WATERFRONT Home Approximately 2,400' appraised upper 70s, will
trade or consider reasonable offer Call 753 3672
after 5p m,

Motorcycles

121 South, Lynwood
Estates subdivision,
3rd house on left.
Clothes
pictures
Jewelry, glassware and
misc items

BOB HALEY ethical
knowledgable, easy to
work with He cares' Call
him today at Roberts Realty
753-1651 or 489-2266

1980 HONDA C-70 Motor
Bike low mileage, good
condition Can be seen at
801 Minerva, 753-7906
1983 YAMAHA RX 50 Special.Bought new 1986, only
1,800 miles $325
759-1960 See at 1405
Main, Apt 4C
1987 HONDA 125 4 Trax
1987 Honda Elite 505 motor scooter 759-1605
ATV parts, accessories
tires & service for all
brands' Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd Murray 759-9831

KOPPERUD Realty offers
a complete range of Real
Estate services with a wide COME see the world's
selection of quality homes, most innovative line of Poall prices 753-1222, toll laris ATVsi Keith's Lawn &
free 1 -800-251-HOME Ext Tractor, Industrial Rd , Mur711L for courteous, compe- -ay 759-9831
tent Real Estate service
YOU cant believe your
eyest Reduced' 2 bedroom
mobile home with add-on
electric heat, 1 bath, gable
roof, large block garage on
2 lots Owner said selll Key
Associates Wilson Realty,
302 South 12th St Phone
753-3263 or call Wayne at
home 753-5086

\
1 XX\4

N

NEW custom built 3 bedroom. 2 bath, house in Martin Heights subdivision
Formal living/ dining room,
family room with fireplace,
central gas heat, 2 car garage Call 753-3903 after
4 30p m

470

Fri & Sat
April 14 & 15
8a.m.-5p.m.

•Oys

SPACIOUS 3 Bedroom
House Every room newly
decorated oak cabinets in
kitchen/ dining area large
utility room and outside
storage, washer/ dryer
hook-up in Murray, $35C17
month, $200 deposit
759-4665 after 6p m

Spring Special

Lots
For Sel•

North.
PARADISE Kennels AKC
Poodle puppies AKC Bull
Terriers, grooming and
boarding. Hwy 94 East
753-4106

CLEAN. Attractive 1 BedP F Collier encyclopedias
room Apartment • furnished,
1987 edition Still in box.
private bath, partial utilities
have never been used
or pets,
Also legal guide 1987. paid, no children
required,
1988 yearbooks. 4 vol dic- lease and deposit
tionary, home repair guide, $175 438-2755
1987 and 88 Science Hon- DUPLEX Lovely 2 bedzons. 1988 medical hori- room, washer/ dryer hookzons Value over $2000, up, dishwasher, garbage
asking $1500 762-3813
disposal walk in closets
SMITH Corona Graphtex deck and much more
90 electronic typewriter 3 Westwood Subdivision
prinaCsizes, charts and $350/ month $300 deposit
graphs Can print in four Lease until July, then renewable on yearly basis
colors l' page memory
753-9660 after 3 30p m
Battery operated $65 Call
762 3813
FURNISHED Apartments
Efficiency 1 or 2 bedrooms Also sleeping
rooms Adults only No
pets Zimmerman Apart
ments. South 16th St
CABINETS vanities coun753-6609
tertops See displays
Wood Specialty Sedalia,
NICELY furnished 1 or 2
Kentucky
bedroom apartments lo
cated near campus Also
JOYCE Noel Tax Service
Houses For Rent near cam
offering electronic filing
pus Nice, quiet locations
489 2440
one 4-5 bedroom one 3
bedroom 753-0606 nights
270
753-6111 days
Motile
Homes For Salo
10 x 50 2 BEDROOM
needs repair, located 11
miles east of Murray must
be moved $750 or trade for
pick up truck Phone after
6p m (8151467.5974

We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you

Large
Yard Sale

370

200

CHANNEL Catfish Finger
'rigs $60 per 1.000 and up
CARPET for sale Good for
deliver
Can
apartments and trailers
(601)840-0307
HOT tub 12 speed touring 753-7387
bicycle 753-3028 alter ELECTRIC stove, washer, FIREWOOD for sale
5p m
Irving room: bedroom furni- 437-4667
PROM Dress & Crinoline ture dinette set lots of FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
removal Free estimate
Size 7 floor length, lots of misc 436 2759
ruffles white trimmed in FULL SIZE Mattress 4 436 2562 436-2758
red worn 1 time Call after years old $30 753-8291 Of GO carts go carts go carts'
5p m 753-8583
762-6337 (days)
5 HP single and double
PULL TYPE Camper 22', PUT in your order for a seats Keith's Lawn & Tracfull bath, sleeps 6, gas! handsome custom made tor Center, Industrial Road
electric stove, refrigerator, butcher block table From Call 759-9831
cabinets, good condition, basic to excuisite any size, HOFFC0 Lil Hoe Garden
$1 700 Fishing Boat 16' height or shape to fit your Tiller only 25Ibs $229 95
River John 33HP Johnson need or fancy Genuine oak Keith's Lawn & Tractor, Inmotor pedestal seats, new tops Call today 435 4142
Murray
dustrial Rd
battery, new fuel tank, ex753-9831
cellent boat, ready for the SOFA and chair, odd chair,
water $1 500 firm Call guitar, TV cabinet bean LARGE large, large selec
bag 753 3454
tion of storage buildings in
436 2336 after 6p m
stock for immediate delivery Acree Portable BuildKy
ings, Mayfield
502-247-7831

•o14

S)
'
rinITI
alt
l' Icl
10124/C:firt:
s.15lro
L

Seeing
Machines

Real
Estate

Public
Sale

Vacuum
Cleaner*

For Sale

PLEASE ELECT

\

Aulo
Pads
350 CHEVY engine, $350
'67 Chevy 'a ton, needs
motor. $350 Chevy 350
transmission, $100 Chevy
400 transmission, $125
The Chevy Shop,
753-4184
ANTIQUE Model A and
Node!T Parts large assortment including transmission, bumpers, chrome,
motor parts. etc Will sell all
or separately 753-9414

§ REX CAMP ;
..
,
g Calloway County Jailor
N

50-foot Captain's Craft, V-8,dual air,
tub & shower, excellent condition

618-524-2533 or 524-2141

May 23, 1989

S
S
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.
\

Vote and Influence Appreciated
Paid

id by

rt• candedas

q

\
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1967 MUSTANG convenable, excellent condition
753-8019
1974 DODGE Monaco
Brougham 440 motor,
dean 435-4277

•
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520

Boats
& Woes
1975 MONTE Carlo Light
PS PB air Can be
seen at 801 Minerva,
753-7906

ig & selling
sy for you

1976 OLDSMOBILE Starfire sports hatchback V-6,
5 speed red. sunroof
Clean Call after 5P M ,
759-1619

I.
kicky Lake,
r will pay
costs
irport area.
*top road
:re)6 miles
Access
ck $3,100
8658

1978 TRANS AM - black
T tops loaded, runs good,
$1,700 753-9414

&01-4142-3100
Hwy. 70 W. - Paris

1984 CENTURY Limited
52,000 miles, burgundy,
V-6, $4,150 1981 Grand
Prix 63,000 miles, white
bucket seats $2,500
437 4118

home in
ra sleeping
Large living
ling room
and air 12
if Murray
753-1203
? bath cedar
$30,000

-1464 CHRYSLER LAZER
rkiC,Nt, AM-FM cassette,
PS. PB 753-4993 after
4p m

New homes
hoose from,
er 5Cis Call
5p m

1984 HONDA Accord LX
4 door, very low mileage,
$5,650 753-6149 or
753 4437

Owner 3-4
home inrpeting, relarge eat-in
appliances,
ed lot, 24'
I with deck,
on Priced at
)706

1984 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Supreme Brougham
41 XXX miles, loaded with
all the extras extra nice
492-8989
1985 CAMARO V-8 engine new interior Make an
offer Must sell' 759-4116.
1986 BUICK Regal,
loaded. 37,000 miles,
$7000 Call before
1 30P M 474-2744

droon brick
ilt, fenced -in
appliances,
s, quiet, well
ighborhood.
d street Like
iuntry inside
1-1396

1979 CADILLAC 78,000
miles, 4-door, nice, $2,995.
1980 Malibu Classic
Coupe 86,000 miles,
$2.195 1975 El Camino
restored, 67,000 miles,
$3,295 1963 Chevy Pickup restored, 1 owner, red &
white, $3,000 1979 Volkswagon Rabbit 50 MPG,
$995 753 8780

built 3 bed
house in Marsubdivision.
dining room,
with fireplace,
tat, 2 car gar3-3903 after

Vans
1985 DODGE Mini Van
Custom interior, extra nice
759-9921

)UR HOME/
u increase its
Call us for a
tion 753-9752
or night

Plus Tat. Tale & License
48 Mo. Closed End Lease.

IS Getaway'
in a secluded
in 1 mile from
Ty reasonably
;7,500 Call
Realty @
135-4510, ask

1986 PONTIAC 6000 STE
29,000 miles, local car Call
after 6p m 759-1274
1986 Z-28 CAMARO red,
tuned port infection, tilt,
cruise, T tops, 39,000
miles, $9,300 753-6664
anytime

Home Ap2,400', aper 70s, will
sider reason:all 753-3672

1987 TAURUS L 38 000
miles, silver, cruise, rift,
AM FM cassette, $5,850
437-4723

k C-70 Motor
iileage, good
in be seen at
753-7906

A RX 50 Spe
ew 1986, only
es, $325
lee at 1405

1, 125 4 Trax
Elite 505 mo759-1605

accessories,
vice for all
:h's Lawn &
Anal Rd Mur-

the world's
ve line of Poeith's Lawn &
trial Rd , Mur-

SHARP 1985 Monte Carlo,
new tires. 435 4144

Weak Credit?
Bad Credit?
We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here

engine, $350
ton, needs
Chevy 350
$100 Chevy
ssion, $125
vy Shop,

'79 Olds Cutlass
'80 Toyota Corrolla
78 AMC Pacer
78 Ford LTD
'78 Detsun 8-210
'77 Mercury Gand Marquis
'82 Dodge Aries
'78 Camaro Z-28
'76 Olds Cutlass
78 Grand Prix
'77 Olds Toronado
'75 Pinto

Aodel A and
s large assorting transmis
ers, chrome,
etc Will sell all
f 753-9414

Call Sammy

sod
'ars

TOYOTA

ANG convert
ent condiDon

OF

MURRAY

515 S 12th
Murray, KY

IGE Monaco
440 motor,
1277

„.•
•.

Phan.
753-491;1

1982 HYDROSPORT Bass
Boat 1984 115 Mariner
tournament rigged, excellent condition, $8,000
443-1075 or 443-4757
1983 RED & Silver metallic
Cheetah 70HP Evinrude
good condition 489-2699
23' SAILBOAT motor,
trailer, other equipment,
$4,395 (901)642-9078
25' CRIS Craft excellent
condition. $16,000
443-1075 or 443-4757

28' HARRIS Flote Boat
Chevy inboard motor, new
deck, carpet and top,
1978 AND 1977-1 ton, 4x4, $6,800 436-2684
metal bed, GMCs 1969
1 ./: ton GMC 2- CP550
drills and core drills, drill
Wayne Darnell
pipe, water and grout
Marine Repair
pumps, drill and grout
equipment Hipe and buildBuy. Sell, Trade!
ing
material.
Used boats, motors,
502-365-3522
trailers and salvage
parts. Over 20 years
1978 FORD Bronco Ranexperience. All wor
ger XLT too many extras to
list, $4.500 Also 5-year old
guaranteed.
Registered Sorrell Quarter1 Mile from
horse saddles and tack
Murray on
762-6158 after 5p m
Hwy 94 East
1984 F600 FORD aerial
753-0079
bucket truck new rubber on
"
-sCs-••C‘CS-‘47..•
the rear, fair on the front,
works 40' pole, excellent 8' SOFA, tan and
brown;
condition 345-2561
brown matching chair; rust
1985 FORD F-150 XLT colored recliner; hexagon
Lariat loaded, SWB, coffee table, $600 Also as33,XXX miles
Call sorted pictures and accessories Call 753-2452
759-1361 after 4p m
anytime
1985 S-10 BLAZER 4x4
2
8 BASS Boat. 15Vi 'Pro Craft
V-6, Tahoe package, with 70HP Johnson motor,
67,000 miles, excellent trolling motor, depth finder, _
condition 759-1953 or 2 new batteries Contact
Bill McCourt at Mac &
753-8742
Mac's 474-2251 or
759-1508 after 6p.m.
stn
$4,000 Used very little
Used
Trucks

1
1

1

1
1
1

Campers

BASS Boat 1572 • Pro Craft
with 70HP Johnson motor,
trolling motor, depth finder,
2 new batteries Contact
Bill McCourt at Mac &
Mac's 474-2251 or
759-1508 after 6p.m.
$4,000 Used very little.
FISHING Boat All new interior, 40HP Johnson, trolling motor, new battery,
trailer. Asking $1,700, will
negotiate 492-8749
JAVELIN- Ozark- Vision
Johnson motors Excellent
service with experienced
mechanics Hoagland Marine, Aurora, KY 42048,
across from Sue & Charlie's,
Phone:
502-474-2209

8' SLIDE-IN Truck Camper
self-contained, $500 Call
753-7783 after 5p m
CAMPER . excellent condition, Coachman, 21Y, ', refrigerator, electric or gas,
hot water heater gas, lights
electric or batter/. 1 fullsize bed, sleeps 6
(502)527-7656

12' V-BOAT 10HP Evin
1987 TOYOTA Cressida. rude motor, $275
37KM1, loaded including 753-0228
2-way sunroof, new radials, 14' FISHING Boat steering
voted Most Trouble Free console boat trailer,
$600
Car" for '87 and '88 by firm Call after 6p m
owner survey Must sell, 753-0827
$13,500. Call and let's talk
14' GLASSMATE fishing
522-6294, Cadiz, Ky
boat, key start, steering
1988 COUGAR XR7 wheel and 35 horse Johnwhite, fully loaded, 27,000 son $800 or best
offer
miles, take over payments 753-6171
492-8783 after 5p m
15' TRI-HULL Boat motor
1988 VW Fox GL 11,800 and trailer, foot controlled
miles, 4-door, red superb trolling motor, 2 seats, new
condition 436 2595 after subfloor 436-2410
5p m
1966 17' GLASSBAR Ca1982 BUICK REGAL Turbo bin Cruiser 65HP Evinrude
Sports Coupe new turbo, outboard with trailer, good
new tires, power windows, condition, $1,000
T-tops, power steering, 753-8552
power brakes, AM-FM stereo, cruise control Call
IIave You
759-1026

cycles

1977 ARROWGLASS IT
PLEASURE BOAT 170HP
Mercruiser, power tilt and
trim, AM FM cassette
good condition $2,750
753-4408 days 753-1959
nights

500

18' STARCRAFT Pop-up
Camper swing out gas
stove electric or battery
lights awning, sleeps 7,
1980 FORD Fairmont P/S, good condition 759-1219
P,B, A/C, 4 door, 73,600 1978 STARCRAFT 21' self
miles, very nice 753-2640 contained tandem travel
after 5p m
trailer, fully equipped, ex1981 MAZDA 626 4-door, cellent condition, $3,975
5-speed, air, AMIFM radio, 753-8019
1 owner,$2,000 759-1021
1979 28 AIR awning, new
1981 OLDSMOBILE Cut- refrigerator and sofa, extra
lass Supreme 4 new tires, nice, $5,500 759-1987
51,500 753-9752
1983 LAYTON 23 5', A/C
and heat with electronic
ignition large bath with tub
Lease For Less At
and shower, electric, hitch,
DWAIN TAYLOR
awning, perfect condition
CHEVROLET
1989 Caprice 6296 68 m0'
$6.900 or offer
Call Gene at 753.2617
(901)642-1762

3 bedroom
upon, central
t; large utility
asher, dryer,
sinks 10 miIL resort area,
boat launch
)n Fred Jones
Will rent with
)rences and
)0/ month

.• • •

Chevrolet, Oldsmobilt
Cadillac, Ix. ol
Pods, Tli

1977 CAPRICE gray,
4 door, $600 527-9729

1983 CHEVY 9 passenger
stationwagon, excellent
condition 753-3683

house, 309
r53-7837 Of

Taylor
Dan
Inii Free 180037S-322S

New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Vehicies

1982 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE Dark blue. 4-door,
good running, V-6 engine,
loaded Must sell, $2,000
See at 606 LaFollette, off
Sycamore

de

a

Now it's

blue

DUNAWAY'S Painting- interior, exterior, residential,
commercial 753-6951, if
no answer, 753-2332 Ask
for Mike.
HAULING, yard work, tre
removal, roofing, painting,
mowing. Firewood for sale
Free estimates. 753-5981
or 759-1683.
FAMILY Lawn Care: Now in
it's 2nd year! Specializing in
lawn maintenance, including hedges and shrubbery
Also hauling Now serving
county and city. 10% off f
Senior Citizens. Call not
for dependable service
Free estimates 753-3455

Itorvkaa

Offered
A 1 TREE Service Your
pro service with 35 years
experience Topping removal stump removal,
spraying and feeding Free
estimates 753-0906
ALARM System 24 hour
monitoring lowest prices in
Purchase Area, guaranteed (502)753-0342

APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers disposals ranges ovens, re
frigerators washers &
dryers Service on most
makes and models G E
factory trained The Ap
pliance Works Dr Rob Ma
son Rd
Hwy 783
753-2455

CHIM CHIM CHIMNEY
SWEEPS Spring clean
APPLIANCE SERVICE
your chimney 10% Senior
Kenmore, Westinghouse. Citizen discount Caps to fit
Whirlpool 29 years experi- all chimneys For free estience Parts and service, mate call 753-3445
Used Appliances Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or CUSTOM tilling with TroyBuilt tiller Will till garden by
436-5848
the hour or by the size
ATTENTION' For a first 436-5462
class mowing fob of your
yard, big or small Call J-n- DAVE'S Lawn Mowing SerB's Mowing Service, vice and Lawn Care Call
after 5p m 354-8706
437-4171
BLOWN fiberglass insula- DECKS patios additions,
tion by Certainteed Mac's sunrooms, framing, garSupply, Hwy 80 East, May- ages, new home construcfield
247-1622 or tion Hourly or contract
Tripp Williams, Builder &
247-5447
Broker 753-0563
BREAKING and discing
gardens and yard land- FOR most any type drivescaping Bush hogging, way white rock also, any
leveling driveways and type gravel, dirt and sand
buildings flower beds call Roger Hudson.
436-5430 or 753-0659
753-4545 or 753-6763

Donald's Professional
Painting
Residential Commercial Painting
Free Estimates
Low Prices
Fast Efficient Service
Tte eitenor aUr firs Impleamoo of 'our tome or bummu, make it an
expo:woo of you. Euman your bane or burnous begeeung rah tteettenor
Tleo examine is Imam If you tweet qua ty ler= at be pnoca C,l Me
We can serve you beat rub rya of eaFenence
Let us be of assistance.
Donald's Professional
Call

Painting Contractor

753-3315
For Job Bookings Now

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
*4 1:W
L9
"
SUNBb
uy
RY
4
-47RZBen
oursh"""m
tna Bunny Ek ea:11

40

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters
installed for your speohcaSons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753 9400
HANDYMAN carpentry,
masonry, painting electrical Quality work for a good
price 753-8372
INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
JERRY'S YARD GUARD
Scale landscaping plans
with plant names, prices
and discriptions Planting
tips for problem areas Get
a sound plan and some
informed advice today for
only $25 (to be deducted
from landscaping you hire
us to do) Free estimates
(without scale drawing) for
in -town residents
759-4808, evening/
weekend calls welcome
LAWN Care Dependable,
reasonable rates Will take
care of your total lawn
needs For estimate call
759-9706
LICENSED electrician, residential and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
service Gas installation
and repair for natural and
LP
Fred's Repair
753-7203

SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484
TELEPHONE wiring- lacks
installed- phones movedresidence and businessexperienced. Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., April 15th, 1989

at 10 a.m. at 1309 Sycamore St. in
Murray, Ky. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh B.
"Doc" Wallace.
Nice formal dining room suite with 6 chairs - chrome breakfast set, 4
chairs - wood bedroom suite - couch & recliner - coffee & end tables small T.V. & T.V. antenna - bookcase - record & tapes - old quilts antique library table - old briar hook - some old glass & china - iron
skillets - 2 old kitchen sinks,one with double drain - 1 commode - Avon
bottles - log chain - chain saw - dolly trailer - camping equipment - nice
White riding mower with electric start - other items not listed. Auction
held rain or shine. Lunch Available. Not responsible for accidents.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281
Terry Paschall - Darrell Beane Auctioneer
"My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays"

Absolute Real Estate
Auction
Sat., April 15th 2:30 p.m.
From Murray, Ky. take 94 East to Ragsdale Road or 1st Rd. past
Highway 497. Watch for Auction Sign.

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

Since They Have Gone
All Country?
See Their Antiques, Crafts, Oak and Pine
Reproductions, Country Sofas and Chairs.
Prices Cut
On Al! Furniture!

Shoem
aker Furniture
Uncle Jell'i Shopping Center

175 BALES Red Clover,
100 bales Alfalfa Call
489-2597 after Bp m
HAY in field, you cut
436-5587

FREE Puppies to a cp.
home 759-1021
WASHED

gravel

759-9549

FARM MACHINERY
CONSIGNMENT

AUCTION

MOODY Mower Repair
Pick up and delivery, all
work guaranteed
753-5668

SATURDAY, APRIL 15, 1989

MOWING, leveling and tilling 753-2555

"THE MAYFIELD OPEN"

NEW homes built, decks
and additions Hourly or
contract 435-4306

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

PACE 1 coat black top sealant Also will do seamless
roofing 435 4336
PAINTING Exterior and interior 20 years experience
Free estimates 437-4221
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
759-4850
PORCHES and decks and
remodeling Call G & A
Construction 436-2617
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,' concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307 or 753-6973
SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models,
home and industry Call
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674, Hwy 121 North
Stella, Ky
SHEETROCK

finishing

new or repair 436-2811
SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366
or 437-4113
SIRESS Roofing Free estimates Guaranteed work
15 years experience
437-4752

••

9:00 A.M.- RAIN OR SHINE

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
HIGHWAY 121 NORTH
CONSIGN NOW!! WE HAVE THE BUYERS!!!
AUCTION REPS WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
APRIL 13TH AND 14TH FOR CHECK IN

ITEMS ALREADY CONSIGNED!!
TRA T•RS: Case 2590. 2090. 2670. 1175 • Ford 97,
7000,4600 • JD 8430 • Steiger Cougar ST 270 • IHC 1066,
2-1256's. 674, Super A • Ferguson 35.
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT: Ford 445 TLB • Reynolds 10C Pan • Cat 6138 Paddle Wheel Scraper • 87-35
Ton Lo Boy w Hyd Ramps & Lo Profile Rubber • 78 Eagle
Transtar It Truck Tractor
COMBINES & HEADS: JD 6620 w Rev -Feeder House.
216 Flex Plat • Gleaner M • Gleaner F2 • Gleaner F •
Gleaner 630 And 435 Corn Heads
EQUIPMENT: NH 310 Sq Baler • NH 846. 852 & 851
Round Balers • 3-NH Rakes • 2-JD 7000 Plateless 6 Row
Planters • 2 Sidewinder 15 Hyd Fold Cutters • Brillion
21' Cultimulcher • Noble 20' Do All • JD 8300 Drill • 20'
Rock Flex Hyd Fold Disc • 6 Row S Tine Cultivator • AC
6 Row No Till Planter • WIC 620 Series 24 Hole Drill w
Press Wheels • JD 12' Cultimulcher • And On And On
COME PREPARED TO FIND: 2-3-4 & 5 Btm Plows • Small
& Middle Size Discs • Chisel Plows, Tillers And Harrows
• Do All's And Field Cultivators • Grain Drills And Planters • Silage Cutters-Feed Grinders-Feed wagons • Haybines-Rakes-Balers • Flat Wagons-Manure SpreadersLoaders• Sprayers-Cultivators-Applicators -Rotary Cutters-Wheel Discs 01 All Sizes • TRUCKS, TRUCKS.
TRUCKS - Pickups. 1 Tons. Grain Trucks, Tandem.
Semi's, And Trailers • Goosenecks. Flat Beds. Stock
Horse Trailers

COME PREPARED FOR THE WEATHER
BE READY TO BID AND BUY!!!
If You Have Surplus Equipment To Sell Don't Miss This
Opportunity To Turn Your Equipment Into CASH!! Auction Co. Representatives Will Be On The Grounds April
13th And 14th. Thursday & Friday To Check In And
Unload Your Equipment Call Us For More Information!!

Every Items Sells AS IS WHERE IS With All
Its Faults, Without Any Warranty.
Actual Or Implied
Contact Auction Co. For Detailed Brochure

JAMES R. CASH
74, AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY 42039-(502) 623-8466
"74, SELLING MACHINE"

PUBLIC AUCTION
Friday, April 14, 10:00 A.M.
Leon Shaffer Farm
Hollow Rock, Tennessee
Mr.and Mrs. Leon Shaffer have commissioned Kennon Auction Co. and
Paris Realty Co. to sell at public auction their entire farming operation,
including the real estate.
DIRECTIONS: Farm is located midway between Paris and Huntingdon,
Tennessee.Turn east at the Mixie Store and go 2 miles to sale site. Signs will
be posted.

--Selling for Health Reasons-*Selling 210 +- Acres in 13 Different Tracts
114.85 Acres - 4 Tracts Sell Absolute

Ranging From 1.21 Acres to

Plus Tractor, Field Equipment,Trailers, Grain Bin, Augers, Hog Panels &
Feeders, Tools and Misc. Items of all kincis.
Kennon Auction Co. and Paris Realty personnel will be at the sale site
Mon. thru Thur. week of sale, from 10 a.m. til 5 p.m. to show this fine
propert.

EQUI

ENT SELLS ABSOLUTE

FARM EQUIPM
: Nice John Deere 2640 tractor (less than 1250 hours at
time of printing. Tractor has been shedded and in good shape); John Deere
Model 420 dozer with high lift bucket and blade; New Holland Model 472
haybinc with hydraulics; New Products 5000 bushel grain bin complete (to be
moved); Jet Flow 46 ft. auger; New Idea 1 row corn picker; John Deere 2 row
planter; Bush Hog brand 6 ft. bush hog; John Deere 8 ft. wheel disc; A.C. 10 ft.
wheel disc; John Deere Model-H manure spreader; John Deere 3-14 plow; 2
hay forks 3 pt. hitch; Korey Model 5566 grain wagon; 3 axle and 2 axle flat bed
wagons; Massey Ferguson 4 wheel farm wagon with side boards; small 2 wheel
utility trailer; small drag type garden disc.
FARROWING AND SWINE EQUIPMENT: 8 farrowing crates; several
l'niversal hog feeders with cast iron bottoms; heat lamp and bulbs; weaning
crate; lots of hog panels; cement hog waterers; various size feeders and more.

GRAVEL & Mulch Dewayne McKnight 753-0467
after 6p m

Shoemaker Furniture

MOBILE HOME Specialist
repair, leveling, underpinning. set-ups, tear-downs,
roofs floors, plumbing wiring washing, hurricane
straps 759-4850

SPRING Cleaning'? We
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR can clean
your home's exService Center, cleaning- terior
You'll be amazed at
servicing $15, most repairs the
difference Super Clean
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
pressure wash Call us for a
Almo, 753-0530
free estimate 753-9752,
WILL brake and disc gar- call anytime
dens
753-5463 or
753-0144

GENERAL House & Office
Cleaning. Also Spring
Cleaning including windows, floor stripping. References supplied 759-1578.

Been By

WILL do plumbing installa
Don & repairs All guaranteed Free estimates
Phone 492-8899 or
753-1308

Will sell this nice cottage with 3.95 + acres of land, approx. 1,000 ft.
from T.V.A. waterline. This is a frsherinan's delight for weekend retreat
or permanent dwelling with outside storage.
Terms: 20% down day of sale. Balance in 14 days with passing of deed.

Kopperud Realty 753-1222
Bill Kopperud - Broker

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144

Farm Equipment
Auction
Sat., April 22, 1989 at 10 a.m. at the farm home of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Coleman in the Penney Community. Mr. Coleman is
quitting farming and is selling his equipment.
There will be grain trucks, combine, tractors & field equipment,
tobacco setter, farm wagons. This is an open auction. If you have farm
equipment to sell you can call Dan Miller 435-4144 or Charles Coleman
at 753-1594.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

•
A•

MISCELLANEOUS: Electric fence boxes; lots of metal fence posts;4x6x8 ft.
treated fence posts; new 16 ft. Co-op metal gate; 2-10 ft. metal gates; Cattle
Glow lick tanks; farm jack; Seed Easy seed sower; all kinds of tools including
rigid pipe vise and stand, shovels, rakes, saws, drills, like new radial 100 arm
saw; Craftsman shop vac; Stihl chain saw; Pioneer 650 commercial chairtsaw;
Lincoln 225 amp arc welder (like new); good Scars wood stove; Tropic Sun
'wand stave; Unic 7 HP electric start riding mower; 19" Lawnboy push mower;
22" Scars self-propelled mower; 21" Bolens mower; new truck tool box; new
outside water hydrant; like new Wards 19.2 cu. ft. upright freezer; Whirlpool
no-frost refrigerator; many, many more items not listed. Make plans to join us.
Open sale for area farmers, bring your surplus equipment and
turn it into cash.
•• NO JUNK ••
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: We have excellent farm/hunting land as well as
good building lots. Most important, we have motivated sellers. Don't miss this
opportunity to bid on this prime property.

•

.•

TERMS OF SALE: Real Estate: 15% day of sale. Balance due at closing
within 45 days. For more information or to sec property before auction call
Kennon Auction Co., 901-642-3750 or Paris Realty Co., 901-642-6165.
Jimmie Johnson, Broker.
TERMS OF SALE: Personal property - cash or check with bank letter
required by all persons not known by Auction Co. No exceptions.
For pictured brochure call 642-3750, Kennon Auction Company or Paris
Realty, 642-6165.
Announcements made day of sale take precedence over all previously printed
material.
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Gorbachev appeals for calm after riot

James Lee Gamble

loss of life in Tbilisi, the republic's
MOSCOW (AP) — President
capital, and he called on all inhaMikhail S. Gorbachev today appebitants of Georgia to show restraint
aled for calm in Soviet Georgia and
common sense.
and
demonstraan end to nationalist
"We may not allow a blow to be
uons that have claimed at least 19
dealt to the interests of any Soviet
lives in the southern republic, the
republic, to the brotherhood of the
said.
lass news agency
Also today, the Communist Part, peoples of the U.S.S.R., to the
cause of renewal," Gorbachev
chief of Soviet Georgia offered to
said.
to
met
leaders
local
resign after
Gcnnady Gerasimov, the Foreign
discuss the violence, the Foreign
Ministry
spokesman, said party
Ministry said.
leader Dzhumber Natiashvili
The appeal from Gorbachev and
"asked to be relieved of his
the resignation offer came as scatduties" at a leadership meeting
Georgia
in
tered strikes continued
Tuesday night and that the party
and funerals were readied for the
will now decide his fate.
people who were killed during the
Gerasimov said Patiashvili acted
Sunday.
protests
the
suppression of
after widespread criticism of GeorIn an address to the Georgian
gian leadert, but the spokesman did
people, which lass said was pubnot specify what prompted the
capital.
republic's
the
in
lished
complaints.
Gorbachev said pro-independence
Officials have said 18 civilians
demonstrations "damaged the
died in the violence Sunday, but
NIng tearful that he was in immi- interests of perestroika, democratiFORT THOMAS, Ky. (AP)
Gerasimov today said another girl
Police and witnesses disagree ir. nent danger."
zation and renewal in the country."
had died Tuesday, bringing the
interests
"The
Shearer, 40, died after undergosaid.
their accounts of the fatal shooting
Gorbachev
death toll to 19. Their funerals will
of a Milford, Ohio, man by a Fort ing surgery at University Hospital of the working people have nothing
be held Thursday, Friday and
in Cincinnati for gunshot wounds in common with attempts to sever
Thomas police officer.
Saturday, he said.
Police said Sgt. John Hill shot to the neck and chest, a hospital the existing tics of friendship and
Pravda put the number of police
said.
Steve Shearer Tuesday evening snokesman
cooperation among our peoples,
and troops injured in a clash SunShearer's girlfriend, Beth Kil- dismantle the socialist system in
after Shearer, carrying a butcher
day between Soviet troops and proknife, allegedly lunged at officers mer. and her friend, Tracy Chen, the republic and push it into the
independence demonstrators at 91.
trying to end a two-hour standoff said Wednesday they didn't see slough of ethnic enmity."
Previously„ officials had said 75
domestic
a
by
police
officers.
Shearer lunge at
that grew out of
Gorbachev said "actions
soldiers and police were hurt.
Prey said police may have been irresponsible .persons" had to the
disturbance.
:us::ficcl in shooting him once, but
Shearer held a knife to the throat no; several *times.
of his ex-wife on the front porch of
Ms. Kilmer and Ms. Chen
an apartment before the shooting, watched the shooting from behind
according to police. Hill opened police lines just up the street from
fire when Shearer lunged at him. the apartment. Shearer walked out
UNION TOWNSHIP, N.J. (AP) a school in Columbia, Mo.
police said.
Now, with the visit by Bush and
of the apartment onto a grassy area
When President Bush meets the
—
Police Chief Norman Hughes, in front of the building. Ms. Kilmer
Union
at
states
Secretary' Laure Cavazos
Education
eight
of
governors
who "saw the shooting, said Hill said. He did not lunge, but did not.
he'll see
a middle-class
Union
to
Township,
Thursday,
on
School
\High
was justified in firing several shots. put his hands up. either, she said.
a few miles
some
that
community
suburban
future
the
of
vision
'a
"The sergeant jumped hack and She said she believes police were
New York, the program
of
working.
west
is
believe
educators
the man had a large butcher lel:mg him to put up his hands up.
marks its halfway point.
He'll see a school with a dropout
knife," Hughes said. "The g...y
television
with
"This is to take a look at the
percent,
1
of
rate
lunge
the
-11e
at
police
didn't
was still lunging when the sergc-arlt
studios that beam programs obstacles to reform, what kind of
cr
said.
think
"I
Kilmer
Ms.
fired ...
things need to be changed," said
throughout the New York area and
mac :hem believe he had a
"The last thing a police otriL'e7
with community' service programs
Jane Glickman, a spokeswoman for
h,."'2 he didn't ha‘e
I
wants to do is Shoot someone.
and elderly day Cavazos. "These superintendents
infant
provide
that
offt.,:er
this was a question of an
care.
really air what is important in
Union High School is a model of education."
sorts, one of the participanLs in
When the program ends in 1991,
Project Education Reform, a the districts are expected to be
3-year-old program established by national models in their chosen
the U.S. Department of Education fields, said Ms. Glickman.
in 1986 on the basis of a National
Thursday's conclave will include
Governor's Association report.
governors from Arkansas, ColorBuy this double granite
The five-year program was ado, Missouri, New Hampshire,
monument for only '695
established in 16 school districts —
New Jersey, South Carolina, Tentwo districts in each of eight states. nessee and Utah, as well as superGovernors picked those districts intendants from the 16 school disthat were considered to have a liketricts. In-addition, about 1.200 New
ly chance of success.
Jersey public school superintenFormer President Reagan kicked
dents and teachers will attend.
things off two years ago when he
Project Education Reform has
met with school superintendants at taken different directions in different places. In the Union Township
school district, educators decided

The funeral for James Lee
Gamble was today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Bcnton. Gene Oiler officiated.
Burial was in Dunn Cemetery.
Mr. Gamble, 33, died Monday at
11 p.m. at his home, 612 Maple
Si. Benton.

Survivors are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Gamble, Benton; two
sisters, Mrs. Janice Winkler, Huntingburg, Ind., and Miss Darlene
Gamble, Kirksey; half sister, Mrs.
Judy Kirkwood, and brother, Jimmie Gamble, Dawson Springs; half
.)r.nie Morgan, Benton.
brother, D,

Witnesses report
different stories
about fatal shooting

•

No reason was given for the
change.
Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze, an ethnic Georgian,
remained in his home republic to
help quell the unrest. He met with
people on the street and had a
"heated, but at the same time substantive dialogue," Gerasimov
said.
The official Communist Party
newspaper Pravda said today the
mood remained "extremely tense"
in Tbilisi and several other cities in
the republic.
A church employee in Tbilisi,
who demanded anonymity, said in
a telephone interview that the situation in the capital is "more or less
quiet now" and that authorities had
promised to life an overnight curfew. Authorities continued to
enforce a ban on public gatherings.
The military newspaper Red Star
said army officers have been dropping leaflets onto the city from
helicopters. It indicated the leaflets
were part of an official campaign
to'counter public anger against the
military.
Red Star said youths were harassing Soviet soldiers, and "there
are attempts under way to organize
provocations against soldiers." .
The newspaper said a major had

been pelted with stones and a
lieutenant colonel had been hit in
the head by a bottle thrown from a
window.
Foreign reporters have been
barred from traveling to Georgia,
the birthplace of former Soviet
leader Josef Stalin.
Soviet media said strikers have
been trying to prevent other Georgians from working, including bus
drivers and factory workers.
The central square where the
clash took place was covered today
in flowers, placed as memorial tributes to the dead, said Zhorab
Lomidze, an editor at the Georgian
news agency Gruzinform.
Cars and trolleys were adorned
Tuesday with black flags, and people wore black clothes and ribbons,
said Nana Natadzc, wife of a
nationalist activist.
Demonstrations in the southern
republic began April 4.
Protesters had attacked calls
from some members of the republic's ethnic Abkhazians minority to
secede because of alleged discrimination by Georgians.
Others demanded Georgia secede
from the Soviet Union because of
alleged interference by the central
government in their political, economic and cultural affairs.

Bush to visit 'futuristic' high school

SPRING SPECIAL
Save 155

Hog market
report listed

* FREE Lettering

* FREE Installation

* FREE Choice of Design

✓ GUARANTEED Foundations

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Kenny & Mary Beth Imes, Owners
U.S. 641 North

Murray, KY

759-1333

Frderal•State 'rlarket !Sews Sersice April
13, 1989 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts: kct 298, Ilst-300 Barrons & Gilts
25 higher, Sows steady-1.00 tosser.
536.00-36.50
1 5 1-2 220-250 lbs.
1.2 200.220 lbs .........._ 534.00-36.00
S35.50.36.00
S 2-3 220.250 Its .._.....
534.50.35.00
S 3-4 250.270 lbs
Scoss
527.00.28.00
5 1-2 270-350 its
S26.50-28.00
S 1-3 300-400 its......
.S26.00-28.00
s 1.3 400.500 Its.
I S. 1.3 500 and up...S29.00-31.00
.S25.00.26.00
S 2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars 525.00.26.00

to concentrateon three programs their day caring for people with
that already were in place. They Alzheimer's disease.
Technologically, the district has
involved high school dropouts,
to share its burgeoning teleand
begun
partnership
community
vision production facilities with
technology.
The dropout program includes a neighboring schools as well as profull-time counselor who works with vide locally produced entertainstudents in crisis situations, such as ment on cable television to the
those in broken homes or with township.
School plays, sporting events
divorced parents, Superintendent
and academic ceremonies are all
James Caulfield said.
For students struggling academi- broadcast locally by an instructor
cally, the district offers night and a team of students.
George Pruitt, the instructor of
school and allows students to make
up work at the end of each trimes- television of production, said stuter. The support system has helped dents who go through the program
keep the district dropout around 1 produce at least 100 shows before
percent, said Joe Walsh. the district they graduate.
"When they get out of here and
guidance superviser.
"I guess it's because of the go to college, they already have
many alternatives they have that some production experience,"
the rate has been so low," Walsh Pruitt said.
said. "It was one of the things we
Caulfield said about 75 percent
chose to highlight that we thought of the school's graduates last year
we were doing as well or better went on to higher education.
"It's a very home-like atmothan other schools."
In community partnership, the sphere,•' Caulfield said. "People
district has joined with the YMCA are wild about the fact that the
and a local hospital to provide president's coming. We feel that
infant and adult day' care to town- this is the result of the excellence
ship families. Students training for and deserved as recognition."
medical care spend a portion of

Police find dead ponies on farm
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
Kenton County Police have found
at least eight dead ponies on the
farm of a man who was convicted
of cruelty to animals 12 years ago.
Officer Debbie Schwartz said
that during a visit to the 135-acre
farm on April 3, a caretaker allow-

RiAram

ed her and other investigators to
check the livestock. She said she
walked a couple of miles and saw
"numerous ... undernourished
ponies."
"They seemed very weak and
listless," she said. We also found
eight or nine ... carcasses lying in

HILLIARD LYONS

Stock Market

"You want its..
You've got ill!"
Janie & Cynthia

Spring $ale
Up to

30%o„

Prices as of 10 a.m.
47% -V.
Goodyear
-10.82
Industrial Average
I.B.M.109% -1%
2319.65
Previous Close
39% -3/,
Ingersoll Rand
43', -'.
Afr: Products
16% B 16% A
ierrico
42B 4' • .1
A.T.C.-Class A
37% -%
Kmart
31%
AT&T
10% Kroger
41%
Bell South
52% -V.
McDonalds
26% U
Briggs & Stratton
52% -V,
JCPenney
24%
Chrysler
129% unc
Penwalt
31Y. +',
CSX Corp
54% -V.
Quaker Oats
30% -%
Dean Foods
44% -%
Sears
Dollar Gen. Store 10% B 10% A
53% -V.
Texaco
42% •%
Exxon
114% +V,
Time Inc.
47% +%
Ford
-%4
40%
General Motors
-%
34
Wal-Mart
17%
Inc
GenCorp,
9.19
(7.E.F. Yield
Goodrich

COURT SQUARE

BETTY BOSTON

on selected wallpaper such as
Olney, Key-Duncan, Seabrook and Blonder
thru May -"Come in to Creative Interiors and let
our designers help you choose a style
and color suited just for yo,i!"

MURRAY. KY.

753-3366

PAT GOSSUM

Dwain Taylor C evro et, Inc.
GM QUAUTI
SERVCIE PARTS
•
• •
The 1.t4.t GM F

I

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
713.2617

•,111•

1982 Ford
Econoline Van

•

•

P.S., P B , Auto

•
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etteative %Woo
On The Square
Mayfield, Ky.

Hrs:
9-5, M-S

Hwy. 641 N.
Murray. Ky.
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No charges have been filed
against the man, Charles W.
Brown, a farmer in his mid-60s, as
a result of the visit. Officers
counted 64 ponies and horses on
Brown's farm.
Police Chief R.C. Richardson
said the county could not confiscate the ponies because "we have
no place to take them. They can be
taken care of better by staying on
the farm."
Richardson said Brown's relatives have taken hay to the animals
and have told police they would
take care of the animals. Police
would not identify the relatives.
"We're going to make sure the
animals are taken care of,"
Richardson said. "If we have to
buy food ourselves and take it to
the farm, then that's what we'll
do."
Kenton County Police Assistant
Chief Joe Sclimiade said he and
Richardson haven't been able to
locate Brown, who sometimes stays
on the farm.
After Brown's conviction on the
cruelty to animals charge in 1977,
a dog and pony were confiscated.
Brown appealed the conviction,
but records of the case were lost
during a reorganization of the
state's judicial system, Kenton
County Circuit Judge Douglas Stephens said in 1984.
The dog and pony were confined
in a shelter from 1977 to 1984.
Eventually, both animals were
given homes in the Cincinnati area.
In March 1985, Stephens
affirmed Brown's 1977 conviction
and ordered him to pay a $100
fine. Stephens also ordered Brown
to pay $500 to the Kenton County
Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals.

We're Fighting For Your Lite.
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Nancy Buchan.
Greg Delancey
Gary Brock way
[eel.. Ruches
Jack Farley
V kie I lolton
Joy Roach
Ali. Rouse
Ted Douai
Cheryl Crouch
Sue Arm Hutson
Dan Cross
Chuck Pennington
Barbers Malins usku
Becky Smith
Vernon Cann
Sally Alexander
Sal Euley
Dais Celle
John Weatherl y
Mary Beth Warne eke
Sara ?Arany
Gerc wive Adams
Joan Vaughn
Judy Payne
Shirley Mutat
Robbie Key
Pat Weatherly
Becky W son
Janice Howe
V cki Baker
Luhlee Foster
Carolyn Show,
Donna Carr.
Debbie Vance
Am Kelly Flo!m
Joe Bole.
Pat Bombe
Dave Out
David Story
Lode Bosnia
Teem Nixon
Jon Duo
Brenda Reed
Rondah Hale
Jeannette Olin
Loa Powell
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lane Fitch
Jeannette Will urns
Mary Beth Burkeen
Marla Gomel'
Delores Wallin
Brenda Winchester
Joan King
Verna Hightower
Diane Jackson
Lucy Carroll
LaDonne Smith
Donna S..null
Debra Ddlmen
Tern i Elliott
Betty Kay Mathis
Thelma Raymer
V arena Skaggs
Christi= McKnight
Martha Hall
Tamrny Brelsford
Lode Stockton
Gaye Haverstock
Kr ate Thompson
Cindy Velar)
Larry Krause
Gil Se well
Tracey Eldridge
Alfrw.d Wolfson
Emily Wolfson
Molly Roo
Anne Lough
David Lane
Chuck Faster
Helen lodges
V ickse Janes
Cana na Culliv.
R u thee Kit=ll
Marilyn Adkine
Dean Alexander
Karen Alexander
Freddy Allgood
Dan Andersen
Mary Ann Anderson
Welt A ppersim
Clegg Austin
Debbe Bartolucci
Cindy Bateman

0

Wayne Boll
Greg Flennen
Jean Bennett
Mona Blankenship
Ann Boone
Dudley Bourne
Janet Bourne
Dan Boyd
Susan Breeding
Catherine Bright
Jots, Bright
Robin Brine tn
Betty Brock way
Elite Brown
De br• Burgess
Bobbie Carcrdy
Katie Carpenter
Donna Cart
Jots, Mack Carter
Leigh Ann Carter
Donna Cathey
DareCharette
Cindy Chrisrran- Veach
Elite Christopher
Cheryl Clarkson
Pat Clement
Doreen Colson
Paula Compton
Steve Compton
Joyce Cross
Richard Crouch
Susan Cunningharn
Dinah Darrell
Lode Darnell
Mary Ellen DeB oer
Tara Dennison
Joe Dick
Karen Duncan
Cindy Dunn
Melissa Easley
Roxanne End oh
Tan Ewing
Sue Farley
hem= Farrell
Lisa Faughn
Gary Flicking,
Marilyn Flick inger

Chuck Foster
Gs a Foster
Nancey France
Jeanne Gallirnore
Cann. Garland
Rink Garland
Fern Garrett
Jim Gartman
Marla Geib
Jim Gibbs
Rosemary Graham
Al ida Grimes
Vicki Gritfin
Lynn Grifriths
Sheila Crrog.
Nita Gem
Jane Hall
Janes Hannah
Kathy Herman
Patricia Harrington
Christy lie,rr.
Leah !lint
Susan Hart
Dana Henry
Jennifer Hewlett
Born,.. Hag" Mean
Linda lull
Kathy Hodge
Beth Hoover
Tarts,,.. Homer
Dave Ilornback
Cindi Howard
Joyce Hughes
Clara Humphrey
Cindy Hutson
Robert G. Jeffrey
Loretta Jobe
Randy Javier:in
Sheila Johnean
Roberta Jones
Darold Keller
Diane Kell it
Terry Carerdy
Jan Kind
Jean King
Ted King
Mary Klaus

Linda Kline
Ann Kloth
D.ielle Know lend
Marilyn Kohred
Kathy Koppenid
Joan K.= b
Judy Kral=
Carol Lane
Ricky Latimer
Brenda Lew
Laura Lee
Twil• I ov en
Kathy Lowery
Patty Mahoney
Sun= Mangle
Judy Masters
Cathy Mathis
Paula NtcCutchem
Joy McDougal
John McGregor
Margo McIntosh
Debbie McNutt
Mug McShane
Janet Miller
Laura Miller
Patsy Miller
Rick Miller
V a-1cl Miller
Georgian= Moffitt
Vanes= Mott
Murray High Frerch Club
Murray High S polish Club
Dennis Nall
Vicky Nall
Cheryl Naulty
George Oakley
Patsy Oakley
Karen Olson
Nancy Orr
Sic Overbey
Ann Ette Owen
Janice Owen
Barbera Otrete
Linda Parker
Carol Perim*
Ruth Pickens
Martha Price
Cindy Ragsdale

Brine Ra nerree
Chr Moe %Int nee
Fed Richter
Susan Korey
Barbara Rose
Des. Drop Rowlett
Tom Rush mg
Lyn Ryan
Linda Salley
Kraty Schoolmaster
Fred Schultz
De bb Seay
Robert Seay
Sue.= Seeley
Bernadette Simond
Jeanette Smith
Patty Smith
Sue Spann
Debbie Sparks
Jeff Ste wart
Karmel Stewart
Deladie Stroud
Noel.,, T.don
Tan= Thomas
Sonia Thomason
Lida& Topic
Cindy Trenholm
Danielle Vitae
Been= V olp
Robert V olp
Stem Walker
Teryl Walters
Beverly Warren
lanes Weatherly
Gary White
Janice Whinnue
Bill Whittaker
Lana W tarns
Carl Woods
Kimberly Catlett
Just Fitch
Debbie
Jeanne Clark
Kym Hock ins
Debbc Woods
Sun= Mange!.
Gordon loberger
Ethel yn Loberger

Our apologies to those of you who have been inadvertently omitted from this list.
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These wonderful people contribute greatly
to our continuing

co 1E2g2IIILMIE
Good Schools happen when people work together - join The Force - call 753-4363
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lea= Wright
Mane Stalls
Jim Wright
Roy Weatherly
Matt Bertholomy
Mike Andrew.
Jan Nadeau
Andy Corbin
Denny Nell
Karen Raiser
Dwain Bell
Getman Fancy
La Bussey
Tom Gradahe r
virt
M
FMSC W
a riithy YMCA Members
Debbie Key
Letita Bl.ford
Phyll Ann Rice
Rani Gibson
Clete Berm ingfield
Becky Miller
Tim Maerns
I.C. Calvert
Stephanie McDermott
Clay Blankenship
Had i's• Khairuddin
Kelly. Olson
Mel.... Lamb
Jeff Ftadloff
Sher an Smith
Jennifer Apple
TASK,. Cottort
Marie Colson
Cheryl Dianey
Torn Elder
Jearetta Ger..
Beth Hoover
Edward Hutchison
John Loge man
S haye Maddox
T
Leurie Arm Planer
ore Lynn Redder.
D. Rose
Knety Schoolma Fier
Mary Jo S unmans
Darr Tuthill
Octav la Vinson
Dawn W ilburn
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State Department shows a
worldwide terrorism increase

Marcos moved from intensive
care to heart monitforing unit

WASHINGTON (AP) — Terrorism increased worldwide to a
record level in 1988, including a
jump tri the number of anti-U.S.
incidents, the State Department
reported to Congress on Tuesday.
The bombing of a Pan Am jetliner in December over Scotland,
which the department's office to
counter terrorism said probably
was a terrorist incident, and the
Palestinian uprising on the West
Bank and in Gaza helped push the
total of incidents to a new high of
856, up 3 percent from 1987.
In all, 658 people were killed
and 1,131 wounded, an increase in
fatalities from 633 in 1987 but a
decrease in injuries from 2,272.
The casualty figures include terrorists themselves who were killed
or wounded during attacks.
Meanwhile, it was disclosed that
the Army's top uniformed lawyer
has contended the U.S. military can
legally attack terrorists without
violating a 1976 presidential order
that bans assassinations of individuals abroad.

HONOLULU (AP) — Doctors
decided to move former Philippine
President Ferdinand Marcos from
his room in the intensive care unit
to onikin a unit that monitors heart
patients, ofticisis said.
"His condition hasn't really
changed, but we're trying to free
up a room in ICU for a patient who
may need it more," said Norma
Kop, spokeswoman at Si Francis
Medical Center. "He'll still be getting very close care, but in a different unit."
Marcos, 71, was listed in
guarded condition Wednesday, Kop
said. He has been hospitalized
since Jan. 15 for treatment of heart
and respiratory ailments.
The transfer was to be completed
Wednesday afternoon, Kop said.
He would be taken to the telemetry unit, which provides close
monitoring of heart patients but

ar

n(
er

UI
,

Maj. Gen. Hugh Overholt, the
service's judge advocate general.
arguod in an eight-page draft
memorandum that because of
changes in "the nature of the
threat,'' action against terrorists
can be justified on grounds of
national self-defense.
• Overholt's memorandum was
disclosed Monday by the newsletter Defense Week and confirmed
hy Army officials.
The State Department report said
the United States remained a primary target for international terrorism last year, as the number of
anti-U.S. incidents rose from 149
in 1987 to 185. They resulted in
192 persons killed and 40 wounded. compared with seven Amencans killed and 47 wounded in
1987.
The increase in deaths was due

A

largely to the attack on U.S.-bound
Pan Am 103 in which 259 people
aboard the jumbo jet and 11 on the
ground perished.
Latin America was the area
showing the largest percent of incidents against U.S. citizens and
property — 60 percent.
On the whole, the Middle East
again had the highest incidence of
international terrorism, with 313
attacks. Israel. again, was the main
target.
The State Department credited
Syria and Iraq with a substantial
reduction in direct involvement in
terrorism last year, but said both
countries continued to provide safe
haven and training to terrorist
organiiations.
Iran's decision to end its war
ith Iraq and expand its tics to the
West lessened Iranian involvement
in terrorism temporarily, although
Iran continued to include terrorism
among its foreign-policy tools, the
report said.
At year's end, Ii foreigners
were listed as poliOcal hostages
being held in Lebanon, to others
possibly were dead. while four
were released during the year.
Ranked -behind Israel, in order,
as sites for the most terrorist incidents were Pakistan. Colombia.
Spain. Lebanon, West Germany,
Zimbatme, South Korea, Peru and
France.
The 10 countries accounted for
-5 percent of the incidents during
Ihe year, the report said.
The Palestinian uprising. which
began in December 1987 and continued through last year in the
Israeli-held West Bank and Gaza
Strip. should be viewed oxerall as a
"civil insurrection," the State
Department said.
But the report said since it contained "element.s of terrorism" in
some ,nstances all civilian casualties were included in the 1988
statistics.

8Texas: 8.3 million
Alaska: 10.1 million
March 24. 1989. Prince William
Sound Tanker runs aground On
Sigh Reel

[1 Texas: 10.7 million
Nov. 1, 1979, Galveston Bay.
Tanker Burmah Agate collides
vortt) another alto oil spills and
burns
El Massachusetts: 7.8 million
Dec 15, 1976. southeast coast
Tanker Argo Merchant runs
aground

Nov. 6. 1985, Ranger An
exploratory well sort% after a
blow out
Pennsylvania: 3.8 million
Jan. 2, 1988, Jefferson Ashland
Ott Co. above-ground storage
tank ruptures
13 Louisiana: 28 Million
July 30, 1984, Cameron: Tanker
Alvenus runs aground
Conforhis: 2 million
Oct 31, 1984, San Francisco:
Tanker Puerto Rican catches
tire following explosion

Cncago Tribune Graproac Source GOMA01Poittdtion

offers less acute care than the
intensive care unit.
Marcos and his wife, Imelda, 59,
are under U.S. indictment on criminal racketeering charges accusing
them of stealing more than $100
million from their homeland and
stashing it in the United States.
U.S. prosecutors have conceded
Marcos is too ill to stand trial and
have temporarily severed him from
the case, but are proceeding with
the case against Mrs. Marcos.
The ousted leader has more than
$250,000 in unpaid bills at the hospital. Mrs. Marcos claims the U.S.
government should pay the bills
and that she is financially unable to
do so.
The Marcoses fled here in February 1986 after a popular revolt
catapulted Philippine President
Corazon Aquino to power, ending
Marcos' 20-year rule.

Talk show hosts debate with print media leaders

. .L

WASHINGTON (AP) — Morton
aired Wednesday night and on subDowney and the young man would be sensational for your
Downey Jr. got outshouted and
sequent dates by public television
wound up screaming "Murderer!" newspaper."
didn't smoke a single cigarette. stations. It was moderated by forat one another 10 times over. DowThe capacity audience of about
Gerald() Rivera went nose-to-nose, mer CBS News chief Fred W. ney concluded the segment by rais- 500 newspaper publishers and
unbloodied this time, and Phil Friendly, now with Columbia's
ing his arm and inviting the youth executives also viewed the
Donahue, who once wore a dress Graduate School of Journalism.
to "suck my armpit."
"Donahue" segment in which he
for a show on transvestites, didn't
Friendly: "Did you really give donned a dress for a show
Friendly started the fireworks by
on
skirt the issue.
that young man a chance to be transvestites.
showing an excerpt from a program
And Larry King, who doesn't
heard?"
Rivera did on sex surrogates, and
Friendly taunted him about that,
like the "kinky" stuff. defended
Downey: "Absolutely. What am noting he once admired Donahue
telling his former student, "It
them all.
I supposed to do, write bland head- for the way he handled shows.
seems to me that what you're conThe occasion was a raucous, centrating on is that 'kinky' lines on the 17th page of a
"People have come to see you as a
often-hilarious 90-minute program business."
newspaper?
role model, and now you're making
Wednesday pitting the four talkDowney said he is "an advocate, a fool of yourself," said Friendly.
Rivera: "I do lots of different
show hosts and other television programs.... You are talking about
not a host. ... I was raised in the
Donahue replied that "I do not
luminaries against leaders in the
generation of rock 'n' roll. And we apologize for wanting to draw a
10 percent of what I do."
print media over what constitutes
heard the lyrics over the music. crowd. I'm as interested in ratings
Friendly: "Mr. Rivera, I looked
news. good taste and responsible at a hundred of your programs.
The older folks here don't seem to as the people in the room are interI
journalism. Nobody, not even could have run a hundred of them
be able to hear the lyrics."
ested in circulation."
Downey, a self-admitted "yeller," and made the same point."
Nelson said "the most reprehenBesides, said Donahue, "I think
seemed to have the last word.
sible thing I see on any of these it's a pretty good epitaph for some"What are you, Mr. Rivera?"
King took a stab at it. "It's a big Friendly persisted.
programs is Mort Downey smoking body: 'Occasionally he went too
pie," said the USA Today columhis cigarette on television. ...
"I'm a compassionate man ... a
far."
nist and Mutal Radio and CNN television talk-show host, a reporDowney, who couldn't smoke
television talk-show host. "Gcral- ter, a journalist, a writer ..." said
during the ASNE appearance
Toward the end, virtually all the
do's producers may decide they Rivera.
because of rules governing the hall, panelists were trying to be heard
want to do a lot of sex on their
replied, "That's the mentality of over each other. "I find it extremeQ: "Who are your role models?
programs, or they want to do things
A: "There's a lot of (Walter) the super-liberal."
ly distasteful," said Downey, "to
that may be kinky. Suppose they do Winchell in what I do. There's also
King: "If Morton Downey listen to shouting."
that? So what?"
wishes to commit suicide, that is
Edward R. Murrow and Mery
Friendly, in a not-so-veiled
"I don't have to watch," King Griffin."
his prerogative."
reference
to a "Geraldo" episode,
said. "We each set out to do our
Friendly: "That's a combination.
Downey, to Nelson: "You'd said "I can't break people's noses
programs. Same with newspapers. Winchell, Griffin and Murrow."
love for me to drop dead because it to stop them."
There's the New York Daily News
Jack Nelson, Washington bureau
and The New York Times and the chief of The Los Angeles Times
New York Post, and the Wichita snapped that Rivera and the others
paper and USA Today. And all the arc "more show biz than you are
BOBBY WOLFF
Americans have is choice."
journalists."
The program, produced by ColRivera shot back: "This is arrogumbia University at the opening ant. This is hypocrisy."
"We know well only what we are deNORTH
413-A
session of the American Society of
He demanded to know how prived of."
•J 10 9 8 7
Newspaper Editors' annual conven- much of the criticism of so-called
76
— Francois Mauriac
tion, was videotaped and will be trash television "is based on pure
•A 9 6
4Q 5 2
parochialism? How much of it is
based on the fact that I am your
WEST
EAST
competition?"
4A 2
•Q 6 5 4
•10 3 2
Nelson: "I don't think you're a
Today's South needed dummy's 111 Q 9 8 5
•10 5
journalist."
spade suit to bring home his reason- •Q 8 7 4 2
493
K J 10 6
•
Donohue: "Explain the able game, and it was West's job to
SOUTH
difference."
deny him the vital entries. Study
•K3
Nelson: "Well, I go out and I try how Cindy Bernstein of Bryan, Tex•A K J 4
to find out what I can that I think is as, conducted an alert defense to
•K J 3
important for society to know, for earn her team a winning score.
4A 8 7 4
South topped East's diamond 10
society to act on. ...
Vulnerable: Both
with
his
jack
and led his king of Dealer:
Downey: "You're a snob."
South
Tom Shales, television critic for spades. Cindy made her first good The bidding:
The Washington Post, said "We're play by refusing to win her ace. South West
East
North
not talking about what's journalism (Had she taken the ace, South would 1+
Pass
1*
Pass
and what's not journalism. We're have won the next trick and 2 NT
3 NT
Pass
All pass
talking about what's good taste and knocked out East's spade queen to
Opening lead: Diamond four
what's bad taste, what's good man- score an easy nine tricks.)
South continued with another
BID WITH THE ACES
ners and what's bad manners. And
spade and Cindy was forced to win South holds
I think television now is overrun
her ace. A club exit went to South's
with bad taste and bad manners." ace,
4A 2
but when South led a low diaanother
shown
The audience was
Q98 5
mond
toward
Cindy
dummy,
made
•Q8 7 4 2
excerpt, from Downey's program, her second
paralyzing play — she
.93
in which a young member of the played her diamond queen.
North South
host's
challenged
the
audience
Had Cindy played a lazy low diai,
views on prison furloughs by not- mond, South would have finessed 14
•
?
ing that "one of the central tenets dummy's nine to play on spades; lat- ANSWER: Two hearts. With fourof Christianity is foregiveness." er dummy's diamond ace would card trump support and 7-10 HCP,
Downey was shown retorting: have been the key entry. With offer the single raise.
"Let me tell you something. Cindy's play of the diamond queen,
More people have been killed in dummy was left with one entry in- Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Boa
L2163, Dallas Texas 75225. with sell-addressed,
the name of Jesus ... they've all stead of two, and a plus score for the stamped envelope for rept),
you."
Copyrtirtit 191111 United Feat.11ZY Syndicate
been killed by guys like
defense was guaranteed.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE'

FICIIPER
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

5 HP Rear Tine Tiller
With counter-rotating tines
• Briggs Stratton engine
•Power reverse
• 12" tines/17" till path
•7-position depth stake
• Adjustable handles
•Safety start/stop
tine control
•2-year limited warranty

-1/

41/

R. Stanford Blalock, M.D.

Valuable CouP°^

announces the opening of a Murray, KY office
beginning April 19, 1989
for the practice of

With This Coupon

Roper Tiller

'59995
Coupon Expires 4-15-89
Valuable Coumwommetwommum
\

Reg. Price '699"

Sale Price S64995
With Coupon

Plastic, Reconstructive & Cosmetic Surgery

'599"

Thmi/*2&dA/6141f

ONfrAtrAr4,30:1

••

Murray Home & Auto

•

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
Hours: Mon.-Fn. 7:30-5:30
Sat. 7:30-5:00

• eftr'- d*-4t,

Phone

„1111111t

-11

hilosiewto

753-2571

Medical Arts Building Suite 108
300 South Eighth Street
Murray, Kentucky
Certified by the
American Board
of Plastic Surgery

502-753-4614
Call for an
appointment

•
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'Short notice'inspections conducted by Soviet inspectors

asive
unit

;WASHINGTON (AP) — Soviet
arms control inspectors decided
Wednesday to conduct "shortnotice" inspections at Cape Canaveral, Fla., and Huntsville, Ala.,
under terms of the treaty banning

Force Base at Cape Canaveral.
Complex 16 was once used as a
launch test center for the Pershing
II and ground-launched cruise missiles- that are covered by the treaty.
The Intermediate-range Nuclear

spokesman, said one 10-member
team specified a visit to a missile
storage facility at the Redstone
Army Depot in Huntsville. The
other 10-member team asked to
inspect Complex 16 at Patrick Air

medium-range nuclear weapons,
the Pentagon announced.
The Soviet inspection teams had
arrived in Washington on Tuesday.
Cmdr. Ken Pease, a Pentagon

Forces Treaty authorizes the United
States and Soviet Union to conduct
20 short-notice inspections this
year as part of the procedures to
verify the destruction of all

medium-range missiles.
To date, the Soviets have performed 12 short- notice inspections,
eight of them at European facilities
and four inside the United States.
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35 members
inducted into
MSU's Beta
Gamma Sigma
Thirty-five new members were
inducted into the Murray State University chapter of Beta Gamma
Sigma national honor society in
business and management, and
Phillip G. Billington of Murray
was elected president for 1989-90
at the recent annual banquet.
About 60 members, inductees,
.- • 4iculty and guests hear guest
e 4peaker George E. Long II, a Benton attorney who is currently president of the Kentucky Bar Association, present thoughts on how to
balance a professional and a personal life. His address was titled
"Take Time to Pick the Daisies."
Dr. John A. Thompson, dean of
the College of I3usiness and Public
Affairs, paid tribute to the new
'members of Beta Gamma Sigma
for their scholastic achievements
and for their decision to join the
society.
To be eligible, a junior must
rank in the top 5 percent of the
class, a senior in the top 10 percent
of the class or a student working
toward the master's degree in the
top 20 percent of the master's
class.
Inductees from the junior class
are: Clint B. Adams, Ronald E.
Barnett, Billington, Kimala C. Braboy, Deborah R. Cunningham, Sharon S. Gatlin, Larry D. Glover,
Alice M. Johnson, Rhonda K.
Kasten, Matthew W. Oakley, R.
Pearline Wiggins and Deborah A.
Winders.
Seniors installed are: Amy J.
Carlson, Dawn L. Combs, Larra L.
Edwards, Nancy M. Eells, Matthew
1. Ferguson, Ella M. Gipson, Linda
R. Hunter, Sherry A. Morris, Sherri
L. Porter, Staci L. Reams, Marc A.
Stansberry, Cindy H. Stitt, Kelly S.
Walker, Jacquelyn D. Watson, Carla R. Whittaker and Carol H.
Wright.
,The graduate students are Nancy
Aiderdice, Jimmie C. Crowell,
Janet Y. Smith, Mark D. Steele,
Donna J. Thomas, L. Michaele
(Whittle) Hayden and Pak Wing
Wong.
Elected to serve as vice president
with Billington for next year was
Miss Kasten from Jackson, Mo.
Participating in the induction
ceremony were the outgoing president and vice president, Kyle Cravens and Terri Disney, respectively, and three faculty members —
Dr. Floyd Carpenter, chapter secretary and faculty adviser; Dr. Tim
Miller, chairman of the Department
of Accounting; and Dr. Bill Seale,
chairman of the Department of
Management and Marketing.
Membership in Beta Gamma
Sigma, which was founded in 1913,
is the highest national recognition a
student can receive in an undergraduate or master's progam in business or management. Individual
chapters may be established and
maintained only by Colleges of
Business accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business.
The society's three main purposes are to encourage and reward
scholarship, to promote advancement of education and business and
to foster integrity in the conduct of
business operations.
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We Accept Food Stamps
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Limit Quantities

SALE GOOD
APRIL 13 THRU APRIL 19

Flav-O-Rich 1/2%

Milk

gal. $189

Murphy Liquid 011
16 oz

Soap

Cream

12 gal

'129

Fresh like Cut or French Style

Iviello Yello

P

Chi s

sliced 2P o

Minute Maid Orange

64 oz

12 4. cans

Milk

gal.

R. ., Diet R.C., undrop,

$1" C
1"
69°

14 oz

orn

69
2
$
48 oz.

CornOil

...8 pk 16 oz. + dep.

Heinz Tomato

Ketchup

32 oz

asic Sweet

Pickles
Filling.

16 oz

Lucky Leaf Cherry Pie
lite or reg.

Sla.

wel single roll

••

Mesquite Wood

ell._. . .

oz.

Coffee 7150z

.....reg or thin

Northern Bathroom

•
TISSUe..4 roll pkq

2.7 oz.

Gatorade...32

990
89°

Chase & Sanborn

Ronco 1 lb.

Scott Paper

Chunks

99°

Mazola

Diet Rile
To

90
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Hyde Park Whole

$239
64 oz

Ruffle Potato

2 liter

$

ice

Rosedale Yellow Cling

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite
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Welchs White Grape

Crackers 1 lb box

90
0
Mello Yello.
99
S179
Juice
2/

2/

14 oz

.Limit 2 doz1
S15 Add Purchase Excluding Tax, Diary,
& Drink Specials

Keeblers Saltine

eaches

Green Beans

'1"

Fi,sv-O-Rich Ice

90

Eggs.

990

BEST MEATS IN TOWN
U S. Choice Boneless Rolled
U.S. Choice Boneless Sirloin

RUMP ROAST
$219

,TIP ROAST
)199
lb

Boston Butt

U.S. Choice Boneless Sirloin

Extra Lean

TIP STEAK

GROUND ROUND

PORK ROAST
femew

b 89'
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,
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Golden Ripe

BANANAS

39c
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11*n
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1987 total of
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Granny Smith
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Cared Free

PINEAPPLE
ONIONS
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"

t
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1 lb. $1
"

Eckrich All Meat

Fields

BOLOGNA

BOLOGNA

Owen's Best

Fields
WIENERS OR
DINNER FRANKS
U.S. Choice Chicken

FRY STEAK

1 lb. $139

lib.$139
lb $219
lb.
lb.

99'
$1"

Owen's Best

CORNED BEEF
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t- $459

29
lb. $3
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Boneless

CHICKEN BREAST

$459
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Extra Lean

PORK CUTLETS

1

lb

PEPPERED BEEF

Extra Lean

PORK STEAK
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$239
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Johnson invited to world conference
Final concert of year
for choirs is Sunday

-•••

salslied" by Brahms; and spirituals by H.T. Burleigh.
Dr. Bruce Chamberlain, associate professor and director of
choral activities and orchestra at
Murray State, will conduct both
groups.
The Concert Choir and Chamber Singers have performed five
times with the MSU Orchestra
in 1988-89 and have been
invited to perform in New York
City and Switzerland.

The Murray State University
Choir and Chamber Singers will
present their final concert of the
1988-89 academic year Sunday
afternoon.
Scheduled at 3:30 p.m. in the
Annex Recital Hall of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center, the free program will feature sacred and secualr works, including motets by
William Byrd, Heinrich Schuti
and Roberto Caamanoi "Schick

Dennis Johnson

Dennis L. Johnson, director of
bands at Murray State University,
has been invited to participate in
two special sessions at the 1989
World Association of Symphonic
Bands and Ensembles (WASBE)
conference in Kerkrade, The
Netherlands, July 17-22.
He will present a concert by the
Royal Dutch Military Band of new
and unpublished music from
around the world and will serve on
a panel which will discuss the
establishment of an international
band repertoire.
The WA9BE conference, scheduled every three years to promote
the development of wind bands
everywhere, was planned this year
to coincide with the World Music
Contest in Kerkrade.

Serving on the panel with Johnson will be Frank Battisti, director
of ensembles at the New England
Conservatory, and two prominent
European conductors. The WASBE
conference will feature performances by organizations, along
with appearances by guest artists,
composers and other dignitaries,
from around the world.
Johnson said the concert he will
introduce is a continuation of the
project begun prior to the 1986
WASBE conference in Boston.
"It was our goal then to spotlight
new and unpublished works for
wind band by an international array
of composers," he explained, "and
I am very proud to see the effort
not only continuing but growing in
scope and importance."

He added that he has had excellent support from Murray State in
his work in implementing the plan
to make conductors more aware of
the contributions to wind band literature by composers
internationally.
"We hope to enlist the aid of all
who attend the WASBE conference
at Kerkrade in establishing a worldwide catalog of wind band compositions," he said. "It is a major
undertaking, but we expect to
accomplish a great deal during that
week."
Discussions by the panel,
according to Johnson, will focus on
better ways to communicate the
emergence of new literature and to
encourage composers to contribute
significant works to the repertoire.

MTV fails to see humor in Nesmith's video spoof
•

The film pokes fun at the music
video industry, with its everchanging fashions and glitzy imagery, and even features a cameo by
ex-MTV "veejay" Martha Quinn.
Nesmith had hoped that MTV
would participate in making the
film, bathe music channel was not
amused.
"We thought we'd tic in with
them, but MTV didn't want to have
anything to do with it," Nesmith
said. "We thought they'd enjoy
being part of it. It made fun of
them, so they said. 'No.' I don't
think we did anything disrespectful
to MTV, it was just a funny little
poke, a way of saying, 'Come on,
don't take yourself so seriously."'
Nesmith. a native of San Antonio, Texas. first became famous in
the '60% as the "serious" member
of the Monkees. the made-for television soft-rock group that had a
string of hit records including
"Daydream Believer" and "Last
Train to Clarksville." The Monkees. whose fun-loving image was
closely modeled after the Beatles,
did not play on their early records
or write their own material.
But Nesmith considered himself
a musician rather than a pop star.
Before joining the Monkees, he had
played at the Troubador Club in
Los Angeles, 'an early venue for
such stars as Neil Young. Stephen
Stills and Linda Ronstadt, who had
a hit with the Nesmith composition, "Different Drum."
"I was the master of ceremonies
and every' Monday night was sort
of talent night," he said. "Because

The ski
NEW YORK (AP)
cap from his days in the Monkees
is gone. The hair is tinged with
gray, and when Michael Nesmith
speaks, a soft Southern accent can
be detected.
But in his own quiet way, Nesmith remains a force in the entertainment industry. Since leaving
the Monkees, he has released a
series of critically acclaimed
country-rock albums, developed the
idea for a music video television
station that would lead to the creation of MTV, and served as producer of the cult movies "Repo
Man," "Square Dance" and the
recently released "Tapcheads."
. "You can bounce around my
career. I'll tell you," Nesmith said
:n a recent interview.
"Tapeheads" stars John Cusack
and Tim Robbins as a pair of ambitious video producers called the
Video Aces who eventually strike
It rich through a series of bizarre
incidents, including the death by
explosion of a heavy metal singer.
Singers Sam Moore of the 1960s
soul group Sam and Dave, and
Junior Walker. a star for Motown
around the same timc, play a
rhythm 'n' blues duo called The
Swanky Modes, whom Cusack and
Robbins are anxious to promote.
"I thought, 'Boy, if we could get
really good R&B duo to play the
*any Modes and a really good
roup to pia . the Video Aces, this
be a movie I'd want to
Nesmith said. "It was really
the music that was most attractive
to Me."

WASHER

ken up and Nesmith was surprising
critics with his own imaginative
blend of country and rock. In 1976,
Island Records asked him for a video to go along with one of his
songs, "Rio," telling Nesmith that
the clip would help sales in Europe. Island expected Nesmith to
simply' record himself singing the
song, but the artist decided to try
something different, producing a
"concept video" instead.
"They' had 30-odd promotional
people around the country' and
when the other clips started playing
through, I became nervous because

they were all just performance
clips," Nesmith recalled. "But
when it was over, they all stood up
and cheered my video. From there,
the idea kind of emerged that this
is an art form."
He quickly built on the concept
of a music video channel, putting
together a half-hour program called
"Popclips." Nesmith eventually
sold the idea to Warner Amex and
in the early 1980s, Music Television was conceived.
"The needle just went off the
meter for 'Popclips,"' Nesmith
said. "MTV wanted me to program

the station, but at that point, I made
the decision to just stay involved
on the creative end."
He is now concentrating more on
film production, operating his own
Pacific Arts Video company, which
encompasses home video distribution, film production and the creation of future home video programming formats. Nesmith also is a
major supporter of the American
Film Institute.
"I still don't have much of an
idea of what video means socially.
I come to it as an artist. I don't
think video, I sort of think about
video."

Hiatt's 'Slow Turning' painful in the making
NEW YORK (AP) — John
Hiatt's latest album, "Slow Turning," has plenty' of good time rock
'n' roll, but listen carefully and
you'll hear some hard times as
well.
"Now you're a happily' married
man with a wife ang kids of your
own, but soemtimes in a closet at
night you can hear them rattlin'
bones," Hiatt warns on "It'll
Come to You," a creepy blues ballad that contrasts the optimistic
mood of much .of the record.
Hiatt. himself a happily married
man with three children, actually
has a lot to feel good about these
days. His past two records have
been commercial and critical successes, and his songs have been
covered by Bob Dylan, the Everly
Brothers, Rosanne Cash and many
others.
He's also a confident live performer, introducing his songs with
funny, poignant stories told with
perfect timing and assurance. But
Hiatt remains wary of his good fortune. a cautious pessimist; he
knows how quickly his luck could
change.
"It's so easy to subconsciously
set myself up for the fall," said the
guitarist and songwriter, whose life
has been marked by drug and alcohol addiction and personal tragedy.

"Part of the way I'm trying to deal
with that is to realize I'm not running the show. That's good for me.
"I figure everybody's got a
clean shot from the time they wake
up in the morning through the time
they go to bed at night. I figure
there's not too much I can screw
up in that 16 hours if I really do
the best I can."
A native of Indiana, Hiatt was
born in 1952 and grew up in a
troubled home. His older brother,
Michael, committed suicide when
Hiatt was just nine and his father,
Robert, died two years later.
The radio provided Hiatt with an
escape, epecially on Sundays when
he'd tune in WLAC from Nashville, Tenn.
"They had a gospel show that
was broadcast live from a black
church. I was taken by the amount
of expression and how outside of
themselves these people got,"
recalled Hiatt. "It was really'
frightening to me the first time I
heard it because it was so emotional. I had never had a church experience like that. When you're a
middle-class, white Catholic you
don't carry on like that in church."
Hiatt preferred letting go through
rock 'n' roll. He was 11 years old
when he purchased his first record,
"Fingertips Part 2," a smash hit

for "Little" Stevie Wonder in
things."
1963. Hiatt, convinced he was the
Hiatt dropped out of high school
Motown superstar's "white counin the late '60s, and in 1971 landed
terpart, just waiting to happen," a job in Nashville, making $25 a
also related to the Rolling Stones.
week as a staff writer for Tree
"I liked them from their first
Music, a major country-music
record when they were just aping
publisher. Over the next 15 years
American R&B. I shared their roothe would record for a variety of
lessness. Being from the midwest labels,- turning out albums of
and a white kid, there was no real
country-rock, New Wave and
music scene."
rhythm and blues.
Hiatt was still just 11 when he
"I think it's just reflective of the
wrote his first song, "Beth Ann." records you'd hear if you came to
Named after a 'friend's girlfriend, my -house," said Hiatt, who also
the song would get Hiatt into conplayed for a few years in Ry Coodsiderable trouble two years later.
er's band, starting in the late '70's.
"Beth Ann had a boyfriend who "I like so many different styles of
was a sophomore in high school,"
music and it's fun for me to try
Hiatt recalled. "I had a friend who songs in various styles. I think I've
was in love with her and convinced
really got a feel for a half a dozen
me to alter the words a little bit or so American pop music styles. I
and make them more suggestive.
love them and treat them with
"So I did it, wanting to be cool
respect.''
and in, to please my friends. I sang
Hiatt admitted to an "unhealththis sexually suggestive lyric, as
y" desire to use his music as a way
suggestive as an eighth grader can
of being loved by millions of peoget. So this boy friend came up and
ple. But he wasn't succeeding and
gave me a black eye. He whomped
his personal life suffered. By 1985,
me a good one in the eye ball, and
he had been through two 'marriages,
I've learned it's a lot safer to keep
his second wife committing suithe show clean."
cide, and was attending weekly
He was, in fact, painfully shy on
meetings at Alcoholics
stage for much of his early career, Anonymous.
unable to even stand up. But in the
On "Paper Thin," he sings
mid-1970s a "new" live Hiatt about bar stools and "mixing
emerged. Opening act George chemicals."
He met his current wife, Nancy,
Thorogood performed his own
at AA. They each have a child
music sitting down and Hiatt realized he had to do something from previous marraiges, and also
a baby daughter, Georgia Rae, the
different.
title of a song on "Slow Turning."
Liberated to move around on
stage, Hiatt discovered a gift for
"Any kind of forward motion is
ma, in the mountains of Kentucky. story telling: "I think I got it from collaborative in this business and
Ti.kcis for .the touring producThe role of Linda will be played my old man. He was a really good probably your personal life as
tion of "My Name is Linda," playby Sylvia Cardwell, who toured to story teller. He used to tell us these well," Hiatt said. "I've heard the
ing Thursday, April 20 at 7 p.m. in
Murray last year in the Horse Cave little stories where all these charac- saying, as an alcoholic you have
the R.E. Johnson Theater at Murray
State University, are on sale now, Theater production of "Hopscotch." ters would have our first names and three choices: you get locked up,
Tickets for "My Name is Linda" different last names and they would covered up, or sobered up. I'll take
according to a spokesman for the
Calloway County Medical Society', cost $5 for children and students, be off doing these incredible the last, you know."
SIO for adults, or S30 for a patthe Lions Club, and the Sigma
ron's package which includes two
Department of the Murray
tickets to a reception at the Clara
Woman's Club, sponsors of the
Eagle Gallery at 6 p.m. and two
event.
Her suit, a black-and-gray striped
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Deputy
tickets to the performance. Tickets District Attorney Grace Van Owen
"My Name is Linda," by Louisjacket with padded shoulders and a
ville playwright Vaughn McBride, can be purchased at the downtown frequently stumbles over her own
black skirt, reinforces her nobranches of the Bank of Murray seriousness. "Grace is very much
tells the story of Miss Linda Nevilnonsense attitude.
and Peoples Bank, and from mem- in her element in the courtroom,"
le (1873-1961), a woman who
Although some of the comic
bers of the Lions Club and the Sig- says actress Susan Dey, who plays
dedicated her life to fighting the
scenes in "L.A. Law" are played
ma Department of the Murray her on NBC's "L.A. Law."
infectious blinding disease. trachoat her expense, Van Owen is by no
Woman's Club.
means a loser. As the love interest
"But I battle with her in terms
of attorney Michael Kuzak (Harry
of how serious she is."
At the moment, Dey is prosecutHamlin), she's bright and talented,
ing another of Van Owen's hopebeautiful and sexy.
less cases, outfoxed by a sly attorBack at the makeup trailer
ney and facing a jury swayed by
parked outside the stage, Dey ponsympathetic defendants. On the
ders the paradox that is Grace.
With Cheese Plus
courtroom set on a sound stage at "She's in a very serious environ2 toppings
20th Century Fox Studios, three
ment. She feels safest when she's
Of Your Choice
old-timers are on trial for robbing a
at work. She's most insecure when
EXPIRES
bank.
she's away from that environ5/15/89
Lew Ayrcs, 81, white-thatched
ment," Dey says.
and slightly stooped, has the jury
"I like her best in a dilemma,
hanging on every word. "They
when the crisis comes. In a dramarobbed the bank because they
tic or comedic conflict. She has a
couldn't draw out their senior citi- vulnerability in a conflict. She's
zens money," he says.
really a powerful woman. She's
I NI
Aril
"They're very sweet men," con-, strong. When something gets to
RI
cedes prosecutor Van Owen, her, it's wonderful. She gets frustoiler
into al Shopping
adding, "who committed a - very trated. She can be outwitted
lot r.i%
serious crime." She doesn't smile. because she's so serious. Her deter75.9 90111
7.* 4-9010
mination boxes her in."

'Linda' tickets on sale

JO))
M

it was a folky kind of club, there
were acoustic instruments and
everybody sang. It consisted of
pretty much the locals and out-ofwork musicians and people who
didn't have a chance to play anyplace else.—
Nesmith would eventually take
advantage of the Monkees' popularity to get wider exposure for his
own writing.
"It took me a long time to think
of the Monkees as a way of
expressing myself musically,"
Nesmith said.
By 1970, the Monkees had bro-

ft

Dey fascinated with character

CA/I SAVE
PORTER ENERGY

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED'
.. OR YOUR
MONEY BACK;

ADJUST PARER
LEVEL TO
LIMO $411

‘Iirdyj.%1AsArtiiiot.
• 3 wash rinse temperature selei lions
with enerics-saving «old water rinse.
• 2[viler.
• I water lesel selections.
• Port elain enamel finish.
• I nbalanted load control system.
•$O DAY MONEY BACK OP E XC HA NGE

OPTION
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We bring good things to life.

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
753-1586
212 East Main Street

talian
hag
Pizza
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II
1 Large
16" Pizza

'5.99
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VALDEZ, Alaska (AP) — The
oil spill from the Exxon Valdez is
shrinking following two days of
pounding by stormy winds and
seas, giving a reprieve to
threatened shorelines and
fishermen.
"I don't want to say it's over
because something may change,
but the oil is breaking up very
rapidly," said John Whitney, an
official with the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration.
"The combination of winds and
waves is taking care of it nicely."
The news late Tuesday was welcome relief to areas of the central
Alaskan Coast that have spent three
tense days waiting for the oil to hit
land. Whitney and other officials
said aerial reconnaissance suggested that the danger had eased
for Kodiak Island and the Kenai
Peninsula, home of the Kenai
Fjords National Park.
"Kodiak still seems to be
saved," state cleanup coordinator
Jim Hayden said of the port where
last year's S166 million fish
harvest was the nation's largest.
The weather improved today, but
winds began to shift around to the
southeast, or back toward Prince
William Sound, said the National
Weather Service.
"It doesn't appear to be a
threat," Coast Guard spokesman
Brad Smith said. It seems the
front line of the oil hasn't been
advancing and has been breaking
up."
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In other developments:
—The House Interior Committee
voted unanimously today in
Washington to issue subpoenas if
necessary in its investigation of the
spill. It was the first time in more
than 15 years that the committee
had taken such a step.
--The Washington Post reported
today that crewmen from the
Exxon tanker have told investigators they do not believe Capt.
Joseph Hazelwood was drunk when
the accident occurred. Hazelwood
has been charged with operating
the vessel while intoxicated. But
several crew members speculated
he started drinking after seeing the
extent of the damage, the Post said,
citing unidentified sources. The
newspaper said crewmen believe
the accident occurred when a crew
member failed to take the tanker
off automatic pilot.
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—The flow of oil from the North
Slope has returned to notmal, the
operator of the trans-Alaska pipeline said. It also said it has complied with a state order for more
tanker safety measures and a fulltime emergency spill response
team.
—State officials said a huge
Soviet skimming ship, the Vaidogubsky, was heading to Alaska to
offer assistance. The ship, which
Soviet officials said left Sakhalin
on Tuesday and would reach Valdez in eight to 10 days, can skim
200,000 gallons an hour and store
2 million gallons of oil on board.
—British Columbia and
Washington state officials
announced a task force to prevent
future spills. Premier William Vander Zalm and Gov. Booth Gardner
said the first test is to prevent the
Exxon Valdez from polluting more
coastal waters and beaches en route
to Portland, Ore., or elsewhere for
repairs.
—Despite the favorable weather,
a light sheen of .oil did seep into
the Kenai Fjords National Park at
scattered inlets and fjords, Coast
Guard spokesman Ken Freeze said.
With a thickness measured in
molecules, the sheen does not
threaten serious environmental
damage, he said.
—New York Gov. Mario Cuomo
ordered officials in his state to
investigate rising oil prices. "It
would be patently unfair if the oil
industry took advantage of a
tragedy of its own making in Alaska as an excuse to increase retail
gasoline prices," said Cuomo.
"That would be the equivalent of
picking the pockets of
consumers."
The Alyeska Pipeline Service
Co. said it now has a 12-person
emergency spill response team on
duty 24 hours a day at Valdez harbor to attack spills.
The team had been disbanded
years ago, and Alycska transferred
the duties to other employees.
Alyeska, a consortium of oil
companies including Exxon, was
criticized for its slow response to
the spill and lack of oil dispersant.
The company also said it has purchased a new supply of dispersant.
Last week, Alyeska began twotug escorts of tankers in Prince
William Sound, where the spill
occurred March 24 when the Exxon

Valdez tanker ran aground. With
the changes, the flow of oil through
Valdez has returned to its normal 2
million barrels a day, Alyeska said.
It had been reduced as low as
800,000 barrels in the wake of the
spill.
Winds turned away from Kodiak
Island and oil continued breaking
up the leading edge of the slick
according to the Coast Guard,
which has been running the cleanup since President Bush's order
last week.
In Prince William Sound, the
wind and wave action may also
have done some natural cleanup.
Overflights of Naked Island, hard
hit by the spill, show that some of
the black stains have been washed
away, Whitney said.
Rough weather inside the sound
also has moved some of the oil
around, but it still posed no threat
Dr. RiOard II. Stout, P.S.C. of the Allergy and Asthma Clinic of West Kentucky talks with Kathy Morris
to four important salmon fisheries
MLT-AD Program Director and Education Coordinator, right, about the NML, Inc. Auto-In-V-tron 4010
in the area, the Coast Guard said.
automatic gamma scintillation counter which he donted to the program last summer. The instrument,
Oil hasn't traveled further southworth approximately $10,000, measures radioactir ity and enables student laboratory technicians to have
west ,than Gore Point, about 80
hands-on experience with state-of-the-art medical diagnostic techniques.
miles northeast of Kodiak, in four
days.
Much of the cleanup so far has
relied on floating containment
booms. Crews ran into trouble
when they tried to deploy a more
permanent boom at Sawmill Bay,
site of a salmon hatchery. Anchors
weren't available in adequate numbers, and depth charts that hadn't
laboratory field and to introduce
Each year the Paducah Area
ple into the profession if quality
been updated since the 1964 earth- Medical Technology Society
students to the abundant career
health care is to continue for future
quake proved inaccurate, Freeze (PAMTS) awards a S25 cash prize
options available to the clinical
generations. many people are not
said.
laboratory scientist."
and certificate or regocnition to an
aware that the MT has at least a BS
Biologists have recovered 150 area high school student exhibiting
Nationwide, medical technolodegree and the MLT has an associdead otters. Fifty-four of 113 a medical or health-related science
gists and technicians will observe
ate of science degree, since they
others being treated at a rescue project at the Murray State UniverNational Medical Laboratory Week
work behind the scenes getting
center have died. So far, 1,242 sity Regional Science Fair.
during April 9-15 to highlight the
little recognition for their training
dead birds have been found along
This year's PAMTS winner, achievements of laboratory workers
and expertise.
the coastline, 227 live birds have selected by a professional Medical and recognize the valuable services
been rescued for treatment; 87 have Technologist on Friday, March 24, they perform. "The test results they generate
died and nine have been released. 1989, is Larry Ferrell, a student of
are used by the physicians to aid in
"There is a current shortage of
Experts say thousands more John Coble's at Union County
screening, diagnosing and monitorbirds and animals have been killed High School in Morganfield, Ky. medical laboratorians which is
ing disease conditions. People
and not been found, however.
with a project titled "Pain in the almost as severe as the nursing
should be concerned about any
shortage, although it is not as well
More than 19,000 barrels of Brain."
shortage of qualified laboratory
crude has been recovered — only 8
Honorable mention went to publicized," Morris said. "The
workers, since health care delivery
percent of the 240,000 barrels that Kendra Ladd, student of Carol Ale- PAMTS joins in with national
may be compromised in the
spilled when the tanker struck
xander's at Trigg County High organizations such as the American
future."
Bligh Reef.
School in Cadiz, Ky. with a project Society for Medical Technology
Exxon said with additional skim- titled "The Effects of Red Dye on and the American Society of CliniAnyone interested in a career in
mers, about 2,000 barrels were
cal Pathologists to promote the prolaboratory medicine can contact
Behavior."
being recovered daily. Reports
Ms. Kathy Morris at Murray State
According to PAMTS spokesper- fession and recruit talented young
from state officials and the Coast son, Kathy Morris NIT(ASCP), people to the field.
University Medical Laboratory
Guard have placed the figure at "The science fair provides an
"This year's NMLW theme is
Technician Associate Degree Progabout 1,000 barrels a day.
Laboratory Professional —
"The
ram, Department of Biological Sciopportunity for practicing medical
Freeze said even though crews
Your Key to Quality Health Care," iences, 762-6368 for further
laboratory professionals to increase
have more skimmers, the oil is getMorris said. "We must attract peo- information.
public awareness of the clinical
ting thicker and harder to recover.

PAMTS cash award goes
to Union County student

Pilots thought bomb had exploded on United flight
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
pilots of the United Airlines jumbo
jet- that limped to an emergency
landing after a hole opened on its
side were convinced a bomb had
exploded on board as they
struggled to stay aloft, government
documents indicated today.
The dramatic 25-minute return of
United Flight 811 to Honolulu
from 22,000 feet over the Pacific
on Feb. 24 was tracked closely by
air traffic controllers who at times
feared the jetliner would have to
ditch in the ocean, according to a
transcript of communications
between the plane and controllers.
Investigators believe that the
plane, carrying 354 people, broke
open after a cargo door latch failed.
No evidence has surfaced of a
bomb being on board. Nine passengers were swept to their death
through a 10-foot-wide hole on the
side of the fuselage.
Flight 811 was flying at 22,000
feet 16 minutes after taking off
from the Honolulu airport and copilot Al Slader had just requested
permission to deviate from the normal course because of bad weather
ahead when tragedy struck, accord-
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ing to the transcript released by the
Federal Aviation Administration.
"We're at ah mayday. We've
gotta come back. We had a bomb
or something go off in the airplane.
Ab, we're making a one-eighty trying to get back to the airport,"
came the emergency call believed
to be from Slader as Capt. David
Cronin struggled to keep the plane
steady.

The crew provided the first indi
cation of the seriousness of th
problem seconds later.
"We don't know what's goini
on. Ah, looks like we've lost No.
engine and we're descending rapdily, ah coming back," the pilot
reported. "...Ah, possible bomb
and descending rapidly. May go in
the water."

Friday, April 14: 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Saturday, April 15; 7:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
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hydrostatic drive. Now you
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Exxon oil spill shrinking
and breaking up in Arctic
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:hat environ-
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4-41,

$19990SPLE!

cruise control.
The rugged 12 HP
commercial-grade
engine powers the LT1214
and its wide 38" axlemounted mowing deck.
You've got to drive this
one,at your local
LAWN-BOY dealer now.

LAWN-BOY
Arrurim'c4rng running frndtfum

Also Available With
Heavy Duty 5 Speed
Transaxle $169900

REG. $2699.95

CoasttoCoast
mencas

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

'

r. •

• 0

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
753-8604

tore
STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

$300off
Latex Exterior Primer
Moorwhite Primer
Moorglo • Moorgard
Vinyl Acrylic Latex Stain
Solid Color Exterior Stain
Other Items Available Include:
Supplies •
• Bestt Liebco Brushes, Rollers • Painting & Papering
• Bali Mini-Blinds • Profile Verticals •
• Verosol Pleated Shades • In-Stock Wallpaper •

•
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First Family paid $62,106 in federal taxes
WASHINGTON (AP) — President and Mrs. Bush paid $62,106
in federal taxes last year on an
adjusted gross income of $278,171,
including his S115,000 salary as
vice president, according to tax
returns released today.
Besides Bush's salary, the couple

also reported $155,662 in income
from a blind trust they share,
$7,147 in interest income and
$12,362 in income from other
sources.
The Bushes paid taxes equivalent
to 21.6 percent of their total income. The adjusted gross income figure

GET IN SHAPE
STAY IN SHAPE
With YMCA Fitness
This Spring

tor 1988 was nearly S30,000 below
the $308,396 figure from the year
before.
Bush, who became a millionaire
in the oil business in Texas, has a
net worth in the range of $2 million, much of that wrapped up in
the family's $3.5 million oceanside
home in Kennebunkpon, Maine.
Bush and his wife Barbara
claimed $65,365 in itemized deductions, which included $12,250 in
contributions to 39 charities.
Vice President Dan Quayle, also
releasing his tax forms today,
reported adjusted gross income of
$156,546 for 1988. Quayle paid
federal and Indiana state income
taxes of $34,309, his office said in
a summary of his return.
The vice president reported his

STARTER Y-AEROBICS
M., T., & Th.

$2500

$2500

Of largo turbo Isis
4.0
3.5

In thousands of new pilots needed each year
NIIndustry
IIINumber
retiring
growth

3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0

.s
1987 '88 '89 '90 '91 92 93 94 95 96
Chicago Tribune Graphic. Source Future Aviation Protess,onais ot America

Fraaces Drake

9:00-10:00 a.m.

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 N.
For More Information

Call:
• ate • .1 •

759-YMCA .1)
.,

1 Week Only!

20%- 50%Off

What kind of day will tomorrow be" To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign
FOR FRIDAY, APRIL 14, 1989
ARIES
and a friend.
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
SCORPIO
New developments in business ( )(I. 23 to Nov. 21)
today are in your favor. A surprise
Partners will enjoy taking up a new
opportunity comes now. Don't let activity today. Delays and red tape
jealousy or possessiveness be an
may slow your progress on the job
issue with a loved one tonight.
now. It's a poor time to present new
TAURUS
proposals.
k Apr. 20 to May 20)
SAGITTARIUS
You could take up a new mental (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
ice
interest today_ Surprise news comes
You may want to visit some new
from a distance. It would be a poor place now, but extra expenses are
time now for overnight guests. likely to arise for travelers. Today's
Doublecheck legalities in a home Inspirations could signal the start of a
mat ter
new creative project.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
/11
1 1 (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You may have to take a new
You're definitely not in a giving
approach to a business dealing in
mood today and may turn a cold
ordor to be -successful. Do further sh,Arkier-t,, tilos,- who ask- too MU( ti
research before consulting with
of you. Seek a diversion now. Enjoy
atter, about your ideas.
an outing to someplace new.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You could be making some new
Keeping things to yourself will only
friendships today, but extra
make a problem fester. Now's the
expenditures now could throw off time to welcome an open dialogue
your budget. Try not to let money
with a close tie. Partners have
become an issue between you and a interesting new thoughts.
close tie.
PISCES
nerir
LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
wiftOt
(July 23 to Aug 22)
Though you're excited ti slay about
You
may
have
difficulty
a new work project, you may have
concentrating on routine today, but trouble getting existing assignments
an innovative career plan has every done on time. A friend is a distracting
chance of working out to your influence on you.
benefit A family member may be
YOU
BORN
TODAY
are
short-sighted now.
adventurous and wouldn't be
VIRGO
satisfied with a routine job. Usually,
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
you have a special talent for acting
A tendency to dwell on problems and brokerage. You like excitement
needs to be overcome now. Use in your work,though at times you can
leisure time constructively today. be expedient. Restlessness can be a
Research projects and study help to problem for you and you need to
take your mind off yourself.
make sure that you finish what you
LIBRA
start. You're quite willing to take a
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
ZeZ5 chance, but sometimes you make
Problems at home now demand a needless
changes.
Develop
solution. You'll resolve these stick-to-it-iveness to be a success.
concerns, but having company over Birthdate of: Arnold Toynbee,
now is not recommended. Money
historian; Annie Sullivan, teacher; and
could be a sore topic between you. Julie Christie, actress.
Copyright 1989 by King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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Most Light Fixtures in Stock!

Pik

420

Over
Styles
to Choose from. .
american lantern company
All Prices
Cash
Carry

WHOLESALE ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.
206 E. Main

753-8194

WASHINGTON (AP) — Close
to 1 million new semiautomatic
assault-style rifles could flood the
United States if the Bush administration decides to end its suspension of such imports.
Gun importers have applications
to bring in 965,000 of the weapons
pending at the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms, according
to spokesman Dick Pedersen.
The import suspension was
imposed March 14 after public and
police outcries over the increased
use of the weapons such as semiautomatic versions of AK-47s and
Uzi carbines in drug-related violence, and the January slayings of
five schoolchildren in Stockton,
Calif..
The suspension covered some
400,000 weapons including about
300,000 for which import permits
already had been approved. Last
week, the administration expanded
the suspension to cover 240,000
separate weapons.
"We noticed the increase in
these showing up in crimes, an
increase in demand, and we reacted
to it," Pedersen said. "The main
thing is that we might be nipping
the semiautomatic assault-type rifle
in the bud rather than have millions
of them flooding in here."
Nevertheless, gun importers are
continuing to submit applications,
he said Tuesday.
"It appears there have been a lot
more applications that came in
after the ban," Pedersen said.
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms is required by law to
permit imports only of weapons
suitable or adaptable to "sporting
purposes," and it is studying the
use of the semiautomatic rifles to
determine how they are being used.
The review should take two to
three months more months.

Read The

You Are Invited
To Attend A Series On

RACE OF GOD
featuring

Jay Lockhart
of Tyler, Texas
Sunday - April 16 - 9:00 & 10:00 A.M. & 6:00 P.M.
.Monday-Wednesday - April 17-19 - 7:00 P.M.

• t

G

lendale *ad
Church of Christ

1101 Glendale Road

97

Wave of assault rifles
could flood the U.S. if
suspension is lifted

Your Individual
Horoscope

10:00-11:00 a.m.

Y-AEROBICS

M., T., & Th.,

$89,500 salary as a U.S. senator
and $51,636 in honoraria from
speaking fees. The balance of his
income came from interest and
dividend income and capital gains,
all relating to his family's Central
Newspapers Inc.
Quayle also made $2,000 as a
director of Central Newspapers, a
position he would have to give up
under the rules recommended by
Bush's special commission on
ethics.
All of Quayle's speeches for
money were made before August,
when Bush selected him as his running mate, the vice president's
office said.
Quayle and his wife Marilyn also
claimed $50,503 in itemized deductions, including $17,270 in charitable contributions.

Demand for new professional pilots

For Transportation - 753-3714

Shopper
Weekly

AIRFARE
UPDATE
FROM PADUCAH
Orlando
$198(4
Washington DC...s218x
Minneapolis
$238c°
$188m
Atlanta...,...
New York
1238)3
8198"
Dallas
Omaha
$1913m
Tulsa
$198°'
San Antonio
1238X

FROM NASHVILLE
Detroit
138x
Chicago
$78°'
Houston
18x
New Orleans....,;8136x
Phoenix
$198x
Birmingham
$38°'
Pittsburgh
$118x
Las Vegas
$248°'
Cincinnati
8198x

'Restrictions Apply 'Limited Seats Sold
'All Rates Subject To Change

For full details contact one of the full time House Travel
Consultants: Patty Greenway or Kimberly House.

Despite the uproar over such
weapons, FBI crime statistics reveal that most murders by firearms
are still committed by people
wielding handguns. Of the 17,859
murders committed nationwide in
1987, 10,556 were committed with
firearms of which 7,807 were handguns, according to the FBI.
Drug Enforcement Administration spokesman Con Dougherty
says that increasing numbers of
powerful and sophisticated handguns such as the 9mm semiautomatic, particularly guns such as the
Uzi pistol, are being confiscated
during arrests.
Nevertheless, Pedersen said it is
extremely unlikely that the current
import stisperbion on irks' Vitt be
expanded to any handguns.
"Handguns are used in sport, in
target shooting, extensively,"
Pedersen said. "That's negligible
as far as assault weapons are
concerned."
Many local and federal police
agencies have recently begun to
arm themselves with foreign-made
9mm semiautomatic handguns, he
said.
It would be up to Congress to
make any changes in the availability of such guns, he said.
.
Sen. Howard Mefzenbaum, DOhio, has introduced a bill that
would place some of the same
restrictions on both semiautomatic
machine-style pistols and assaultstyle rifles that are now imposed on
automatic weapons, including FBI
background checks on purchasers
and fingerprinting, but not the $200
fee charged to owners of machine
guns, according to the senator's
spokeswoman, Nancy Coffey.
Among the semiautomatic handguns that would be restricted if
Metzcnbaum's bill passes are the
Uzi pistol, the Ingram Mac 10 and
Mac 11 and the Tec 9 and Tee 22,
she said.
About 231,000 foreign handguns, including semiautomatic
weapons, were imported in 1986,
the last year for which Pedersen
had data. There was no breakdown
for the number of semiautomatic
handguns, he said.
The number of hanguns being
imported has "been decreasing
over the years," while more than 1
million handguns have been produced domestically each year, he
said.
In 1982, some 332,000 handguns
were imported, followed by
411,000 in 1983, 341,000 in 1984
and 229,000 in 1985.

Top

U.S. gunmakers

In thousands of arms

maufactured in 1986
Smith & Wesson
5251
Sturm, Auger

—4-4-o
Marlin Firearms
397 1
Remington Arms
3711
OF. Mossberg & Sons
2281
U.S. Repeating Arms
avage Industries
r
1331
Raven Arms

io

Illi

House Travel

. 759-1074 1304 Chestnut
1-800-634-4903

chicap TrrIburie Coaphx.
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By Peter H. Gott, MI)
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DEAR DR GOTT Please discuss
the relation of caffeine to glaucoma
My ophthalmologist suggests I discontinue my wake-up cup of coffee
I'm 80 and in excellent health
DEAR READER- Glaucoma refers
to an abnormal increase in the fluid
pressure within the eye The condition
is often due to blockage of the tiny
drains (iridocorneal angles) that normally allow fluid to circulate between various parts of the eye
Some forms of glaucoma appear to
be made worse by fatigue, tobacco.
caffeine and emotional upset. Therefore, ophthalmologists often prohibit
cigarettes and coffee
Because glaucoma is readily treatable using modern drugs, your doctor
may rescind his order about your one
cup of coffee if your wake-up drink is
important to you. Ask your doctor.
DEAR DR. GOTT My doctor put
me on amoxicillin for pneumonia Af-

Legal Notice

ter five days I developed joint pain.
The physician says it's due to spurs
and tennis elbow, but I'm wondering
if it might be a reaction to the medicine. What do you think?
DEAR READER: Arthralgia (joint
pain) is sometimes caused by the fever that results from infections such
as pneumonia It can also be the consequence of certain types of pneumonia, such as pneumococcal pneumonia, in which the bacteria may
temporarily infect joints Joint spurs
of calcium and tendon inflammation
(tendinitis) will cause joint pains
Finally, as you pointed out, adverse
reactions to medications are of ten as
sociated with arthralgias
From your question, I cannot sort
out the various factors causing your
problem The arthralgias from bacterial infection frequently appear as
red, hot, swollen joints that improve
with antibiotics.
Calcium deposits and tendinitis ordinarily produce no objective changes

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

(titer's Note' Peek Notice advoctisimg plays • nine role ben im Monk= history onsl In the
process by which this canary's deencrocy is primenoil. its en promise that people matt he
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LEGAL NOTICE
Calloway County
Delinquent Tax List

in the joints, also, X-ray examination
may disclose the offending spur In
addition to causing joint pain, an allergy to an antibiotic usually is associated with a rash Therefore, I cannot be more helpful except to say that
from the information you've supplied,
your doctor is probably correct
Nonetheless, a reaction to amoxicillin is certainly a possibility. I suggest that you discuss this situation
with your doctor.
For more information, I'm sending
you a copy of my Health Report "Consumer Tips on Medicines." Other
readers who would like a copy should

DR. GOTT

(Z3 MY NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

PETER
GOTT, M.D

Legal Notice

ADAMS GENIE B
ADAMS JAMES E
ADAMS ROBINSON P
ADAMS TIM J
ADAMS TIM J
ADCOCK F D
ADDINGTON KEITH
ADKINS GEORGE H
ADKISSON JACK
ADSIT GLENN
AGRUSA PASQUALE
AHART WILLIAM
ALEXANDER JAMES
ALEXANDER LONNIE & MARY
ALEXANDER RICHARD A
ALEXANDER T G
ALLBRITTEN GEORGE
ALLEN KENNETH
ALLEN ROYCE JR
ALLEN THOMAS ARTHUR
ALMON BOBBY *I
ALMON JERRY
AMBURGEY DAVID B
ANDERSON ALBIN
ANDERSON EARL WAYNE

89
106
135
145
146
162
163
171
183
187
193
200
252

5279.68
$3.14
526.88
$9.96
59.96
$3.74
$15.57
545.36
$3 .14
$2.48
55.60

255
261
268
285
328

$27.34
5130.52
$223.74
S1.86

ANDERSON HARCLD
ANDERSON 40HN ALLEN
ANDERSON TRUMAN
ANERITT KENNETH
ANSTETT VERNON & MICHAEL
ANSTETT VERNON & MICHAEL
ARMS STEVEN E
ARNETT GLENN
ARNETT RONNIE
ARNOLD OSCAR
ASHBY CYNTHIA

402
418
448
472
478

$27.95
5450.62
$3.14
511 .19

479

51 .24
$3.14
$3.74
531 .08
54.04
$24.86

AUNE DOUGLAS E
AVCO LEASING SERVICES
AYERS HARLEY P JR

EACH CHRISTY
BAILEY CHARLIE
BAKER JACK L SR
BALDWIN ROBERT A
BALL BERTHA M

330
335
357
358
376
386
395

494
516
526
540
552

$24.86

$1 .86

$8.40
$15.57
1105.66
513.04
$12.40
5131 .93
$4.97
$34.14

$3.1 4

590
609
620
634
675
748
805
824
825
22941

$6.84
$18.62
$3.74
5357.39
$4.20
519.89
5186.45
$4.66
$28.00

832

BALL JAMES H
BALLARD KENNETH L
SALTA LORRAINE M
BARNES CAROL L
BARNETT CHARLES W
BARNETT DIANE
BARREN LAND CORP INC
BARSCHDORF JOHN E
BARSIC MATTHEW JR
BART° OSCAR C

900
911
917
972
1027
1028
1038

56.22
518.65
$46.90
5142.87
$24.86
$9.35
$15.57
Si .24

BASS GARY R

1047

$8.04

BAUER NORMAN
BAUGHART URSULA
BAUMGARTNER PAUL
BAYLESS TONY
BAYLOR BILLY

BEAN DENNIS w
BEAN WILLIAM M
BEANE DAVID MARK
BEANE RU8ENA HEIRS
BEANE TERRY R
BEARD TIMOIOY-GLENN
BEATTE ARCHIE
BEAUGARD GEORGIA
BECKER ALMA W
BELL CARL

1067
1070
1074
1079
1080
1160
1166
1175
1193
1197
1211
1216
1218
1227
1292

Read the
want ads daily

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

BELL HERBERT
BELL KEVIN 0

1301
22946

BELT BERNEY
BELT STEVEN R

1333
1336

55.60
$24 .86

BENNETT CARL W
BENNETT OSCAR

1360
1385

52.48
55.60

1413
1418
1429

$2 .48
$6.22
52.48

BESS RICHARD
BEVINS BUD J
EiILA HENRY W
BILLINGTON M T
BISHOP C A DECD

1446
1457
1480
1500
1554

$34 .21
$1 .86
$3 .14
$6 .22
$8 .51

BLACK JOE B
BLANTON LUKE
BOAZ STEPHEN
9OBB BARBARA

1585
1677
2-2-9-44
1721
1722

59.35
54.20
$1240
$8.26
$21 .78

BOGARD JEANNE ZSONELL &
EOGARD MARCELLA
BOGARD STEPHEN & JEANNE

1761
1773
1784

$9.35
593 .23
$40 .43

eoGGEss RICKY
BOGGESS TERRY

1810
1 811

$23.54
573.59

BERAN DAVID A
BERKHOLZ CAROLYN
BERRY EDGAR A

NOTICT

To Delinquent 1988 Taxpayers
The following 1988 real estate tax bills will be offered for sale at the Calloway
County Court House Door at ten o'clock on Thursday, April 27,1989, pursuant
to Ky. State Law. Total tax includes penalties.
CALLOWAY COUNTY SHERIFF DEPT.
1988 Delinquent Tax List
Name,
Amount
Bill No.

send 81 25 and their name and address to PO Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention
the title
DEAR DR GOTT Is there anything that will relieve chilblains?
DEAR READER. Chilblains is an
antiquated medical term that refers
to the consequences of excess exposure to cold redness and swelling of
the skin, followed by itching, blistering and ulceration. The preferred
term is -frost injury." (Frostbite is a
more severe form, characterized by
extensive cold -induced tissue damage pale skin, loss of sensation and
gangrene.)
Frost injury is treated with gentle
warming, cleansing of affected skin
and avoidance of further exposure to
cold.

BONE CURKER

D

$4.37
$6.22

1840

$17.40

BOURBON OLIVIA

1923

$7.46

9OURLAND TONICA
BOWDEN JOE B
BOWDEN JOE BROOKS
BOWDEN TONY
BOWLIN J T
BOWLING NEIL WESLEY
BOWMAN GARY E
BOWMAN MICHAEL M
BOYD BUDDY
BOYD BUDDY

1929
1933
1934
1936
1953
1958
1959
1960
1984
1985

57.46
555.94
$21 .78
540.02
$15 .57
$2 .81
$6 .22
$15.57
520.50
$41 .97

BOYD JOHN R
BOYD TONY T
BOLE THOMAS W

2009
2026
2035

$6.18
$9.02
$10 .81

BRANDON FRANK
BRANDON JACKIE
BRANDON JOE

2092
2135
2140

$74 .58
$45 .87
$111 .87

BRASEL STEVE M
BRAY DONALD R
BRAY PAUL
ERELSFORD WILLIAM E
BROACH DAREL

2203
2214
2222
2234
2305

$26 .44
5217.53
$23.54
$24 .24
$17 .66

BROCK HOWARD W
BROOKS HOMER L
BROOKS MILTON D MAJ
BROSME JAMES W

2327
2350
2352
2361

$3 .14
$3.14
$4 .97
$15 .57

BROWN DALE
BROWN DORIS
BROWN GLADYS

2373
2377
2390

$ .95
$62.15
$63 .03

BROWN KEITH

22954

$13.06

BROWI'LRICHARD B
BROWNING JAMES M

2421
2453

BRUCE JAMES
BRUCE LOGAN MRS
BRUCE RAY

2462
2466
2467

$111 .87
$15.51
$136.59
56.22
$18.65
$2.12
$8.01
$2.48

"Just keep him calm for a couple of days ....
he's got lockbody "
Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

BURKS LEWIS HAROLD

2771

$3.74

BURNETT MIKE
BURNETTE TOMMY

2777

2781

$11 .19
$1 .86

BURNS J

2787

$3 .14

BURTON BOBBY
BURTON KENNY
BURTON LELON T
EYARS BOBBY
BYARS BOBBY G
BYARS BOBBY G

2805
2812
2813
2692
2893
2894

$2.48
$15.57
$11.77
$7.65

S29.43
5176 .55

CAIN JAMES H
CAIN MARY A
CALDWELL CHARLES &
CALHOON SARAH E
CAMPBELL BEACHER
CAMPBELL BURTON L
CAMPBELL JAMES M
CAMPBELL JOYCE. k

2981
2985
2998
3016
3050
3051
3061

$2.81
$4.37
5124.30
$199.16
$6 .84
$3 .14
51 .86

CAVIELD R STEPHEN
CANN WILLIAM V

3082
3086

$80.80

CANUP TIM
CARGILL BERTRAM

3111
3121

$24.86
54 .97

CARPENTER DALLAS
CARR ANN
CARR ANN
CARR MICHAEL

3151
3158
3159
3165

5180.24
512 .43

CARSON
CARTER

WILLIAM R
VIRGIL 0

3262
3295

$1.24
$6 .22

CASSEY
CASTLE

TIM & CARROL
HAROLD

3310
3320

$28 .60
$4 .95

3403
3409
3410

$7 .34
$85 .05
521 .78
521 .78
543 .51
524 .86
$2 .81
Si .24
$142 .95
$9 .88
$32 .32

W

1,1-11 A5

$1 .86

$254 .82
546 .26

CHADWICK DONNA
CHADWICK JERRY E
CHADWICK JESSIE
CHADWICK NORMA SUE
CHADWICK REX
CHADWICK RICKY
CHANDLER HDBART
CHANDLER HOBERT
CHAPMAN MILDRED
CHASE FREDERICK
CHAUNCY MELVIN LEE
CHERRY GERALD D

3459
3503
3521
3523
3536

CHILDREY SIDNEY
CHOATE THOMAS R
CHRISTENSEN GERALD E
CHRISTENSEN MARYANN J
CHURCHILL MASON
CLARK FRED J
CLARK LYNN W

3564
3597
3610
3612
3633
3o70
3693

$9 .35
$34.14
$14 .84
$8.67
548 .84
$3 .74
$117.66

54.66
523 .62

CLARK ROBERT OR JUDY
CLAYTON KEITH
CLEES EDDIE
CLEMENTS WILLIAM C
CLIFFORD JOSEPHINE
CLINE GLENN B
COATS TERRA
COBHAM JAN & BRENDA

3726
3743
3765
3774
3788
22963
3812
3818

$24 .86
51 .86
$4 .97
$24 .86
$3.1 4
$21 .78
$4 .20
$4 .97

$3 .14
$18 .98
$7 .46

COFFEY WILLIAM JOSEPH
COHOON PERRY

3849
3865

$2 .81
$3 .14

COLE RALPH

3892

$1 .24

$18.65

Si .86
$18.65
$6.22
$44.17
$3.14
$5.60
$65.29

By GARY LARSON

Is there a caffeine-glaucoma link?

3416
3419
3420
3458

$1.86

.• .

lwoo
...1•:,...ti',.

..........?,:%,,
1

BRYANT RICK

2497

$23 .54

COLEMAN LUCIAN

M

3941

$14 .91

.•. t. .

* `

i

:..z.,;‘,.!.........

BUCHANAN WILTON P
BUCKLEY MARGARET V
BUCY MARK A

2526
2549
2586

$3 .70
Si .24
$5 ..02

COLLIER KEITH
COLLIER MARSHALL H

3986
3987

531 .08
518.65

•
..
:
•
';',11:
.,...i
'
.i,.?.
::
;'•!••••• ..

2602

$34 .21

BULLINGTON MELISSA
BUNCH RICKY
BUNCH RICKY &RHODA
BURKEEN DAYMAN L

2613
2619
2620
2680

S23.68
S28.60
$9 .35
S12.43

BURKHART HARRY A

2765

51 .24

4

44.

•i41

*(4)
4174
So• '
4

41

tC

COLLINS MARK
COLSON ROBERT WYANE
COMPTON CARL
CONNER ARLIE
CONNER CAROLYN W
CONNER SHANE
CONNER SHANE
CONNER W L
CONWAY KRISTINE

4041
4074
4090
4125
4128
4139
4140
4142
4153

$6 .22
$14 .86
$17.40
$1.24
3159 .68
510.75
S43.51
54 .97
$1 .86

,
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:• •
'
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•1:**.•
BUHLER LOYD EDWARD
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COOK TIMMY
COOLEY JIM L
COON FRANK M
COONS BRENDA

4194
4203
4206
22964

11.92
555.32
Si .26
33.55

CORBIN ROY D
CORBIN ROY D

4273
4274

$18 .65
$21 .78

VELDA

4286

57.46

4444 4.
'

• ,. •-:•..4 `. • t ,..
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(OSMOTOLOGY BY LADONA

•

441,

4301

S17.90

LegiONOMN
lagal Nodes
5602
DUNCAN DONALD
5609
DUNCAN EUGENE
5607
DUNCAN EUGENE
5610
DUNCAN EUGENE
5611
DUNCAN EUGENE
561 2
DUNCAN EUGENE
5608
DUNCAN EUGENE
5619
DUNCAN HOWARD
5639
DUNCAN LEWIS
5641
DUNCAN NOBLE 5 GAIL
5649
DUNCAN ROBERT
5667
DUNLAP CECIL

DUNSTAN WILLIAM T
DURAN GILBERT L
UURR DIANE
DYSART THOMAS
EADES w LEE
EAKER RODNEY
EARHEART H W
EDmISTON TERRY
EDWARDS HUGH
EDWARDS JERRY DAVIS

5709
5731
5733
22977
5748
5770
5772
5779
5782
5834
5867
5878

$3.74
5428.84
S2.48
513.67
$65.15
510.88
$3.14
$166.08
$5.60
S48.65
$6.22
$174.02

DUNN MAI
DUNNAWAY WILSE EDWARD

COUGHENOUR LARRY

4350

516.47

CRANE LAWRENCE R

4435

$3.14

CRAWFORD JOHN
CREATIVE PRINTERS
CRITTENDON HIRAM
CROFT G w

4497
4507
4555
4564

S63.03
$37.03
$3.74
$24.24

CROUCH MARY

4581

$18.65

EDWARDS RAY MCALISTER
EDWARDS REx M

5893
22979

$126.06
S20.45

CROW JAMES L
CROW JAMES L
CROWDER MOLLIE
CROwDER wENDEL
CROwDER WENDEL
CRUTCHER WAYNE

4622
4623
4627
4629
4628
4648

$3.14
$3.14
$3.14
$90.67
S14.29
$2.48

ELLIOTT HOBERT
ELLIS JOHN H
ELLIS JOHN HENRY
ELLIS KENNETH LOREN
ELLIS WILLIAM STEPHEN
ELLISON ANNA

6041
6078
6079
6080
6087
6089

$37.29
$21.12
$35.44
S24.86
$111.87
$68.37

CUMMINGS DAVID
CUNDIFF KENNETH

4688
4690

$15.04
$7.46

CuNNINGHAM THEODORE

4769

$67.23

CUTLER STEVE K
pAaas GAIL
DAKOTA
DALTON ELMER MRS
DANNA RONALD L
CANNER RONNIE

4812
4822
4831
4840
4869
4874

$1.24
$9.35
S692.15
$4.37
$8.07
1109.11

EMERSON CLIFTON DAVID
EMERSON CLIFTON DAVID
ENGLE RALPH
ENOCH FRED
ERNST THOMAS G
ERWIN M H
ERWIN PAUL
ERWIN PAUL

6110
6111
6135
61 56
6171
6209
6216
6217

$53.46
$9.35
S1.86
521.12
$18.03
$4.37
$28.00
$28.00

6240

$105.66

EVANS BROOKS E

6259

$12.43

EvANS GEORGE E

6267

$7.46

EVERETT DUDLEY C
EVERHART VIRGIL m

6313
6318

$9.35
$1 .86

EWING LAPSLEY C

6324
6391

$1.24
$4.97

E

DARNELL JOHN
DARNELL PRENTICE F

DAUN
DAVIS

ROERT m

C

A

4910

51.8d

4924

1394.62

4959

S4.3C

4980

$3.74

4985

* S1.86

5000
5009
5012
5032
5033

$3.14
$70.22
$4.37
$1.24
$15.57

ROBERT C

ESTOOK

FANNARO LEN
DAVIS DONALD L
DAVIS
DAVIS
DAVIS
DAVIS
DAVIS

JOHN L JR
MARSHALL L
RAY 0
WILLIAM LOUIS
WILLIAM m

DECKER RAY CLAuDE
D;CLARK mARGAPET
DELLE JOSEPH

5063
5065
5069
5074
5099

$49.43
$27.61
$4.97
$105.51
$21.78
$3.14
$20.50
54.97

DENNIS DONALD

5126

$7.46

DEVINE ROY

5162
5169
5174
5175

$7.34
$183.37
$28.00
$28.60

DAwSON TOM
DEAL ROBERT L
DECANT() JOE
DECKARD DONALD J
DE:KER ZLADE RAY

DEVRIES P. JOHN
DEXTER WILLIAM R
DEXTER WILLIAM
DIAMOND CAVERNS

DIETZ 4ACK
OILLINGHAm

L EST
sERALD M

DILLJN CONNIE
DILLDN JOHN
DILLON JOHN
DISPACPE JIM
DIXON RUBY P
0038S RUBY m
DODGE CARLTON
DONNELLY MICHAEL J

DONNER ROBERT L
DOOLIN ROBERT
DOSTER JOHN L
DOTY BLAIR
DOTY BLAIR
DOUGHTY , wILLI,Am
DOUGLAS EVERETT V
DOWDY AND HANKA MOTOR SA

5043
5049

5062

5181

$9.35

5224
5238
5241
5245
5244

$1 .86
51 .24
562.15
574.58
554 .38

526o

$1 .86
¶155.38
52.48
516.80
529 .00

5292
5300
5319

5361
5362
5368
5407
5415

5416
5420

22971
5443

58.65
13.74
$6 .84
13.74
Si .86
523.62
523.62

$9.35

5489
5493

5517
5537
5538
5546
5562
5563
5564

$15.57
S2.48
$229.96
S8.86
$11.77
$138.67
S68.37
$26.10
$17.40

DUJIC JOSEPH JR
DUKE MARVIN J JR
DUKE RICHARD F
DUKE RICHARD M
DULANEY DENNIS
DUNBAR ELLA EST

5568
5571
5572
5573
5575
5581

$4.37
$2.48
$334.24
$99.44
$3.14
510.53

DUNCAN CHARLES FRANKLIN
DUNCAN CHARLES M

5592
5593

$124.30
5113.58

DUNCAN DONALD

5603

DOWNING JAMES THOMAS
DOWNS ED
DOZIER BOBBY J
DRIVER MARTHA JANE
DRIVER MARTHA JANE
DUBLIN REBECCA
DUGGER CHARLES
DUGGER DON & BARBARA
DUGGER DONALD WAYNE
r .4-414
444

•

.

•

•
r

•

FERGUSON CHARLIE L
FIELDER ORVIS
FINLEY ORNE
FINNEY LYNDALL

FIRST NATIONWIDE BANK
FIRST NATIONWIDE BANK
FIRST NATIONwIDE BANK
FIRST NATIONWIDE BANK

FLEET

PHILLIP

6496
6569
6608
6633
6644

6652
6653
6654
6655

6700

$37.29
$13.65
$147.07
$4.37
S4.04

$439.34
$326.10
$339.25
$370.44

$3.14
$9.35
$27.61
$3.14

FLETCHER CHARLES E
FLOOD RONNIE
FLOOD RONNIE
FLJPEK MATTHEW EST

6708
6729
6728
6739

FLOYD RALPH E
FLYNN JERRY G

6746
6748

FOLAND CHARLES M
FoRREST GEORGE JR
FOX MARIAN
FRAZIER ROBERT J
FRIuTS HARRY L
FRY KEITH

FRY KEITH

6756
22983
6880
6925
6958
6970
6971

FuTRELL BILL

7068

$46.64

GADDIE GORDON
GALLAGHER IRENE B MRS

7180
7205

*1.24
16.22

7218

$31.08

7275
7277
7278
7279
7310

$6.82
$46.22
S341.83
$16.62
$211.31

GARLAND NOAH F

7349

$3.14

GARNER DARREN L

7381

529.83

7389
7391
7403
7425
7435
7438
7439

515.77
$37.29
1130.52
$6.22
526.10
$87.01
$34.82

GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARDNER
GARLAND

ADAM
OWEN
RONALD JAMES
RONNIE
RONNY JAMES
DAVID E

•

I

•'

47 4,1164 ,4,
4:444,44i,4'

528.00

GARNER KEVIN
GARNER KEVIN W
GARRETT LARRY D
GARRISON WILLIAM H
GASKINS SAMUEL P
GASSAM KEVIN
GATES PEGGY
GEE RALPH S

7454

Legal Nodes

Legal Nodes
7476
7480
7565
7578
7579
7583

GEORGE RAYMOND
GEORGIEFF NICK K
GILBERT JOHONNA

GILL HARRY
GILL HARRY SR
GILL W B

LegaIN6doe
$3.14
5223.74
$6.33
$6.22
512.43
58.04

GOmER SHERMAN SR
GOODIN ROBERT L

7688
7701

S22.68
3151.02
$41.54
$11.19
510.58
$1 .86
S21.78
$6.22
531 .08
$21 .89
$7.46

GRAFF JAMES J
GRAHAM TIM II
GRANTHAM ALBERT R

7780
7793
7798

$3 .74
S68.37
Si .86

GRAVES RICHARD E
GRAVES RICHARD E

7808
7809

S9.96
S6.22

GRAY JOHN H
GREEN 8 FRANKLIN
GREEN DAVID E

7837
7855
22990

GREEN OSCAR W

7882

GREENLEE JIM
GREER CHRIS
GREER HENRY
GREER WANDA L
GREGORY RALPH D

7907
7909
7913
7924
22992

GRIFFIS CARL

7966

$2.48

GRIGGS CHRISTIE
GROGAN ALFRED
GROOMS 8 L

HALE PHIL
HALEY JEFFREY LYNN
HALL DAVID
HALL DAVID L
HALL ERLE

7930
7998
8062
8065
8108
8216
8246
8275
8301
8302
3307

$20.50
$15.57
$3.14
$55.94
$27.34
$129.60
$155.38
$75.64
$11.19
$3.14
$9.96

HAMM STEVEN J
HAMMOND ROBERT F
HAMMONS JOHN W
HAMPTON JOHN J JR
HANCOCK BENNIE R
HANCOCK DONALD

8381
8392
8393
8395
8403
9406

5100 :13-5
$9.35
$15 .57
57.46
54.31
$52 .86

HANEY CHARLES
HARDING BERT

8422
8453

$5.60
$3.37

HARDISON GARY
HARGIS JOSEPH J

8456
8470

HARGROVE JI1NY
HARGROVE JOE

8487
8488

$26.10
S7.46
$93.23
$26.53

ROD
CHRIS

8518
8530

$31 .08
542 .97

HARRELL DOUG

8570

$49.72

HARRELL WILLIAM D
HARRINGTON MACKEY L
HARRINGTON WACELYN
HARRIS CARL R
HARRIS RENARD JR

8579
8583
8584
8587
8617

$297.08
$2.19
$96.65
$4.37
$1.24

HATAK JOAN

8720

51 .56

HAuK ROBERT E
HAVERSTOCK GARY & ET'L

8739
8746
8755
8760
8765
8792

54.95
$46.22
$21 .78
$23.54
$30.60
57.46

881 1
8821
8833
8834
8836
8850
8855
8856
*8862
22998
8864
8921
22999

$3.14
518 .65
$5.28
Si .24
Si .24
$9.35
53.74
$7.46
S4 .97
$15 .57
$3.14
524 .86
S10.58

8966
8964

GLISSON SHAWN D
GLISSON YOLINDA
GLOCK ROY
GLOSSON 0 L
GLOSSON 0 L
GOBBLE THOMAS J
GODSEY LLOYD W
GOHEEN EMILY
GOLD ALBERT L

CHERYL 7642

GROOMS BILLY
GUNTERMAN TERRY L
HALE JACKIE RAY

HARMON
HARPER

7643
7645
7648
7647
7666
22988
7677
7682

$15.57
$4.04
$10.58

$4.60
$55.94
$10.02
$2.29
S17.09

S28.60

$8.04
$18.65

$85.9b
$12.43
$13.77
512.43
S7.46
56.22
$264.17

•

cie
'4,4444r -

FARRIS WILLIAM W

GALLOWAY

4.

.•

LegaINOM*
$62.15
516.80
531.70
54.66
$28.00
522.74
537.29
549.72
54.60
529.83
518.65
$20.19

$3.14

HAWKINS JACK
HAdKINS SANDY
HAYDEN GARY
HAYS JAMES C
HEACOCK PHILLIP L
HEARON ROGER B
HEATON WILLIAM E
HEAVNER DANIEL THOMAS
HEAVNER MARTIN ALLEN
HELM D MICHAEL
HELM LUTHER
HELM LUTHER D
HENDERSON BILLY
HENDERSON DAwNY E
HENDERSON GEORGE N
HENDRICK JOHNNY
HENLEY ROBERT H

HENRY PAUL
HENRY PAUL
HENRY PAUL
HENSON JOEL M
HERMAN JOSEPH
HERNANDEZ RAMON

:15**
9007
901 2

517.40
5155.96
S36.05
$2 .48
Si .24
$1.24

HERRMANN DAVID A
HIBBARD ROBERT F

9056
9086

$3.14
$217.53

HICKS MICHAEL ODELL
HICKS SAMMY K
HICKS SAMMY K

9110
9120
9121

$186.45
$68.37
$15.57

HIGGINS JIMMY DON
HIGGINS RACHEL M
HIGGINS RACHEL M
HIGGINS RACHEL M
HIGGINS WAYNE
HIGGINS WAYNE
HIGHBAUGH UDOLPH C
HIGHTOWER ERNIE
HILAND JACK
HILL FRANK W
KILL LOUIS C

9152
9156
9157
9158
9162
9163
9166
9170
9172
9198
9223

$124.30
$1 .24
S8.07
$9.91
528.00
516.65
$2.48
$2.48
59.35
$3.14
$147.07

1

1.14
1.74
1.33
1.22
!.43
1.04

!.68
1.02
1.54
1.19
).58
1.86
1.78
5.22
I .08
1.89
F .46

3.74
3.37
1.86

9.96
6.22

5.57
4.04
0.58

1 .81

4.60
5.94
0.02
2.29
7.09

2.48

0.50
5.57
3.14
5.94
7.34
9.60
5.38
5.64
1.19
3.14
9.96

0.85
9.35
5.57
7.46
4.31
2 .86

5.60
.37

16.10
;7 .46
)3 .23
!6 .53

11.08
;2 .97

.72

7.08
;2 .19
)6.65
;4 .37
;1 .24

LmgeiNolatie
HILL MAYOLA EMORY

LmpilNetitie
9232

HINDMAN MARY BILLINGTON
HINKINS ELMER D
HINNERICKS STANLEY LEE
HINZ MICHAEL A
HISAW JAMES R
HOBBS
HOBBS
HOBBS
HOBBS

MICHAEL W
WILLIAM
WILLIAM B
WILLIAM

HOELLE* OSKA

Lapl Nodes
$4.97

9266
9269
9274
9282
9284

82,48
$2.48
$11.13
$1.24
$1.86

9299
9303
9304
9305

$307.80
$14.74
$18.65
$217.53

9342

$6.22

HOLT HENRY
eOPKINS JERRY L

9473
9567

$5.60
$198.88

HOPKINS ROBERT

9584

S12.43

MORITA GILBERT M
HORNBUCKLE CHARLIE

9625
9635

$3.14
$21.01

' HOUGHTON WILLIAM J
HOUK VIVIAN D
HOUNSHELL JAMES

9701
9702
9703

$174.02
53.74
$17.66

HOUSTON DANITA
HOUSTON DANITA
HOUSTON JIM R
HOWELL ROBERT
HOWELL ROBERT
HOWELL ROaERT
HOWELL ROBERT
HOWELL SHERRY
HOWELL SHERRY

9728
9729
9746
9801
9800
9799
9802
9803
9804

S15.39
$37.29
$6.22
$450.62
S62.15
S11.19
$43.51
$9.96
$124.30

HUBBARD LOUISE
HUBBARD LOUISE
HUDSON BARRY
HUDSON EDWARD & MARGARET

9813
9514
9824
9530

$3.37
$18.93
$3.14
$18.25

HUFF SANDRA L
HUFF STEWART
HUFFMAN EVELYN
HUGGINS OTHO
HUGHES DORIS E
HUGHES HILTON
HUGHES PATRICK W
HUMPHREYS ANN
HUMPHREYS ANN FRANCIS
HUMPHREYS ANNA
HUMPHREYS ANNA
HUMPHREYS ANNA
HUMPHREYS ANNA FARMER
HUMPHREYS LESLIE
HUMPHREYS LESLIE R
HUMPHREYS LESLIE R
HUMPHREYS LESLIE RAY
HUNT DONALD L

9850
9851
9853
9856
9880
9890
9911
9940
9941
9943
9944
9942
9945
9961
9962
9964
9965
9975

$31 .08
$20.50
$5 .60
$6.82
$6 .84
$16 .51
$4.95
$35.74
$31.08
$75.64
$124.30
S68.37
$63.03
$140.79
$53.79
$109.25
$90.37
$6.84

HUTCHENS JAMES A

10051

$205.10

HUTCHERSON CLIFFORD JR
HUTCHERSON HERMON
HUTCHING JOHN W
HUTCHING JOHN W
HUTCHINS HOWARD E

10058
10059
10062
10061
10067

$25.21
$1.86
$6.22
$214.97
$18.65

IBENTHAL DONALD J

10122

$7.46

INMAN H C
INSILCO CORP

10193
10201

$2.48
$124.30

11.56

;4 .95
;6 .22
1 .78
!3 .54
10 .60
17.46

13 .14
8.65
15.28
11 .24
11 .24
19.35
13.74
17.46
14.97
5.57
13.14
24.86
10.58

17.40
55.96
36.05
$2.48
51 .24
51 .24

53 .14
17.53

56.45
68.37
15.57

24.30
51 .24
$8.07
$9.91
28.00
18.65
52.48
S2.48
S9.35
$3.14
67.07

IRVIN COBB FISHING CAMP
ISLAND EUGENE K
IVORY ANNA BELL
J & S MARKET
J B J CORP

10222
23007
10239
10245
10250

$164.88
$15 .85
$2.53
S55.42
$6.22

JACKSQN JIMMY D
JACKSON WILLIAM L
JACOBSON DAVID H CAPT
JAMES EVELYN C

10296
10340
10348
10363

$2.48
$6.22
$64 .74
$4.97

JANS CAFE
JARRETT ALONZO
JARRETT KENNETH
JASZENKU BOB
JAWORSKI STANLEY
JENNINGS CLEO

10411
10415
10419
10423
10424
10451

S23.71
$14 .62
$9 .35
$261 .03
$3 .14
Si .24

JENNINGS JAMES F
JERRYS TV SERVICE
JEZEK RUDOLPH

10454
10472
10490

$5 .60
53.31
14.97

JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON

10537
10543
10554
10557
23010
10641

$88 .28
$3.14
Si .24
$10.58
$15.57
$21.78

JOHNSTON JESSIE
JOHNSTON JESSIE
JOHNSTON RONNY
JONES ALTON
JONES ALTON
JONES ALTON
JONES ANNELIESE

10653
10654
10659
10675
10674
10676
10684

$18.65
$1.86
$12.43
S6.22
$21.12
$13.95
$28.00

JONES CHARLES &
JONES CHRIS R
JONES CURTIS G

10710
23012
10726

$156.00
$10.88
$37.26

JONES DONNA J

10743

52.24

JONES GERALD W

10780

$12.43

CHARLES C
DAVID A
FRED
GARY
THOMAS L
WILLIAM A

Legal Notice
JONES HARRY A
JONES HEIDI

LmgaINMMx
10795
10796

HIE MURRAY LEDGER & TUNES
THURSDAY, APRIL 13, 1989
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Lop!Notice
Legal Notice
LagaiNoiMie
Lops!Nodes
LONG RUN AUDIO
$11.77
12314
$157.70.
LOPEZ SANDRA
12320
$1.56
$1.38
LOPEZ SANDRA
12319
5.95
$80.80
LORD ALICE FAYE
12323
$9.06
$1.24
LORNSON JANNA J
12327
$26.88
LOVAN JAMES H
12337
$1.24
$93.23 -LOYAN WILLIAM A
12338
$2.48
LOVE PHILIP L
571.50
12344
$1.86
LOVETT DAVID L
12367
$3.14
LOVETT KENNETH A
12376
$6.22
LOVITT JOHN
$4.97
12423
LOWE DANIEL R
12424
$.95
S93.23
LOWE DELIA
$29.83
12425
LYLE THOMAS D & THOMAS E 12486
$4 .37
$62.15
$21 .78
LYNCH STEVEN M
12494
$13.06

JONES *KENNETH
JONES KEVIN

10845
10846

JONES NED
JONES PEGGY d, DON SCOTT

10888
10899

JONES ROBBIE EST
JONES ROBERT B
JONES STEVEN H

10915
10916
23017

JONES VAN P
JONES WALTER R III
JORDAN ELOUISE
JORDAN ELOUISE
JORDON J CHRISTINE
JOSEY LINDA F .
JOSLIN CYSLER V
JUDKINS BOBBY
JUDKINS BOBBY
JUDKINS BOBBY D
KACKLEY MICHAEL D

10949
10957
10965
10966
10974
10979
10981
10995
10994
10996
11011

$18.03
$.91
$4.97
$4 .66
$2.48
59.02
$3.74
$33.55
$18 .65
$155.38
$9 .96

KALMAN JOHN
KANIARZ DUANE

11023
11028

KEENER
KEENEY
KELLER
KELLEY

11082
11083
11104
11107

HARVEY J
EDWARD M
RONALD V
ELMER J

KELLOW WILLIAM G

LYNN GROVE EGG CO
LYONS J H
LYONS JAMES D
LYONS LUTHER
LYONS STEVE

12499
12517
12518
12523
12527

$341 .10
$6.22
$49.72
587.01
$3.74

MADISON ARCHIE & ELAINE
MAIN JAMES L

12571
12606

$3.74
$2.48

$2 .81
Si .86

MAL RAY
MANESS
MANION
MANLEY

23023
12644
12655
12659

$31.08
54.97
$1.86
$27.34

$4 .66
$3 .14
53.74
$1 .24

MANNING PAUL
MANNING RANDY

12682
12683

$21.20
$47.08

MARKS KENNETH W
MARSHALL CHARLES M

12719
12735

$21 .12
56.22

MARTIN HAROLD B
MARTIN TAMELA

12763
12776

$4.97
$17.66

mARVIN BRUCE DAVID
MASON EDWARD MICHAEL

12791
12804

574.58
$53.46

MASON

23026

$13.64

MATHENEY WILLIAM
MATHIS MARION D
MATHIS WAYNE
MATTINGLY JOHN W
MATTINGLY MARTIN

12834
12855
12861
12869
12870

$18.65
$7.78
$46.22
$3.14
$3.74

MAYALL THOMAS LYNN

12918

$419.54

MAYHEW ADOLPH
MAYO CLYDE LEON
MAYO CLYDE LEON
MAYO JIMMY
MAYS EMMETT E
MCCAIG DANNY

12941
12948
12949
12950
12951
12971

$37.29
$13.67
$10.58
$11.81
$3.14
$1.86

MCCARTHY CLAYTON
MCCARTY JOHN W

13022
13030

$1.24
$189.09

MCCLENDON SCOTT T

13051

$8.91

mCCLURE C 0

13066

$3.14

MCCLURE LOHMAN

13088

$7.46

mCCOY JOHN

13133

$43.51

MCCOY RAMONA
mCCOY RONALD W

13137
13138

$2.48
$111.87

mCCUISTION CHARLIE BROOK 13142

$7.46

mCCUISTON CHARLIE

13162

$4.66

MCDONALD DONALD
mCGEE LYNN T
MCGEE RICHARD D
MCGEEHEE CORA
MCGEEHEE WILLIAM T
mCGUINS GENE

23102
13300
13306
13314
13317
13326

$83.93
Si .24
$211 .86
$15.97
$14.91
$1.24

mCKINNEY JERRY D

13393

$9.35

MCKINZIE EDWARD S
MCLEOD CLAUDE EARL

13414
13439

$93.23
S11.19

MCNEW DENNIS WAYNE

13496

$32.29

MCWHERTER STAR LATIMER
MEADE TROY
MEEKS JAMES
MEEKS KENNETH
MELTON MIRIAM MISS

13542
13547
13569
13571
13586

$4 .04
$3.74
$65 .29
$3.70
56.22

MILAM SAM D
MILES CHARLES W

13645
13651

S63.03
$157.85

MILLER JERRY
MILLER JERRY

13765
13766

$11.19
$22.39

MILLER LYNN
MILLER MARY LUCILLE

13803
13806

$1.86
$22.39

$3.74

KENLAKE MKT & DEVL INC
KENLAKE MKT & DEVL INC
KENLAKE MKT & DEVL INC
KENTUCKY PRODUCTS CO INC
KEY HELEN

11185
11186
11187
11224
11251

$5 .60
$5 .28
$62 .15
$96.36
$58 .85

KIMBRELL MELVIN
KING ARVELEE

11313
11354

Si .24
$7.46

KING FRED E
KING JAMES
KING JERRY D
KINNEY E H

11368
11371
11373
11401

$11 .50
53.74
$42 .02
$4 .37

KIZZIE
KNIGHT
KNIGHT
KNIGHT

11447
11469
11481
11482

51 .86
$41 .20
$31 .08
5217 .75

11511
11533
11557

5155 .38
$39.74
53 .74

DALE V
AUBREY
JAMES 0
JAY

KNOX ELSWORTH E
KOEN HOWARD L
KORNFELD WILLIAM

KUPPER THOMAS P
KURTH IRENE
KURTH LLOYD & RITA
KURTZ JOHN C
KURTZ JOHN C
LADSON HERBERT
LAFFERTY DAN J
LAMB DAVID EARL
LANDRUM GLORIA
LANDRY EDWARD G
LANE GRIFFIN
LANE LINDA A
LANG ROBERT H
LANGFORD MARY E
LAPP RUSSELL J
LARSON GARY LT
LASCH EUGENE T

11600
11 604
11605
11608
11607
11'638
11641
11672
11760
11762
11764
11779
11785
11787
11813
11823
11829

$8.26
$4 .37
$14.43
514 .91
$16.80
$3 .14
$3 .74
$187.57
$3.40
$4 .37
$11 .17
$136.59
$527.88
$71 .50
Si .86
52.48
52.48

LASZLO STEPHEN J JR
LATHAM GEORGE H
LATIMER RICKEY W

11892
11894
11914

$2 .45
$3 .14
$159.68

LAWHORN KENNETH P
LAWRENCE EDWARD L
LAWRENCE EVA
LAWRENCE PAUL N
LEAVITT LOIS GENE
LECOMPTE CARL
LECOMPTE CORA MRS
LEE BARRY
1 EE BILLY
LEE DAVID

11925
11931
11932
11942
11991
11993
11994
12004
12005
12010

51 .86
53.74
$4.97
$9 .35
$18.65
$4 .97
$4 .97
$27.52
$47.08
$24 .72

LEE GARY S
LEE JESSE
LEEK ELMER
LEEK ELMER

12021
12031
12064
12063

$15.57
54.37
59.96
$9.96

LEMAY

12064

$3.74

LEO JAMES B

12091

$12.43

LESTER SHARON V
LEWELLYN LAWRENCE T
LEWELLYN LAWRENCE T
LEWIS CHARLES C
LEWIS CHARLES C
LEWIS MELBA
LEWIS MELBA
LIKE JAMES E
LIL BEAGLE WHOLESALE TIR

12115
12131
12130
12135
12136
12160
12161
12187
12188

$13.99
$9.35
$14.29
$3.14
$17.40
$3.14
$3.14
$7.46
$97.92

LIMBERRY JAMES LLOYD
LINDSEY CLARE
LINDSEY EDWARD W
LINDSEY EDWARD W
LINDSEY RICHARD W
LITCHFIELD JEFF
LOBONO SHARYN

12198
12205
12207
12208
12214
12235
12268

$2.48
S3.14
$1.86
S3.74
$2.81
$24.86
$118.53

LOCKHART H A

12281

$4.97

LOGAN SHIRLEY ANN
LONG DAVID A

12293
12300

$8.65
• $2.19

ROY

MARCUS
ROBERT
HARVEY
EVERETTE T

WAYNE P

PAGE He
LeplNetice

0

MILLER RALF NOLAN
MILLER RICHARD 8
MILLER ROBERT
MILLER ROBERT D
MILLER ROBERT w
MILLICHAMP KENNETH
MILLIGAN JAMES
PILLS HAROLD THOMAS
MILLS LARRY
MILLS LARRY
MILLS LELA B
MILLS STANLEY
MILLS W C
mINNER SAM HALE
MITCHELL ELSTER R
MITCHELL ELSTER R
MITCHELL HARRY J
MITCHELL HAZEL E
MITCHELL MARY
MLADINER SAMUEL J 4
PODGLIN LILLIAN
POEHLEmKAmP ROBERT r
mOELLER KARL C
mOHLER EUGENE
"PIDJI NICK
MOLYNEAUx WEYMOUTH A
MONTGOMERY MICHAEL E
mONTREY CLYDE W
NONTREY CLYDE W
MOORE DOTTIE

PORGAN

IRENE

14178

PoRGAN
MORRIS
,ORRIS
'
,ORRIS
'

JAMES H
DAN
DAN
DENNIS & MARLIN

14181
14223
14224
14227

S12.43
15.60
$4.97
$117.70

14245
14253
14263

$24.86
$23.62
S11.77

MORRIS JAMES L
MORRIS LOUISE
MORRIS MICHAEL WAYNE

MORRIS TRACY
mORRIS WILL MASON JR
MORRIS WILLIAM & JANICE

0 ORRISON SHELBY

•
••

14299
14302
14303

14323

$31.08
$62.15
$24.95

1236.17

14383
14390
14396
14401
14402
14403
14421

125 .49
11.24
121 .78
11 .86
$1 .24
550.05
11 .86

m URPHY DAVID
mURPHY JOE K
MURPHY KENNETH
MURPHY PITA
MURRAY WILLIAM F
0(17/NER RALPH F
mYERS JAMES D
NACE PICKY
NANCE RICKY DALE
NANCE RICKY LYNN

14463
14474
14475
14452
14576
14595
14610
14674

14675
14675

$1 .38
$2 .48
$2 .48
Si .24
$9 .91
$15 .57
S32 .32
$21 .78
1130 .52
S32 .32

14715

13.74

14727
14745

54.66
512.40

14771

11.86

NEwSOmE TERRY R
NEWTON wILLIAm P

1.828

S14.91

23040

59 .35

NICHOLS JEANEN GARRISON
NIVER RICHARD L
NIKON JANE L
NOSLE LOIS
NOBLE VIRGIL
'403LE VIRGIL
40EL DOUG
NORFLEET ROBERT

14s62
14877
14596
14899
14904

540 .43
$4 .31
.95
51 .56
51 .86
.95
11 86 .45
112 .12

NoRTHINGTON HOWARD
:AKHEM GREG
CAKLEY GARY D
.:ATES ALVIN
:ATES ALVIN
CATES ALVIN
:ATES ALVIN
CATES ALVIN
CATES ALVIN
CATES ALVIN
:ATES ALVIN
CATES ALVIN F
CATES ALVIN F
CATES ALVIN F
CATES ALVIN F
:ATES ALVIN F
CATES ALVIN F
:ATES ALVIN F
CATES ALVIN F
CATES ALVIN F
CATES ALVIN F
CATES ALVIN F
CATES ALVIN F
CBRIEN KENNETH L JR
OBRIEN STEPHEN W
ODELL BEN K
ODOM CLAYTON
CDOM INEZ
OGLE RONNIE C
OLIVER DAVID
OLIVER GLEN DALE
CROON WAYNE
CRLOWSKI RAYMOND

CSBORN GARY D
OSBORN wANDA
OSBORNE JAMES R
OSBRON DANNY
OTT CHARLES

14903
14905
14925

15054
15056
15059
15063
15090
15096
15132
15133

$15 .57
$4.37
1168.08
$5 .60
Si .86
1260 .82
$6.04
112 .43
127.34
56.22
$3.14
Si .86
16.22
$5 .15
$9 .96
$6 .22
122 .84
52.48
13.14
$1 .86
$9 .35
51 .86
174 .58
511 .19
$1 .24
$8.69
$4 .37
53.74
$2 .81
138.53
$21 .73
$6 .22
112.43

23043
15193
15199
15204
15221

57.46
521 .12
$4.37
1 304 .54
$1 .24

23041
14995
15006
15020
15022
15024
15D1e
1501
15021
15023
15017
15032
15028
15029
15030
15026
15034
15027
15025
15033
15035
15036
15031
15045
15046

Legal Node.
$82.01

$3.74

$1.24
$31 .08
$4.97

$1 .24

$49.72
$2.48
S68.37
$4.66
112.43
$27.34
S77.72
S8.67

PARKS ANNA LOU
PARKS CLARK T
PARKS IVOR

15684
15690
15710

$2.48
$1.86
5.91

PARMLY DONALD R
PARNELL GRACE E
PARRISH BOBBY G I ET'L
PARRISH CHARLES
PARRISH EVA
PARRISH EVA

15722
15723
15729
15731
15738
15739

$3.74
S4.37
$6.22
S74.58
$12.43
$6.22

PARTIN BERNICE

15759

$29.83

pATTERSON JAMES DANIEL
PAULEY EUGENE D
PAULK JAMES R
PAyNE EUSHEKI
PAYNE MOSE JR

15908

15932
15935
15945
15950

$38.28
S2.48
$18.65
S22.26
$2.29

PEACOCK ROBERT D
PEARSON ROBERT L

15969
15977

$1.24
$205.10

FECKENPAUGH HUGH L
PECKENPAUGH RONALD
PEELER PHILLIP
PEEPLES CLAYBURN
PERKINS JUANITA J
PERRY CHARLES W
PERRY ROBERT R
PERRY WILLIE
PERRY WILLIE EARL
PETERO JAMES E
PETERSON THEODORE
PETKUS ARNOLD E
PEWITT JIM

15982
15983
16004
16005
16054

16102
16112
16121
16123
16134

518.65
5.91
$76.51
$6.22
$28.00
$12.43
$203.54
137.82
$31.54
/3.14
$282.81
$3.74
$14.91

PHILLIPS CHARLES M
PHILLIPS ROBERT EARL
PHILLIPS SHANE

16151
16185
16188

$6.22
$37.29
$32.23

16194
PHIPPS L W
16206
PICKENS ORVILLE R
16221
PIERCE JAMES M
16223
PIERCE JAMES M
16222
M
PIERCE JAMES
16252
H
JAMES
PIPER
PIRATES COVE REC COMPLEX 16257
PIRATES COVE REC COMPLEX 16258
PIRATES COVE REC COMPLEX 16259

$47.37
$26.10
$31.08
1229.96
$102.58
128.00
$6.22
$42.26
$2.45

PIZZA INN

16304

1700.29

POE JOSEPH D JR
POE RICHARD B
POE RICHARD B
POPHAM RICHARD C SR
POTTER LINETH C

16324
16325
16326
16376
23052

$2.12
Si .24
$1.24
$20.50
S19 .72

$9.96

"OxLEY DAVID E
mUDD WILLIAM J
MUELLER DAVID
mULKEY ARNOLD K
mULKEY ARNOLD K
mULLER JUSTIN
muRADIN SHARON ALLEN

NAPIER WILLIAM
NcAD ROBERT LEE
NELSON ALLIE M
NESS DONALD G

•

THURSDAY, APRIL 13, 1909
TUNES
Lagal Nodes
Legal Node*
Legal Nodes
$3.14
15304
OUTLAND NOMA MRS
$50.13
3:;2
139
$9.17
13839
11 .86
13841
13.74
13864
15370
$4.97 OVERBY GOBLE
13890
$1.24
13892
$360.47
13900
15395
$21 .78
OVERCAST EWELL
13902
15402
WAYNE
DARREL
.86
124
OWEN
13903
15411
11
13.74
JOE
CWEN
13905
$24.86
13910
$8 .69
13911
1394 .68
13925
15435
$1 .24 OWENS PHYL IS
1394S
Si .24
13949
$14 .91
13951
S15.57
13952
15438
OwSLEY BARRY
Si .86
13960
15448
PACK
JAMES
16.22
13984
15451
PADGETT JOHN FOSTER
$27.68
13955
$2.48
13988
15505
PANAMS INVESTMENT CO
13.74
139d9
23044
JAMIE
PANDURE
$74 .79
14002
$4 .31
14025
15525
PARHAM JOHN
121 .78
23035
15526
PARHAM JOHN A
$10 .25
14036
15527
PARIS BRENDA KAY
.24
$1
14041
53.74
14042
$15 .57
14094

THE AIRMULCY LRDGER
Loyd Nodes

RESORT DEV
RESORT DEV
RESORT DEV INC
RESORT DEV INC
RESORT DEV INC
RESORT DEVELOPERS
RESORT PROPERTIES INC
REVCO DISCOUNT DRUG CENT
REVCO DISCOUNT DRUG CTS
REVLETTE JACKIE R
RHODA WILLIAM 0

16995
16996
16997
16998
16999
17000
17001
17003
17004
17005
17025

$31.08
140.43
$1.864.50
$118.09
$185.21
1310.75
$261.03
$1.38
$471.72
$13.04
$3.74

RHODES GREG
RHODES VERLAN
RHODES VERLAN J
RHONE LISA CAROL
RHYE JEFF
RICHARDSON JOEL
RICHARDSON RICHIE
RICHARDSON RODNEY D
RICHTMYRE LINDA
RICKERT HERBERT
RICKETTS RONALD JOE
RICKMAN RICKY
ROACH CHARLES
ROACH GRANT JR

17034
17043
17044
17046
17048
17080
17089
17090
17105
17108
17109
17127
17192
17195

ROBBINS JOHN E
ROBERSON EARNEST

17214
17229

$127.96
$18.65

17245

$211.31

ROBINSON DANIEL EUGENE

17369

S71.43

ROBINSON DONALD F
ROBINSON JAMES W

17375
17385

S.63
$26.10

ROBINSON ROGER D

17399

$32.32

ROBY H E
PODGERS JAMES,M

17407
17419

53.14
$11.19

ROBERTS BILLY

16066

16084
16099

PC4ELL SILLY J
POwELL LYMAN
ROAELL THOMAS JAN

16430
16436
16441

S11.81
51 .86
S15.57

POYNEP LARRY G
pRESCOTT JACK
PRESLEY JAMES M

16459
16481
16488

528.60
S22.39
$6 .22

PRITCHETT BOBBY

16538

$21 .T8.

PRIVITT EARL
PROFFER ERNEST
PRYDE PAUL C

697
16
938
16947
16955
16956
16969
16979

Legal Notice
$3.74
$63.03
S19.89
$33.62
$17.09
$189.09
$8.86
$3.14
$5.60
$9.35

LegalNethm
LeglaNMtke
REDMOND HARRY
REED DONALD NEAL
REED EDNA L
REED NEAL
REEVES ARBY
REEVES RAY
REIBITZ on* MAE
REICHELDERFER VIRGIL MRS
REILLY CHARLES R
RENFRO MIKE

16567
16572
16594

$4.37
$6.22
$3.14

PUGH BOBBY
PUGH EDWARD

16629
16630

51 .24
51 .24

OUILLIN CHARLES A
RAINES EDMUND E
RAINES EDMUND E I
RAINEY CHARLES A

16689
16726
16727
16729

$8 .69
$1 .86
13.14
13.14

RAMPALA TED
RAMSEY WILBUR
RANDALL ROBERT B
RASBERRY VERNELL
RAY ANITA M
RAY DAVID
RAY DELL
RAY HELEN

16748
1 6767
16769
16783
16811
16813
16814
16816

$4.66
$1 .24
Si .56
59.35
52.48
$1 .56
$87.01
$64 .74

RAY SHERMAN L
RAY TOMMY L
REASOR LE ROY

16832
16834
16865

Si .24
$11 .19
$2.48

W

16902
16912
16913

$19.89
$11.19
$2.48
529.23
$15.57
$9.35
$25.07
$41.86
$4.66
$4.95 $12.43
$4.97
134.21
$27.34

RAJ.GERS
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS

BARRY KEITH
CHARLES H JR
CHARLES H JR
CHARLES T

17427
17432
17431
17433

$261.03
$7.46
52.48
$14.29

ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS

JIMMY
KEITH
LEE
LEE
MELVIN
MELVIN
ORRIN R

17468
17409
17477
17476
17484
17485
17483

$147.13
$6.22
13.14
1621.50
$21.78
$21.12
$1.24

ROGERS RONALD LOUIS
ROGERS TRACEY
ROMAINE CHARLES F
ROSE JAMES
ROSE STEPHEN DALE
ROSE THOMAS w
ROSE THOMAS W
ROSS CORNELIA FAY
ROSS PAT K
ROWE DEBBIE

17511
17515
17525
17573
17606
17609
17610
17626
17658
17688

$80.80
$44.17
$7.46
$15.57
$2.48
$12.43
$12.43
52.48
1133.65
$28.00

RUSHING GERALDINE MRS
RUSHING WILLIAM RAY
RUSHING WILLIAM RAY
RUSHING WILLIAM RAY
RUSIECKI TED
RUSSELL CAREY A
RUSSELL CONSTANCE

17796
17813
17814
17815
17816
23058
17826

$4.37
$28.00
$43.51
$32.93
$8.69
$21.78
54.37

RUSSELL TIMOTHY L

17851

$11.50

RUTLEDGE ANTHONY
SALGER DONALD RAY
SAMPLE W H
SANDES DORTHY
SCHICKER MIKE
SCHICKER MIKE

17871
17922
17942
17955
18062
18063

$92.44
510.58
$3.14
$3..14
$34.21
$31.08

SCHIPPERT BILL
SCHMIDT ROBERT
SCHMIDT ROBERT V

18078
18085
14086

$6.22
$11.19
$5.60

SCHROEDER EDITH SUE
SCHWEITZER CARL RONALD
SCHWIEBERT MADELINE A
SCOTT CHARLES
SCOTT FRANKIE

18136
18150
13155
18166
18179

$3.74
$5.09
$1.86
$225.60
$229.96

SCOTT WILLIAM E
SCRUGGS H GENE
SEALS DANIEL S

18224
18235
18251

$4.97
$18.65
$19.72

SEMAN CHESTER F
SEMPSROTT WARREN G

18294
18295

$3.14
$2.48

SEUIK TOM C

18306

SEXTON KENNETH
SEXTON KENNETH ET AL

18315
18316

$3.74
$24.86
$2.48

SHAW CARL

18356

$3.74

SHEEN JOSEPH WADE
SHEETS VIOLET &

18375
18376

$1.86
$46.64

SHELTON LARRY D
SHEWMAKE JAMES A
SHEWMAKE JAMES A
SHIELDS DOUG
SHIELDS MICHAEL
SHIPLEY DONALD

18412
18466
18467
18469
18470
18489

$23.62
$2.48
$1.86
$6.22
$24.48
$3.74

•

.74
,.03
.89
,.62
'.09
1.09
1.86
1.14
1.60
0.35

I .08
).43
4.50
8.09
5.21
0.75
1 .03
1 .38
1 .72
3.04
3.74

9.89
1.19
2.48
9.23
5.57
9.35
5.07
1 .86
4.66
'.95
2.43
4.97
4.21
7.34

7.96
8.65
1 .31

1 .43

S .63
16 .10
.32

13.14
1.19

i1 .03
17.46
12 .48
14.29

47 .13
16.22
53.14
21 .50
21 .78
21 .12
51 .24

90.80
44 .17
57.46
15.57
52.48
12.43
12.43
52.48
33.65
28.00

$4.37
28.00
43.51
32.93
$8.69
21 .78
$6.37
11 .50

92.44
10.58
53.14
$3..14
34 .21
31 .08

$6.22
01 .19
$5 .60

$3.74
$5.09
Si .86
225.60
229.96

$4.97
$18.65
$19.72
$3.14
$2.48
$3.74

524 .86
$2.48
$3.74

$1 .86
$46.64

$23.62
$2.48
$1.86
$6.22
$24.48
$3.74

Legal Notice

Lepl Nodoe

Legal Notice

SNORE LINE
SHORELINE DREDGING &
SHOULTA PHILIP
SHOULTA PHILIP G
SHOWMAKER E J
SHOWMAKER TOMMY OR
SHOWTIME

18530
18531
23060
23061
18541
18542
18545

$83.75
$31.08
$13.99
$13.99
$59.07
$32.12
$41.02

SHREVE JAMES E
SHREVE LUTHER D

18548
18549

$2.48
$2.48

SIMMONS ERNEST LEE
SIMMONS PAUL

18617
18627

$105.66
S17.40

SIMMONS WILLIAM

18631

$12.43

LogaiNollke
LmpidNdlice
SUFANA GEORGE A JR
19685
SULLIVAN W E
SUMMER RALPH

19738
23074

$8.07
515 .57

SWINDALL WILLIAM 14
SYLER JOHN G

19794
19824

$3.74
$2.48

TABERS TRESSIA
TANCREDE DONALD T. SGT

19853
19867

56.22
$11 .19

TAYLOR ELDON
TAYLOR ROBERT L Z FRANK
TAYLOR STEVEN M .
TEER ALLEN R
TELLEFSON ROBERT A

19944
19995
20001
2U016
20017

$9.35
531 .08
386.39
$6 .22
$4 .66

20067
2000$!
20072

3.2.4d
12.81
114q.19

20010

$26.51

20084

$4.97

20117
20125
20136
20141
20142
20152
20153

16.82
$38.53
$12.43
$3.69
$3.74
s27.34
$2.19

20210
20240
20243
20241
20242
20248
20264
20267
20277

$6 .22
$6 .18
$12 .43
$62 .15
$12 .43
1310 .75
$64 .74
$51 .68
$3.74

THWEATTS GENERATOR SERV '20345

$4 .24

SISK HAROLD L

18685

$7.46

THOMAS EMMITT
THOMAS EMMITT E
THOMAS GREGORY E

SKELLY HARRY A JR

18704

$4.97

THOlAS JtPRY

SKINNER LUCY P
SKINNER MARY JANE

18710
18711

$2.81
$50.42

THOMAS MARION

SLOAN KIM ALLEN
SLOAN PAUL W
SLOBODNIK MICHELL
SMILEY STEPHEN W
SMITH AL

18741
23064
18742
18755
18757

$6.22
$6.22
S14.91
$22.39
$6.22

THOMASSON ARVEL
THOMPSON CHARLES V
THOMPSON EDWARD L
THOMPSON GEORGE w
THOMPSON GEORGE W
THOMPSON JEFFREY C
THOMPSON JOE ARTHUR

SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH

EDWARD E
GAIL M
HELENA E
JAMES ED
JEFFREY A
JOE C
LC
LARRY G
MARTHA J

18806
18825
18852
18863
1 8871
18879
18903
18905
18922

$2.48
$3.14
$1 .86
$74 .58
Si .86
$1 .24
$1.86
$20 .63
$2 .29

SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH

PAUL RA1820558 SGT 18950
PAULINE A
18951
RAY A
18954
ROBERT L
18963
STEVIE L
18978
STEVIE L
18977
WO
18993
WALTER H
18995
WALTER H
18994
WALTER H
23066
WARREN M
18996

$4.97
$9.35
$3.14
$3.14
$62.15
$24.86
$3.74
$23.62
$50.67
$12.43
$3.14

SMYTH JIMMIE
SNIPES JOHN W
SNOW GLADYS

19060
19064
19066

$31.08
$29.23
$2.81

SONGER -CURTIS
SOUTHARD DALE
SOUTHARD DALE
SOUTHERN BOBBY

19090
19103
19102
19106

$1.24
$23.62
$149.16
$6.22

SPANN DALE &

19122

$93.23

SPARKS DONALD
SPARKS MAGGIE MARTIN
SPARKS RAYMOND 0
SPARROW CHARLES S
SPAW EDWARD

19154
19157
19161
19164
19168

$5.60
$2.53
$32.32
$174.02
$6.84

SPRATT WAYNE &
SPURLOCK BOB
SPURLOCK RUSSELL LTD

19214
19220
19221

53.14
$21 .78
59.35

STALLINS PAUL
STALLON JIMMIE
STALLS TERRY
STANLEY CHARLES E
STANLEY LEE MEADOWS
STANLEY MYRTLE M
STARK JERRY PAT
STARKEY WILLIAM TERRY JR

STAUDER THOMAS J DECD

19244
19245
19260
23071
19275
19276
19285
19289

19346

$59.07
$31.08
$270.38
$15.57
$21.29
$9.35
$223.74
$170.53

$3.14

STEFFY DAVID

19393

$21 .20

STEPHENSON DONALD
STEPHENSON PHILLIP R
STEVENS EDWARD
STEWART CALTON

19411
19414
19418
19423

$5 .28
$2.48
53.14
$5.51

STEWART EUGENE
STEWART RANDALL E
STEWART RAYMOND

19430
19446
19447

$3.14
$31 .08
$3 .74

STOKES CARRLA JO
STONE JOE PAT

19489
19530

$6 .84
$164 .78

STONE RILEY
STOREY JOE
STORY BUD
STORY MARTIN WADE
STRAIN LARRY
STRAWN DALE A
STREET VIRGINIA & TOM
STRODE KARL

19537
19547
19552
19565
19579
19585
19589
19594

53.74
51 .24
527.52
S36.05
$9.96
$13.99
$22.95
$21 .20

STUARD ROGER
STUMILEFIELD JOHN SR
STULL JAMES R
STULL WALTER E

19607
19638
19662
19663

$3.14
$174.02
$16.47
$3.14

SUFANA
SUFANA
SUFANA
SUFANA
SUFANA

GEORGE
GEORGE
GEORGE
GEORGE
GEORGE

A
A
A JR
A JR
A JR

19680
19681
19682
19683
19684

$5.28
$9.30
$12.10
$9.35
$8.38

C

THORN WAYNE
THORNBURG ROBERT
THORNBURG ROBERT
THORNBURG ROBERT
THORNBURG ROBERT
THORNTON GEORGE
THORNTON TOMMY
THORPE BOBBY LEE
THRONBERRY ELWYN

E
E
E
E

JR
JR
JR
JR

L

TIDWELL FRANK

TIPPENS ARTHUR C

TODD
TODD
TODD
TODD
TOIM1
TO)D
TODD

BILLY H
HOWARD
HOWARD
J T
J T
J T

TODD RICHARD 0

20361

$76 .51

20408

52.48

$348 .04
$205 .10
$83 .93
5139.87
$87 .01
$397.76
$273.26

20421
20435
20436
20437
204.39
20440
20438

23080

$13.67

TODD TIMMY
TODD TIRE SERVICE

20465
20466

$40.43
$20.88

TULSON OSCAR
TOON WAYNE
TOON WILLIAM E
TOWNSELL DEBBIE

20472
23081
20482
20517

$4.66
$13.99
$6.22
$9.35

TRAVIS SHELBY

20544

$7 .34'

TRICE NELLIE B

20584

$3 .14

TRYON CLARENCE

20623

$3 .14

TUBBY'S SUB SHOP

20630

1383.76

TUCKER THERESA
TOLL CLARENCE E

20703
20706

$16.17
$13.99

TURNER EDWARD

20732

$15.57

TURSKA JEFF
TYNES RUPERT

20785
20807

$45.33
$10.58

20829
20828
20841
20852

$12.43
$31.08
$12.43
1141.24

USELTON JAMES E

20884

$6.84

vANBETUW ARTHUR T
VANCE JAN
VANCE JAN R

23084
20928
20929

$18.65
$6.45
$285.89

UNDERHILL
UNDERHILL
UNDERHILL
UNDERWOOD

GEORGE
GEORGE
RAY
HERBERT MRS

WALLS WALTER
WALTERS JOEL W
WALTON WILLIAM H
wARD JOE
wARE G E
WARREN BOBBY GENE
WARREN GARY 8
WARREN JACK
WARREN JOHNNY
WASHER ERV
WASHER JEANETTA
riATKINS RICHARD
WATSON DONALD
WATSON DONALD
WATSON MARK T
WATSON RICKEY
WATSON RICKY
WATSON WILLIAM
wATSON WILLIAM R
WATTS WILLIAM

21346
21372
21376
21404
21422
21435
23039
21450
21452
21471
21477
21511
21529
21523
21551
21560
21561
21569
21572
21580

$58.83
$1 .86
$32.29
$21 .78
51 .24
1130 .52
$12.43
$68.97
5102 .58
57,34
$21 .78
514 .91
533 .00
$9.35
$1 .86
$62.15
$27.34
$50 .13
$4 .37
$3.14

aEAVER GEROGE
WEBB RICHARD
WEBB RICHARD
WEBB RICHARD
wEEKS DENNIS F
WELCH ROBERT V J
wELLINGS BENJAmIN

21609
21528
21627
21026
21641
21662
2164

$1 .86
$2U .50
$9.35
$12 .43
$33.70
$26 .98
$1 .8.6

WELLS JOHN
wEST FRED D
WEST FRED 0
WEST GARY
wEST RAYMONo E

21 7i
2173_
21737
21732
21750

54.60
118 .65
$99 .44
$131 .43
$7 .14

21823
21824
23090
21826
.2183
2184'3

$3.14
52.48
$17.09
$8.07
$4.D.43
393.23

WHITE JIMMY
WHITE ROBERT L
wHITEHEAD KENNETH
wHITLEDGE RONALD L
AHITT ED
WHITTENBARGER ROB
wICE IRA DREXEL
wICKOFF FRED EST

21371
21341
21 90 2
21911
21930
21 9 35
21940
")1 )51

11 .86
$3 .76
$3.74
$31 .08
552.97
3248.6:
521'.47
$9 .35

WILDCAT ENTERPRISES
WILDER ROBERT
WILDER ROBERT RHEA
wILFORD BERNICE
wILHELM JIMMIE
wILKERSON DON

21%77
21 9 2
21933
2198

3'35; .75
1112.55
1 1 7? .28
.93

WILKES EDWARD H
WILKEY EUGENE
WILKINS ANDY

22023
22024
22025

12:.71
$12.43
55.42

AILKOWSKI JEANETTE T

22044

58.07

wILLIAMS
WILLIAMS
WILLIAMS
WILLIAMS
WILLIAMS

221)62
2207
2208i
22087
222%4

1185.45
5,.48
113.67
117.66
14.37

22162

32.4 •!,

AILLIAMS PAULA
AILLINGHAm BILL A
WILLOUGH3Y WALLACE
WILLS ROBERT
LSON COY
wILSON EDGAR L
WILSON EVERETT DECD
AILSON G H

2,22"
221 -7.
2227 t
2228,5
2‘22 -s;
22.-1; .

123 .62
19.35
518 .65
1298 .32
52 .48
159
,.37
$1t .17
Sr,.D2

WILSON JACKIE FRANK
WILSON LARRY L
WILSON LEONARD A
WILSON WILLIAM R
AINARSKI JOHN w
wINARSKI TAMMY YVONNE

2233
23095
22383
22398
22399

S6:7.15
V.02
$28.00
c'n.10
$7 .46
$1 .24

AISEMAN BURLENE
wITHROW J V
WITHROW JOHN
AITHROW JOHN V
mITHRDW JOHN w
ALODAREK F J JR
WOFFORD LOUISE

22483
22497
22493
22499
2250C
2250
2251C

$3.14
32.48
52 .43
Sb .22
S5.22
53.74
$1 .67

WOODS JOHN L
WOODS WAYNE E
wORKMAN JOHN A
WORLEY DAVID
wRIGHT FRED C

22586
22609
22634
22641
22669

$14.91
$4.37
$4.37
$217.53
$5.60

WYATT GLEN E
WYATT KENNY & TAMMY
wYNN JERRY LEE
YARBROUGH DONNIE
YARBROUGH DONNIE D
YOAK RODNEY

22713
22722
22752
22765
22766
22790

$5.60
$19.89
$3-74
$13.67
$12.43
$2.29

YUPP JOHN L

22794

51.86

YORK HAROLD V SR

22804

53.70

WHEELER OYNAUL J
WHEELER OYNAUL J
WHEELER RANDY
WHEELER SAmMY DEwAIN
WHITE BRIAN
WHITE BRYAN

BOBBY JOE
DENNY
DENNY L
DOROTHY
GLADYS OR KEITH

WILLIAMS MARL L

1•7 .4

2-2 10

:4 2

.25

VAUGHT SYLVESTER

21005

$14.86

VOOHERS JERRY GILBERT
VOOHRES LARRY
VOORHES JERRY
WOORHES JERRY
VOORKES JERRY G
WADE LARRY

21095
21096
21098
21097
21099
21110

$75.64
57.16
190.75
$80.18
$190.20
S18.65

WADE PAUL
WADKINS DONALD L
WADKINS GLENNA K
WADLINGTON LUCIAN GAYLE

21114
21116
21117
21124

$24.86
$99.44
$214.45
$101.79

WALDEN RICKY
WALKER ANCIL L

21155
21186

521.78
$3.74

WALKER JERRY &

21234

$21.78

ZBONCAK IRENE E

22893

51.86

WALKER JIMMIE

21236

$55.94

ZIMMERMAN BEN
ZUBER SHIRLEY

22909
22933

S7.46
$3.14

4
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Lawsuits are primary reason for
Police Chief Bowles retirement
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Embattled Madisonville Police
Chief J.E. Bowles announced his
retirement Wednesday.
Bowles, 66, cited "vigorous ...
prosecution" of two libel lawsuits
he has filed against the local media
as the "primary" reason for his
retirement. He said the lawsuits,
totaling S6 million, will impose "a
heavy demand on my time.—
Mayor O.L. Lantaff appointed
Capt. Larry Clark as interim chief.
a position he held for three months
late last year and early this year
while Bowles was on leave.
Bowles. who had been chief for
II years, filed the libel suits last
year against The Messenger newspaper and Evansville, Ind., television state WEHT over stories published and aired that alleged morale
problems and possible wrongdoing
within the Police Department.
Bowles and Capt. R.T. Miller

were charged by a special prosecutor with misdemeanor offenses of
accepting unlawful compensation
from Madisonville businessman
Rogers Badgett after a grand jury
investigation sparked by the stories. Badgett was accused of making illegal gifts of money to police
officers.
The grand jury's report said
Badgett had given SIO0 Christmas
checks to the city's police officers
during a 10-year period. From 1978
through 1987, the report said, the
gifts totaled more than S32.000.
A district court judge's ruling
that the law under which the three
were charged is unconstitutional -which resulted in dismissal of all
charges -- has been appealed by
the state attorney general's office.
Bowles, who prefaced his
announcement with the statement
that he would answer no questions
"on the advice of counsel." said

that in addition to the two libel
suits he has filed "There is a possibility that other individual suits
may be filed later."
In view of the "heavy demand
on my time in the prosecution of
these cases," he said, "I don't feel
that I can remain as chief and
devote the time needed to administer the Police Department, nor do I
feel it would be fair to the cititens
of Madisonville."
Bowles devoted much of his
statement to a recitation of
"accomplishments the Police
Department has made" during the
10 years he has served as chief,
including a Criminal Investigation
Section that boasts "no unsolved
murder cases," construction of
"the finest police facility in this
state" and a solvent police pension
fund that "was on the verge of
being totally unfunded."
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AND SPECIAL PURCHASE

I 100-Watt Stereo Rack System

Tandy ° 1000 SL Computer

Save $200

Save $200

•
449Low

As $23 Per Month.

Handheld Cellular Phone

,njr,

_9

. ...•. •
r

Monitor Only
$998.95

Reg Separate
Items 1198.95

025-1401/1043

Daisy Wheel Printer
Value

In Cat 432

r"

Save
960

__I•asm't1

•

woo

•

40-Channel
Mobile CB Radio
Et

Mks 0
Save 7095

VHS VCR With Remote

111111011

34,.P

go Reg.

$20

Reg
219.95 Low As $15 Per Month.
80 characters per
second #26-2802

3-Way, 51/4"
Car Speakers
HALF
PRICE!

ler
••

DIGITAL
READY'
Plate mou^.t
112-1711

99.95
Digital tuner In -dash
#12-1924

Reg.
459.95

15995

99 95

Five watts
021-1644

AM/FM Stereo
Car Cassette

Month

Save $60

Each

Reg

95

Dot-Matrix Printer Cut
27%

59

99 95

0

Crisp clean
professronai looking
print 026-2812 Low
As $15 Per

40-Channel
Walkie-Talkie
Cut $40

Save 6995
$30
Peg

r.

Low AS $35 Per
Month.

With CM -5 Color

Save -713 00*
s700 /.• Was 1499 00
pr

,

MS-DOS' and
DeskMate' Graphi
cal User Interface
built in t Includes
Desk Mate sot!
ware 025-1401

Digital AM/FM tuner synchro
high-speed dubbing cassette with
Dolby • B NR EQ an C 12 woofers #13-1232

5.•••
,
* r
I v...;

p3t,a

Reg. 899.00

100 rah 9e, c5100e4 Ihnorrmon rflia 'RIO &AIMS
OM Kr won no more mar 0 9.4 IND

A. 54,,

Tandya
1000 St.

69999

Reg
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Save 27995
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Reg.

Reg
69 95

Low As $15 Per Month

Cassette Player
350/0 Off

2995

22995 -

Reg Separate
Items 45 90
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Per Month •

With
Headphones

Reg
299 95 •

016.233

•

49?3P

6995
Reg
99.95
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.• •
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-.00•111.

XR-60 139
Each
#44.921 Reg 2 79
XR-90
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Imen 20

69 95

6995
Reg. 99 95
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:915
3388
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Each
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Low As
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Month.
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17995

Reg
219.95

#43

391

McDonnell
Douglas MD-87

FA-Ws-Of fighting I
landk°
1 ek0 BorsWA NA
AlaniC
Mean

NAMIBIA

•Major Industries:
Meatpacking. fish processing
SOUTH
copper. lead, zinc, diamond and
AFRICA
uranium mining
300 Miles
•History: In 1884, Germany
=isem
proclaimed a protectorate over
moo Tribune mop
the area The discovery of
Organization (SWAPO)the
diamonds in 1908 brought an
influx of Europeans South Africa legitimate representative of the
Namibian people Negotiations
occupied the territory during
aimed at bringing about
World War I and began to
independence have been
administer it in 1920 under a
underway for more than a
mandate from the League of
decade The UN independence
Nations The United Nations
plan for Namibia calls for a
revoked the mandate in 1966,
seven-month transition period
called for an end to South
leading to elections for a national
African rule and declared the
assembly on Nov 1. 1989
South West Africa People's
CNcapo Tribune G,aph,C Sources World Factbook World Aimanac

•Type: Twin-jet
commercial transport aircraft
Wingspan: 192 ft in
•Length: 130 ft 4 in (174
feet shorter than other
MD-80 models)
•Height: 30 ft 5 in
•Weights: 118.000 lbs
empty 140.000 lbs
maximum on take-off
•Maximum altitude:
37,000 ft
•Maximum speed: 575
mph
•Range: 2.730-3.261 miles
•Accommodation: 133
passengers in single-class
layout
•Midway Airlines order: 8
•Delivery: Through 1989
.1g.„

Priority could be given to federal prisoners
In Kenton County, Jailer James
Knauf said "all jails, especially in
our area, are overcrowded."
But Knauf said he is housing 16
federal prisoners in his 262-bed
jail. All are awaiting trial in U.S.
District Court and he is paid
S35.90 per day for each of them,
Knauf said.
In Lexington, also the site of a
federal court, the 500-bed Fayette
County Detention Center had 43
federal prisoners on Wednesday, an
employee said.
Boone County, adjacent to Kenton County, keeps federal prisoners
on contract with the U.S. Marshal
Service but has "always had a
good relationship with the (Corrections) Cabinet," Jailer John
Schickel said.
"We've never had a problem
with too many state prisoners in
our jail," Schickel said.
About one-fifth of his jail's 112
beds now hold federal prisoners,
for which he is paid a 531 per
diem, Schickel said. Half the beds
are filled by county prisoners and
the rest are state prisoners, he said.
EAKFAST - PLATE LI iNCHES - STEAKS- FISH - SEAFrr
Bullitt County Jailer Ralph
03
th Bleemel said he solicits federal
prisoners, capitalizing on his pro0
CO
ximity to Jefferson County and the
< Specials Good Thursday, Friday & Saturday 0 federal court in Louisville, and has
a "verbal agreement" with federal
marshals to keep 12 prisoners a
UCharbroiled
9
day.
Boneless
Fish
or
4
CD
The 530 per diem "helps pay
th Ky. Lake Catfish
our bills," Blume' said, "and I
Avg. 7 oz. each
4
•
CD
haven't turned any (state prisoners)
cn away."
Lear, chairman of the interim
joint State Government CommitIncludes white beans,
2 per serving
tee's corrections subcommittee,
french fries, cole slaw & roll
choice of potato, salad or slaw
said his panel hoped to get a cenTexas toast.
sus of federal prisoners in local
jails.
Lear's subcommittee met jointly
C',
with the interim joint Appropriaw
.
.
1906 Coldwater Rd.
tions and Revenue Committee's
Hours:
Mon
-Sat
5
am-8
pm;
Sun
5 am-3 pm§
-1864
budget review subcommittee on
(n
flEAKFAST - PLATE LUNCHES - STEAKS - FISH - SEAFC-) corrections and the judiciary.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Corrections Cabinet officials said
Wednesday that county jailers
sometimes refuse to take state prisoners and instead, solicit the more
lucrative placement of federal
prisoners.
Several jailers disputed the
assertion. Members of two legislative subcommittees said they
wanted to know the extent of the
conflict, if it exists.
If a jail built. with the help of
state money is giving priority to
federal prisoners, "that needs to be
looked at," said state Rep. Adrian
Arnold, D-Mount Sterling.
"It kind of rubs you the wrong
way if they are doing that," said
Arnold, a House authority on jail
issues.
The General Assembly may need
to attach more strings to jailconstruction money, said Rep. Bill
Lear, D-Lexington.
The issue arises as the state continues running up millions of dollars in contempt-of-court fines ig
Fayette. Kenton and Campbell

counties for failing to get its felons
out of local cells and into state
institutions.
Corrections Secretary John Wigginton and Doug Sapp, a cabinet
department head, told legislators
that federal prisoners are commonly found in jails in more populous
counties.
In some counties, jailers "go out
and drum up their own business"
by soliciting state and federal prisoners, said Sapp.
The state pays jailers $16 per
day for housing one of its prisoners, while the federal reimbursement is 528 to $35 per day in Kentucky, Wigginton said. The money
is crucial to some counties.
But those that received state
money for jail construction should
be willing to help the cabinet in its
struggle with a prison-crowding
crisis, Wigginton said.
"If you essentially put someone
in business and pay for their business, .., per diem is not the only
thing you should look at," Wigginton said.

'Home Cooking"
Pork Chops

$495

$525

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
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*
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Need a Ride?
Call 753-1854
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Dealer Nearest You
Most Major Credit
Cards Welcome
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Ideal for figuring taxes'
#65-965

ZAA4944

Sunday Morning 10:45 a.m.
Evening Services 7:00 p.m.
Noon Luncheons Daily - 1 1:50 a.m.

Save
$40

Check Your Phone Book for the 12adSO MINI Store or
44, .10s

'MO ohnts
0 055

twice the size of California
•Population: 1 3 million (1987
estimatel
•Ethnic breakdown: Black. 86
percent, white. 8 percent. mixed
7 percent

Auto-Reverse Cassette

Extended-Range
Mini Printing
Audio Cassettes
Calculator
HALF PRICE! Cut 32%
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Save Reg
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Desk/Wall
Dual-Cassette
Cordless Phone Phone Answerer
Save s30 Save $30
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Remote-Control Receiver

13"

Universal Remote Two-Line Phone
Control
With Memory
Save s30 Cut 29%

t

399.95
Easy on -screen
programming of 1year/6-event timer HO
*16-513

Color TV With
Remote Control
Save $70
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•Area: 318.261 square miles

Evangelist
A.B. Colvin
Louisville, Ky

Music Evangelist
Steve Littlefield
Minister of Music,FBC, Murray

